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ORIENTATIONS OF MORSE FLOW TREES IN LEGENDRIAN
CONTACT HOMOLOGY
CECILIA KARLSSON
Abstract. Let Λ be a spin Legendrian submanifold of the 1-jet space of a smooth
manifold. We prove that the Legendrian contact homology of Λ with integer coeffi-
cients can be computed using Morse flow trees.
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1. Introduction
Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension n, and let J1(M) = T ∗M × R denote
its 1-jet space, with local coordinates (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn, z). This space can be
given the structure of a contact manifold, with contact distribution ξ = Ker(dz −∑
i yidxi). A submanifold Λ ⊂ J
1(M) is called Legendrian if it is n-dimensional and
everywhere tangent to ξ, and a Legendrian isotopy is a smooth 1-parameter family of
Legendrian submanifolds. The problem of classifying all Legendrian submanifolds of a
contact manifold, up to Legendrian isotopy, is a central problem in contact geometry.
This motivates finding Legendrian invariants, that is, invariants that are preserved
under Legendrian isotopies. One such invariant is Legendrian contact homology, which
is a homology theory that fits into the package of Symplectic Field Theory (SFT),
introduced by Eliashberg, Givental and Hofer in the paper [EGH00].
More recently, it has been shown that Legendrian contact homology can be used
not only to study properties of Legendrian submanifolds, but also to compute sym-
plectic invariants of Weinstein manifolds obtained by surgery along Legendrians. See
e.g. [BEE11, BEE12]. It has also been shown, for example in [EL, CM], that this
can be generalized and used for computations in homological mirror symmetry. This
indicates the importance of being able to explicitly understand the Legendrian contact
homology complex with integer coefficients. This paper should be an important step
in that direction.
Briefly, Legendrian contact homology is the homology of a differential graded algebra
(DGA) associated to Λ. One should note that Legendrian contact homology has not
been worked out in full detail for all contact manifolds, but in the case when the contact
manifold is given by the 1-jet space J1(M) = T ∗M × R of a manifold M , then the
analytical details were established in [EES07]. In the special case M = R, this was
also done by Eliashberg in [Eli98] and independently by Chekanov in [Che02].
In the case of a 1-jet space, the DGA of Λ can be defined by considering the La-
grangian projection ΠC : J
1(M)→ T ∗M . The generators of the algebra are then given
by the double points of ΠC(Λ), which correspond to Reeb chords of Λ. These are flow
segments of the Reeb vector field ∂z , having start and end point on Λ. The differential
∂ of the algebra counts certain rigid pseudo-holomorphic disks in T ∗M with boundary
on ΠC(Λ). With a clever choice of almost complex structure on T
∗M , one gets that
the homology of this complex is a Legendrian invariant.
If M = R, then the count of pseudo-holomorphic disks reduces to combinatorics,
as described by Chekanov in [Che02], but in higher dimensions the Cauchy-Riemann
equations give rise to non-linear partial differential equations, which are hard to solve.
To simplify an analogous problem in Lagrangian Floer homology, Fukaya and Oh in
[FO97] introduced gradient flow trees, which are trees with edges along gradient flow
lines inM , and gave a one-to-one correspondence between rigid gradient flow trees and
rigid pseudo-holomorphic disks in T ∗M with boundary on the Lagrangians. In [Ekh07],
Ekholm generalized this method to also work in the Legendrian contact homology
setting.
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In the present paper we will combine the results in [Ekh07] with the results in
[EES05b], where it is proved that Legendrian contact homology can be defined using
Z-coefficients, provided Λ is spin. This corresponds to orienting moduli spaces of
holomorphic disks in a coherent way and builds on the work of Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and
Ono in [FOOO09], where they describe a way to orient the determinant line of the
∂¯-operator over the space of trivialized Lagrangian boundary conditions for the unit
disk in C. Since the differential in Legendrian contact homology counts rigid pseudo-
holomorphic disks, the orientation of the moduli space at a disk u corresponds to a
sign of u. That the orientation of the moduli space is coherent means that all these
signs cancels in ∂2, so that we get ∂2 = 0.
The main result of this paper is the existence of a combinatorial algorithm for com-
puting Legendrian contact homology with Z-coefficients, using orientations of stable
and unstable manifolds belonging to the Morse flow trees of Λ. We refer to [Karb] for
the explicit algorithm, in the present paper we focus on the analytical aspects of the
proof that this algorithm indeed gives a coherent orientation scheme for moduli spaces
of rigid Morse flow trees. This is a generalization and an extension of the orientation
scheme described in [EENS13] in the case when Λ is the conormal lift of a knot in R3.
1.1. Outline. Let Λ ⊂ J1(M) be a spin Legendrian submanifold. We will assume that
Λ is front generic, meaning that Π : Λ→M is an immersion outside a co-dimension 1
submanifold Σ ⊂ Λ. The points in Σ we call cusp points. We will also assume that Λ
has simple front singularities, meaning that the points in Σ are projected to standard
cusp singularities under the front projection. See [Ekh07].
Locally, away from Σ, the Legendrian Λ can be described as the multi-1-jet graph
of locally defined functions f1, . . . , fl : M → R. Fix a metric g on M . The Morse flow
trees of Λ are defined using negative gradient flows of such function differences. I.e. the
edges of the flow trees will be solution curves of −∇(fi−fj) inM , and these curves are
patched together at 2- and 3-valent vertices, where the local defining functions change.
The tree is a directed graph with one root, and the direction of the edges are given by
the flow direction of the defining vector fields. For example, at a 3-valent vertex we
can have an incoming flow line which solves −∇(f1 − f3), and two outgoing flow-lines
solving −∇(f1−f2) and −∇(f2−f3), respectively. See Figure 1. The 1-valent vertices
are either critical points of the flow lines ending at the vertex, or belong to Π(Σ). We
give a more detailed description of flow trees in Section 2.
Each edge of the tree has two lifts to Λ, one for each of the sheets corresponding to
the defining functions of the edge. The 1-valent vertices which do not lift to Σ will lift
to end points of Reeb chords, and the Lagrangian projection of the lift of a tree will
give a closed curve in ΠC(Λ).
By the results in [Ekh07] there is a one-to-one correspondence between flow trees
and pseudo-holomorphic disks defined by Λ. Briefly this works as follows. Consider the
fiber scaling sλ : (x, y, z) 7→ (x, λy, λz) which pushes Λ towards the zero section. Then
there is a choice of metric of M and almost complex structure of T ∗M , so that after
a perturbation of Λ there is a one-to-one correspondence between rigid flow trees of Λ
and sequences of J-holomorphic disks uλ in T
∗M with boundary on ΠC(sλ(Λ)). The
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Figure 1. The local picture of a Morse flow tree Γ in a neighborhood
of a Y0-vertex. The graphs of the defining functions f1, f2 and f3 are
sketched, together with the lift of the tree to the sheets of Λ determined
by these functions. The shaded area indicates the corresponding pseudo-
holomorphic disk.
disks are characterized by the property that their boundaries are arbitrarily close to the
cotangent lift of the corresponding tree Γ. Moreover, the linearized boundary conditions
of the disks tend to constant Rn-boundary conditions, except at cusp points, where we
get a split boundary condition which is constantly R in the first n− 1 directions, and
given by a uniform ±π-rotation in the last direction, where the sign depends on the
type of vertex. In addition, when we let λ→ 0, then the domain of the disk will split
up into a finite union of strips and strips with one slit. See Section 2.4.
The sign of a tree Γ will be related to orientations of the moduli spaces of pseudo-
holomorphic disks uλ, where the latter space will be given orientation by orienting the
determinant lines of the linearized ∂¯-operator at the disks. This orientation, in turn,
is defined by using methods from [FOOO09] and [EES05b], and is called the capping
orientation of uλ. This orientation is related to choices of orientations of the stable and
unstable manifolds of the critical points of the flow lines of Γ, and also to the chosen
spin structure of Λ. For a definition of the capping orientation, see Section 3.
Under the degeneration process, i.e. when λ → 0, the rigid flow tree Γ (or more
precisely, the disks uλ) splits up into elementary pieces; pieces of the tree with at most
1 vertex each. We use this to derive an algorithm for combinatorially calculating the
capping orientation of Γ in the limit λ = 0. Namely, we will give the elementary pieces
of the tree orientations coming from the stable and unstable manifolds of the critical
points contained in the tree. Then we glue the pieces back together again, and under
this gluing we can understand the orientation of Γ as oriented intersections of flow
manifolds. Due to the rigidity of Γ, we will in the end get an oriented 0-dimensional
intersection, and by multiplying this by another sign calculated from combinatorial
data from the tree, we obtain the capping orientation of the tree.
The capping orientation of uλ and of Γ will depend on several choices, which we call
initial orientation choices and which we describe in Section 3.2. The main result is the
following.
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Theorem 1.1. Let Λ ⊂ J1(M) be a spin Legendrian submanifold, and assume that we
have fixed all initial orientation choices. Then there is a coherent orientation scheme
for the moduli space of rigid pseudo-holomorphic disks of Λ so that the following holds.
Assume that Γ is a rigid flow tree of Λ, and let uλ, λ → 0, be a sequence of rigid
pseudo-holomorphic disks converging to Γ in the sense of [Ekh07]. Then there is a
λ0 > 0 so that the orientation of uλ is independent of λ for 0 < λ < λ0, and this
orientation can be computed in terms of intersections of oriented flow manifolds in M
together with combinatorial data coming from Γ.
For a complete statement of the algorithm for computing the orientation, we refer
to [Karb]. Nevertheless, in Section 6 we indicate how all the formulas in [Karb] are
derived. In particular, the reader will see what combinatorial data from the trees that
are involved.
Theorem 1.1 implies that the oriented 0-dimensional moduli spaces of flow trees are
in one-to-one correspondence with the oriented 0-dimensional moduli spaces of pseudo-
holomorphic disks of Λ, and the orientation is preserved under the identification. This
means, for example, that we can use flow trees to compute the Legendrian contact
homology of Λ with Z-coefficients. This is one of the reasons why we give the tree
Γ the orientation from the corresponding pseudo-holomorphic disk. Namely, the 1-
dimensional moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic disks have compactifications whose
boundary consists of broken 0-dimensional disks. This helps us to prove that ∂2 =
0, where ∂ is the differential in Legendrian contact homology. The corresponding
compactification of spaces of Morse flow trees is more complicated.
Remark 1.2. When calculating the differential ∂ in Legendrian contact homology, one
has to compute an additional sign for the differential. Compare [[EES05b], Section 4.1]
where the differential is defined as
(1.1) ∂a =
∑
dimMA(a;b)=0
(−1)(n−1)(|a|+1)|MA(a;b)|Ab.
Here |MA(a;b)| is the signed count of elements in the moduli space MA(a;b) of rigid
holomorphic disks, where the signs come from the capping orientations of the disks.
The additional sign (−1)(n−1)(|a|+1) arises when we glue rigid disks together at the
boundary of 1-dimensional moduli spaces.
Remark 1.3. The capping orientation of uλ defined in this paper will differ from the
capping orientation defined in [EES05b]. The reason for this is that the orientation
in the present paper is easier to work with in the tree-setting, while the orientation
in [EES05b] is more efficient when, for example, proving invariance of the Legendrian
contact homology under Legendrian isotopies. We refer to [Kara] for how these different
choices affects the DGA. Also compare [EENS13] where a similar issue is discussed.
1.2. Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we give an introduction to Morse flow
trees, closely following [Ekh07]. In particular, we give a description of neighborhoods
of partial flow trees, understood as submanifolds of M . It is these neighborhoods that
we will use when calculating the orientation of Γ from intersecting submanifolds in M .
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In Section 3 we review some background materials and also define the capping ori-
entation of a J-holomorphic disk. We use an approach similar to the one in [EES05b],
but we will use slightly different orientation conventions.
In Section 4 we give a brief outline of how to associate a family of pseudo-
holomorphic disks uλ to a rigid flow tree Γ, again following [Ekh07]. We also de-
fine the capping orientation of a flow tree Γ, which will be the capping orientation of a
sequence of pre-glued disks associated to the tree. Indeed, in [Ekh07] it is shown that
for each λ sufficiently small, there is a pre-glued disk wλ arbitrary close to uλ so that
the boundary conditions induced by wλ are very easy to describe explicitly.
In Section 6 we prove that the capping orientation of Γ is independent of λ for λ
sufficiently small, and that the capping orientation of uλ equals the capping orientation
of wλ for such λ. This gives Theorem 1.1. The main technical results are proven in
Section 5 and Section 6. In Appendix A we summarize some results concerning families
of Fredholm operators.
2. Morse flow trees
In this section we give an introduction to Morse flow trees, following Ekholm in
[Ekh07]. We will focus on the properties of the trees that will be of most importance
for us, and refer to [Ekh07] for a deeper discussion of the subject.
We will first describe howMorse flow trees are built, see Subsection 2.1. In Subsection
2.2 we introduce partial flow trees, which are defined similar to Morse flow trees, but
should be thought of as trees obtained from a Morse flow tree Γ by cutting Γ into
smaller pieces. In Subsection 2.3 we describe neighborhoods of partial flow trees, given
as submanifolds ofM via evaluation. It will be these submanifolds that we orient when
we are defining the sign of the flow trees. In Subsection 2.4 we describe a special type
of domains associated to flow trees.
Recall that we assume Λ to be front generic and to have simple front singularities.
We denote the singular set of Λ by Σ.
2.1. Flow lines and vertices. As we briefly explained in Section 1.1, Morse flow
trees consist of gradient flow lines in M . These flow lines are induced by locally
defined functions related to Λ, and they are patched together to give a closed curve
when lifted to T ∗M . More precisely, the trees are constructed as follows.
Given a Legendrian Λ ⊂ J1(M), it is a standard fact that Λ \Σ locally can be given
as the 1-jet lift
J1(f) = {(x, df(x), f(x)), x ∈ U ⊂ M}
of a locally defined function f : U → R. Fix a Riemannian metric g on M and let ∇
denote the corresponding gradient operator. To define flow trees we will use the local
functions fi which define Λ, or more precisely, the flow lines of the gradients of their
pairwise function differences. Note that these vector fields −∇(fi−fj) are only locally
defined on M .
Definition 2.1. A flow line γ of Λ is a curve γ : I → M satisfying
γ˙(t) = −∇(f1 − f2)(γ(t)),
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where f1, f2 is a pair of local functions determined by Λ. Here I is some interval.
Remark 2.2. A flow line is either an embedding or a constant map whose image is a
critical point of f1 − f2.
Assume that γ is non-constant and that f1 > f2 along γ. Then we define the flow
orientation of γ to be the orientation given by the vector field −∇(f1 − f2)(γ(t)).
We associate to each flow line γ its two 1-jet lifts (γ˜1, γ˜2), given by
γ˜i(t) = (γ(t), dfi(γ(t)), fi(γ(t))) ∈ J
1(M), i = 1, 2,
and also its cotangent lifts (γ¯1, γ¯2) given by
γ¯i(t) = ΠC(γ˜
i(t)) ∈ T ∗M, i = 1, 2.
The flow orientation of γ˜1 and γ˜2 is given by the lift of the flow orientation of γ and
−γ, respectively. See Figure 2. The flow orientation of γ¯i is the orientation induced
by the orientation of γ˜i under the Lagrangian projection, i = 1, 2.
f1
f2
γ˜1
γ˜2
γ
M
Figure 2. The front projection of 1-jet lifts of a gradient flow line.
Definition 2.3. AMorse flow tree of Λ ⊂ J1(M) is an immersed tree Γ inM , obtained
by patching together flow lines of Λ so that the following holds.
(1) The vertices of Γ have valence of at most 3.
(2) The tree Γ is rooted, oriented away from the root. The orientation of the edges
are given by the flow orientation. The valence of the root is equal to 1 or 2.
(3) We get an oriented closed curve Γ¯ ⊂ T ∗M when concatenating the oriented
cotangent lifts of the edges of Γ.
(4) The vertices of Γ are of the form listed in Table 1.
Definition 2.4. A vertex v ∈ Γ is called a puncture if the 1-jet lift of Γ makes a jump
at v. It is called a negative puncture if we go from the upper sheet to the lower when
following the lifted orientation of Γ, and it is called a positive puncture if we go from
the lower sheet to the upper.
Remark 2.5. We will only consider trees with exactly one positive puncture, and for
such trees the positive puncture coincides with the root of the tree.
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Table 1. Complete list of vertices occuring in rigid flow trees.
Type Description Local picture of the tree
and its front lift
P1,+
Positive 1-valent punctures, not con-
tained in Π(Σ).
P1−
Negative 1-valent punctures, not con-
tained in Π(Σ).
P2,+
Positive 2-valent punctures p, not con-
tained in Π(Σ), with index I(p) = 0.
P2,−
Negative 2-valent punctures p, not con-
tained in Π(Σ), with index I(p) = n.
Y0
3-valent Y0-vertices, not contained in
Π(Σ) and not containing any punctures.
end
1-valent end-vertices e, contained in
Π(Σ), not containing any punctures,
meeting Π(Σ) transversely, the 1-jet lift
of Γ through e is traversing Σ down-
wards.
switch
2-valent switch-vertices s, contained in
Π(Σ), not containing any punctures,
tangent to Π(Σ), one of the 1-jet lifts
of Γ through v is traversing Σ upwards,
the other 1-jet lift of s is not contained
in Σ.
Y1
3-valent Y1-vertices v, contained in
Π(Σ), not containing any punctures,
meeting Π(Σ) transversely, one of the
1-jet lifts of Γ through v is traversing Σ
upwards, the other two 1-jet lifts of v
are not contained in Σ.
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Next we fix some notations. Note that if p is a puncture of a tree Γ, then it is a
critical point of some local function difference f1 − f2, where we assume that f1 > f2.
Denote by W u(p) and W s(p) the unstable and stable manifold, respectively, at p, with
respect to the negative gradient flow of f1−f2. That is, if φ : M×R→M is a solution
of
∂
∂t
φ(x, t) = −∇((f1 − f2)(φ(x, t))), φ(x, 0) = x,
then
W u(p) = {x ∈ M ; lim
t→−∞
φ(x, t) = p}, W s(p) = {x ∈M ; lim
t→∞
φ(x, t) = p}.
We define the index I(p) of a puncture p to the be Morse index of f1 − f2. Because of
our transversality assumptions we have
dim(W u(p)) = I(p), dim(W s(p)) = n− I(p).
The dimension of a Morse flow tree is given as follows. Let e(Γ) be the number of
end-vertices, s(Γ) be the number of switches, and Y1(Γ) the number of Y1-vertices of
Γ.
Definition 2.6. If Γ is a flow tree with positive puncture a and negative punctures
b1, . . . , bm, then the dimension of Γ is given by
dim(Γ) = −2 + dimW u(a) +
m∑
j=1
(dimW s(bj)− n+ 1) + e(Γ)− s(Γ)− Y1(Γ).
In this paper we will be interested in rigid flow trees, i.e. trees of dimension 0 which
are transversely cut out from the space of trees.
In Legendrian contact homology, the grading of a Reeb chord plays an important
role. This is defined as follows. For each Reeb chord c of Λ, let c+, c− ∈ Λ ∩ c denote
the end points of c. We fix notation so that the z-coordinate of c+ is larger than the
z-coordinate of c−. Assume that Λ is connected, and pick a capping path γc of c, which
is a smooth path in Λ going from c+ to c−, and we choose it so that it intersects Σ
transversely. Let D(γc) be the number of cusps that γc traverses coming from the
upper sheet of the cusp in direction to the lower sheet of the cusp, and let U(γc) be
the number of cusps that γc traverses coming from the lower sheet going to the upper
sheet (relative the z-axis). We define the Maslov index µ(γc) of γc to be the quantity
µ(γc) = D(γc)− U(γc).
We also let |µ(c)| denote the parity of the Maslov index of γc, and notice that it is
independent of the chosen capping path. See [EES05a].
Now define the grading of c to be given by
(2.1) |c| = µ(γc) + I(c)− 1.
Definition 2.7. A Reeb chord c is odd (even) if |c| is odd (even).
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Remark 2.8. Since we have a one-to-one correspondence between the Reeb chords of Λ
and the double points of ΠC(Λ), given by the projection, we will use these two notations
interchangeably. Nor will we make any notational difference between these objects and
punctures of Morse flow trees or punctures of pseudo-holomorphic disks.
2.2. Partial flow trees. It will be useful to cut rigid flow trees into simpler parts, to
obtain partial flow trees. These trees are defined in the same way as flow trees, except
that we have weakened condition (3) in Definition 2.3. Namely, we allow 1-valent
vertices where the Lagrangian lifts of the tree do not match up. Such a vertex we call
a special puncture. We denote the vertices that are not special punctures true vertices.
We define the notion of positive and negative special punctures just as in the case
of ordinary punctures of a flow tree. That is, a special puncture p is positive if the
oriented 1-jet lift of Γ jumps from a lower sheet to a higher one at p, and otherwise it
is a negative puncture.
If Γ is a true Morse flow tree, then the partial flow trees obtained by cutting Γ into
smaller pieces are given the flow orientation from Γ. Thus, if we cut Γ at only one
point, then one of the partial flow trees will have the same positive puncture as Γ, and
the other tree will have its (special) positive puncture at the cutting point.
Remark 2.9. A local function difference along an edge in a rigid flow tree cannot change
sign. See [Ekh07].
We will mainly be interested in a special kind of partial flow trees, which are trees
obtained by cutting a rigid flow tree just once. These trees we denote sub flow trees.
The dimension of a sub flow tree is computed similar to the case of Morse flow trees.
Here I(p) = n if p is a special puncture.
By the constructions in [[Ekh07], Section 4.3], we may assume that the metric ofM is
flat in a neighborhood of Γ, and that we can find a partition of Γ into elementary trees
and edge point regions. The elementary trees are characterized by the fact that the
defining sheets of Λ may be assumed to be covariantly constant along the cotangent lift
of these parts of Γ, except the lifts to the cusp-sheets which are covariantly constant in
directions tangent to Σ, and make a uniform±π-rotation in the perpendicular direction.
Moreover, we can assume that the elementary trees have at most one true vertex and
thus either is of one of the forms listed in Table 1, or are just flow lines without true
vertices.
The edge point regions are constructed to interpolate between elementary regions.
They contain no true vertices and shrink to points under the degeneration process
λ→ 0.
The sub flow trees together with the elementary trees will play an important role in
the orientation algorithm.
2.3. Description of a neighborhood of a sub flow tree. Given a sub flow tree
Γ, let Ω = Ω(Γ) be a neighborhood of Γ in the space of trees, and let q denote the
special puncture of Γ. We define the natural evaluation map evq : Ω→ M to be given
by evaluation at the special puncture q. In this section we describe the image of this
map.
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Definition 2.10. Let e be a flow line of a local function difference f1 − f2 and let
K ⊂ M be a subset so that K ∩ e 6= ∅. Then the flow-out of K along e, is the union
of all maximal flow lines of −∇(f1 − f2) that intersect K.
Now if Γ is a sub flow tree with a special puncture q, then let e be the edge of Γ
ending at q. Let p denote the other vertex of e. We will define something called the
flow-out of Γ at q, denoted by Fq(Γ). In the case when p is a 2- or 3-valent vertex,
then this is the flow-out of the corresponding intersection manifold Ip(Γ) along e. All
this is defined inductively in Table 2 below, for each type of vertex p. In all cases we
let Ds be a co-dimension 1 disk centered at s, s = p, q, and transverse to e. See Figure
3.
Table 2. Definition of flow-outs and intersection manifolds.
Type Description of Fq(Γ) and Ip(Γ).
p a positive
1-valent
puncture
then Fq(Γ) is the flow-out of p along e. I.e. TqFq(Γ) ≃ TqW
u(p).
p a negative
1-valent
puncture
then Fq(Γ) is the flow-out of p along e. I.e. TqFq(Γ) ≃ TqW
s(p).
p an end then Fq(Γ) is the flow-out of Dp along e.
p a switch
then Fq(Γ) is the flow-out of Fp(Γ1)∩Π(Σ)∩Dp along e, where
Γ1 is the sub flow tree of Γ with p as a special positive (negative)
puncture if q is positive (negative).
p a 2-valent
puncture
then Fq(Γ) equals e. The intersection manifold Ip(Γ) equals p.
p a Y0-vertex, q
is positive
then Ip(Γ) = Fp(Γ1)∩Fp(Γ2), where Γi, i = 1, 2, are the sub flow
trees of Γ with p as a special positive puncture. The flow-out
Fq(Γ) is given by the flow-out of Ip(Γ) ∩Dp along e.
p a Y1-vertex, q
is positive
then Ip(Γ) = Fp(Γ1) ∩ Fp(Γ2) ∩ Π(Σ), where Γi, i = 1, 2, are
the sub flow trees of Γ with p as special positive puncture. The
flow-out Fq(Γ) is given by the flow-out of Ip(Γ) ∩Dp along e.
Fq(Γ)
p
Fq(Γ) ∩Dq
p
Figure 3. The flow-out along Γ.
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Lemma 2.11. Let Γ be a sub flow tree with special puncture q. Then, for sufficiently
small neighborhoods Ω of Γ in the space of flow trees of Λ,
evq(Ω) = (Fq(Γ) ∩Dq)× (−ǫ, ǫ).
Here (−ǫ, ǫ) represents the degree of freedom of q to move along the flow line itself.
Proof. Follows from the proof of [[Ekh07], Proposition 3.14]. 
Remark 2.12. When calculating the sign for a rigid flow tree Γ, we will first orient the
sub flow trees Γ′ of Γ. This, in turn, is done by orientating the flow out of the tree Γ′
at its special puncture q.
2.4. Standard domains. Recall the correspondence between rigid flow trees and rigid
J-holomorphic disks with boundary on Λ, established in [Ekh07]. The domains of the
disks are given by standard domains, which are defined as follows.
Definition 2.13. A standard domain ∆m+1(τ¯), τ¯ = (τ1, . . . , τm−1), is a subset of
R × [0, m] ⊂ R2 obtained by removing m − 1 horizontal slits starting at (τj , j), j =
1, . . . , m − 1, and ending at ∞. All slits look the same, they are strips ending in a
half-circle of width ǫ, 0 < ǫ << 1. A point (τj , j) where a slit ends will be called a
boundary minimum. See Figure 4.
p0
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
(τ1, 1)
(τ2, 2)
(τ3, 3)
(τ4, 4)
Figure 4. A standard domain ∆m+1, m = 5.
Given a (partial) flow tree Γ, we can associate a standard domain ∆(Γ) to Γ by
thinking of the boundary of the standard domain as being mapped to the 1-jet lift of
Γ. More precisely, start at the positive puncture of Γ. This represents the point p0 at
−∞ of the corresponding domain. Go along the 1-jet lift of Γ, in the direction of the
lifted flow-orientation. This path corresponds to the bottom line of ∆(Γ), connecting
p0 to p1, following the notation in Figure 4. At the end of this flow line we find either a
negative puncture or an end-vertex, which we represent by the point p1 at the positive
infinity. Jump to the line of ∆(Γ) over p1, which represents the outgoing lifted flow line
at p1. Follow this path. To continue this description, it helps to think of the standard
domain as patched together by the (compactified) standard domains corresponding to
the elementary trees that the rigid tree is built out of. These standard domains are
given as follows, were we recall that the elementary trees are given by the partial flow
trees listed in Table 1.
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Positive 1-valent puncture: A standard domain ∆2 with the point at −∞ representing
the positive puncture.
Negative 1-valent puncture: A standard domain ∆2 with the point at +∞ representing
the negative puncture.
Positive 2-valent puncture: A standard domain ∆3 with the point at −∞ representing
the positive puncture.
Negative 2-valent puncture: A standard domain ∆3 with one of the points at +∞ rep-
resenting the negative puncture. If the negative 2-valent puncture corresponds
to p1, then we say that the puncture is of Type 1, and if it corresponds to p2
we say it is of Type 2. See Table 3.
Y0-vertex: A standard domain ∆3 with the boundary minimum representing the Y0-
vertex.
End-vertex: A standard domain ∆2 with the point at +∞ representing the end-vertex.
Switch: A standard domain ∆2 with a point on ∂∆2 representing the point where the
1-jet lift of the switch passes through Σ.
Y1-vertex: A standard domain ∆3 with the boundary minimum representing the Y1-
vertex.
Now, if we continue to follow the flow orientation of the 1-jet lift of Γ, we get a recipe
for how to glue these elementary standard domains together to obtain ∆(Γ).
Table 3. Different types of negative 2-valent punctures.
Type Front projection and tree Lagrangian projection and
standard domain
negative, type 1
1
2
3
p1
a p2
1
2
3
p2
a
p1
negative, type 2
1
2
3
p1a
p2
1
2
3
p2
a
p1
Remark 2.14. Given a flow tree Γ, we can not read off how the standard domain ∆(Γ)
looks like from the immersion of Γ in M , we also need data from the 1-jet lift of Γ.
Besides working with standard domains, we will sometimes consider the domain of
a pseudo-holomorphic disk to be given by the punctured unit disk in C. To that end,
let Dm+1 be the unit disk in C with m+ 1 marked points on the boundary, where one
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of them is distinguished and fixed at 1, say. Assume that m > 1, and let Cm+1 denote
the space of conformal structures on Dm+1. A standard domain ∆m+1(τ¯) induces a
conformal structure κ(τ¯) on Dm+1 via the Riemann mapping theorem. Here ∆m+1(τ¯)
is given the flat metric. Moreover, since translations are biholomorphisms we get that
κ(τ¯ ) = κ(t+ τ¯ ) for all t ∈ R, where t+ τ¯ = (t+ τ1, . . . , t+ τm−1). The action t+ τ¯ can
be seen as R acting on Rm−1, with orbit space given by Rm−2, and hence the mapping
τ¯ 7→ κ(τ¯ ) gives an identification of Cm+1 with R
m−2 via standard domains. In [[Ekh07],
Lemma 2.2] it is proven that this identification is a diffeomorphism. We give the space
Cm+1 the norm induced from the standard norm on R
m−2 via this diffeomorphism.
In Section 3.2.D we discuss the orientation of the space Cm+1, and the orientation of
Γ will depend on the orientation of this space.
3. Orientation of pseudo-holomorphic disks
Here we review some background materials concerning orientations of pseudo-
holomorphic disks. We follow [EES05b], except that we will choose slightly different
orientation conventions.
In Section 3.1 we give a definition of pseudo-holomorphic disks with boundary on Λ,
and also discuss Sobolev spaces associated to the linearization of the ∂¯-operator at such
a disk. In Subsection 3.2 we fix some orientation conventions. This is related to Section
3.3, where we describe some exact sequences of finite-dimensional vector spaces, which
occurs when we glue pseudo-holomorphic disks together at punctures. We then have
the materials needed to define the capping orientation of a pseudo-holomorphic disk,
which is done in Section 3.4.
3.1. J-holomorphic disks. In this section we describe J-holomorphic disks with
boundary on Λ. Then we discuss the Lagrangian boundary conditions that these disks
induce, and define the linearization of the ∂¯-operator at such a disk. In particular, we
specify certain weighted Sobolev spaces that will make this operator Fredholm. We
start by describing the almost complex structure J .
3.1.A. Complex structure. In [Ekh07] it is proven that after a generic perturbation of
Λ and a C1-change of metric on M , there is a neighborhood of the rigid trees of Λ
where the metric is flat. Moreover, the almost complex structure on T ∗M induced by
this metric can in local coordinates Cn ≃ T ∗M be identified with i.
Hereafter, we will let J denote such an almost complex structure.
3.1.B. Punctured J-holomorphic disks and Lagrangian boundary conditions. Let Λ ⊂
J1(M) be a Legendrian submanifold, and let J be an almost complex structure on
T ∗M as described in Section 3.1.A. Let Dm+1 be the unit disk in C with m+1 distinct
punctures q0, q1, . . . , qm on ∂Dm+1, where q0 = 1 and where the punctures are ordered
counterclockwise. Let Ij, j = 0, . . . , m, be the part of ∂Dm+1 going from pj to pj+1
(m+ 1 = 0). We think of the disk as having half-infinite strips
Epj = {(τ, t) ∈ [0,∞)× [0, 1]}, (τ, t) = τ + it,
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attached at each puncture pj , and assume that the coordinates are chosen so that τ+0i
belongs to Ij−1 and τ + i belongs to Ij .
Let a, b1, . . . , bm be Reeb chords of Λ, or equivalently, double points of ΠC(Λ). Let
c± denote the end points of c, c = a, b1, . . . , bm, where c is regarded as a Reeb chord.
Here c+ represents the point with the largest z-coordinate.
Definition 3.1. A J-holomorphic disk of Λ with positive puncture a and negative
punctures b1, . . . , bm is given by a map u : Dm+1 → T
∗M such that
• ∂¯Ju := du+ J ◦ du ◦ i = 0,
• u|∂Dm+1 admits a continuous lift u˜ : ∂Dm+1 → Λ ⊂ J
1(M),
• lim
ζ→p0
u(ζ) = a, lim
τ→∞
u˜(τ + 0) = a−, lim
τ→∞
u˜(τ + i) = a+ in Ep0 ,
• lim
ζ→pj
u(ζ) = bj , lim
τ→∞
u˜(τ + 0) = b+j , limτ→∞
u˜(τ + i) = b−j in Epj .
Associated to each J-holomorphic disk u of Λ, there is a linearized ∂¯-operator. See
Section 3.1.C, and for example [MS12] for an introduction to the theory. LetM(a,b),
b = (b1, . . . ., bm), denote the moduli space of J-holomorphic disks of Λ with positive
puncture a and negative punctures b1, . . . , bm. These spaces are said to be transversely
cut out if 0 is a regular value of the corresponding linearized ∂¯-operators. We say that
u ∈M(a,b) is rigid if M(a,b) is a transversely cut out manifold of dimension 0.
Any J-holomorphic disk (and Morse flow tree) of Λ will induce a Lagrangian bound-
ary condition for the corresponding linearized ∂¯-operator. We fix some notation.
Definition 3.2. A Lagrangian boundary condition on ∂Dm+1 is a family of maps
Θ = (Θ0,Θ1, . . . ,Θm), Θj : Ij → Lag(n)
where Lag(n) is the space of Lagrangian subspaces of Cn.
Definition 3.3. A trivialized Lagrangian boundary condition for the ∂¯-operator on
Dm+1 is a collection of maps
A = {A0, . . . , Am}, Aj : Ij → U(n).
Remark 3.4. A trivialized Lagrangian boundary condition induces a Lagrangian bound-
ary condition Θ by Θi = AiR
n ⊂ Cn. Also, given a Lagrangian boundary condition on
the punctured disk we can always find a trivialization for it. This need not be the case
for the non-punctured disk.
If u is a J-holomorphic disk with boundary on Λ, then the tangent planes of the La-
grangian projection of Λ along the boundary of u give a Lagrangian boundary condition
defined on Dm+1. This induces a trivialized boundary condition Au, after some choices
of trivializations. Similarly, the Lagrangian projection of the 1-jet lift of a Morse flow
tree Γ gives also a Lagrangian boundary condition, which induces a trivialized bound-
ary condition on ∆(Γ) after some choices.
Remark 3.5. Recall that we have a canonical identification of standard domains ∆m+1
and punctured unit disks Dm+1 ⊂ C, given by the Riemann mapping theorem. We will
use the notation ∆m+1 and Dm+1 interchangeably.
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Remark 3.6. Since we will use the fiber scaling sλ : (x, y, z) 7→ (x, λy, λz) which pushes
Λ down to the zero section in J1(M), and in this way find sequences of disks con-
verging to trees, we will have a λ-dependence on Λ. This we often suppress from the
notation, but sometimes we indicate it by writing Λλ = sλ(Λ). Thus, one should keep
in mind that when we say that u is a J-holomorphic disk of Λ, we mean that u is a
J-holomorphic disk of Λλ for some λ > 0.
3.1.C. Weighted Sobolev spaces and Fredholm operators. Let u : Dm+1 → T
∗M be a
J-holomorphic disk with boundary on Λ. We will associate weighted Sobolev spaces
Hk,µ[u] to u, k = 1, 2, and also a ∂¯-operator ∂¯u defined between these spaces. This
∂¯-operator should be thought of as the linearization of ∂¯ at u.
Let Hk(Dm+1,C
n) be the closure of C∞0 (Dm+1,C
n), with norm ‖f‖k given by the
standard Sobolev Hk-norm. We will weight these spaces, as follows.
For each puncture qi ∈ Dm+1 we define a weight vector
µi = (µ
1
i , . . . , µ
n
i ) ∈ (−π/2, π/2)
n
and let µ = (µ0, . . . , µm). A weight function wµ associated to µ is a continuous function
wµ : ∆m+1 → GL(n) satisfying
wµ(τ, t) = Diag(e
µ1i |τ |, . . . , eµ
n
i |τ |)
in Epi(M). We assume that wµ is close to the identity matrix in compact regions of
the disk.
Let the weighted Sobolev space Hk,µ(Dm+1,C
n) be defined by
Hk,µ(Dm+1,C
n) = {f ∈ Hlock (Dm+1,C
n);wµf ∈ Hk(Dm+1,C
n)}
with norm
‖f‖k,µ = ‖wµf‖k.
Now assume that u is a J-holomorphic disk of Λ and fix a trivialization A of TΛ
along the boundary of u. Let
H2,µ[u] = H2,µ[u](Dm+1, u
∗TT ∗M)
denote the closed subspace of H2,µ(Dm+1, u
∗TT ∗M), consisting of elements s that are
tangent to ΠC(Λ) along ∂Dm+1, and which satisfies ∂¯s|∂Dm+1 = 0. Similarly, let
H1,µ[0] = H1,µ[0](Dm+1, T
∗0,1Dm+1 ⊗ u
∗TT ∗M)
be the closed subspace of H1,µ(Dm+1, T
∗0,1Dm+1 ⊗ u
∗TT ∗M) consisting of elements s
satisfying s|∂Dm+1 = 0.
We define the linearized weighted ∂¯-operator at u to be the ∂¯-operator
∂¯u,µ : H2,µ[u]→H1,µ[0],
∂¯u,µ(v) = dv + J ◦ dv ◦ i.
Remark 3.7. We write ∂¯A,µ : H2,µ[A] → H1,µ[0] if we want to indicate the chosen
trivialization A.
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3.1.D. Boundary conditions close to a puncture. Let q be a puncture of a J-holomorphic
disk u of Λ and let v ∈ H2,µ[u]. After certain deformations of Λ and the metric g on
M , as described in [Ekh07], we can find coordinates of T ∗M so that the boundary
conditions induced by u are given by
v(τ) ∈ Rn
v(τ + i) ∈ e−iθλR× · · · ×−iθλ R︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
× eiθλR× · · · × eiθλR︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k
in a neighborhood of q. Here θλ ∈ (0, π/2) and θλ → 0 as λ → 0. If q is a positive
(negative) puncture then the first k directions correspond to TqW
u(q) (TqW
s(q)) and
the last n− k directions to TqW
s(q) (TqW
u(q)).
3.1.E. Fredholm properties and determinant lines. Recall that a Fredholm operator L
between linear spaces V , W is a bounded linear operator L : V → W satisfying that
the kernel and cokernel of L are finite-dimensional and that the image of L is closed.
The index of L is given by
indexL = dimKerL− dimCokerL
and the determinant line of L is given by
detL =
max∧
KerL⊗
max∧
(CokerL)∗.
The set F (X, Y ) of all Fredholm operators is open in the space L(V,W ) of bounded
linear operators from V to W , and the collection of all determinant lines gives rise to
a line bundle over F (X, Y ), see e.g. [Qui85].
In [EES05a] it is proven that, with a suitable choice of Sobolev spaces, the linearized
∂¯-operator at a punctured J-holomorphic disk with boundary on ΠC(Λ) is a Fredholm
operator.
Definition 3.8. The pair (A, µ) is called admissible if ∂¯A,µ is Fredholm.
Definition 3.9. An orientation of u is defined to be an orientation of the determinant
line of ∂¯u,µ.
3.2. Orientation conventions and initial choices. It is necessary for us to fix some
orientation conventions, which we will do in this section.
First we fix the initial choices, which are the following.
• choice of spin structure on Λ;
• choice of orientation of the base manifold M ;
• choice of orientations of the unstable manifolds associated to the Reeb chords
of Λ;
• choice of orientation of C;
• choice of orientation of Rn.
That the orientation of C affects the sign of Γ follows from the constructions in
Section 3.1. Indeed, to define the capping orientation of a disk u we use techniques
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from [FOOO09]. These techniques, in turn, use determinant line bundles associated to
complex ∂¯-operators, which are given orientations induced by the orientation of C.
In Subsection 3.2.A we describe how the choice of the spin structure of Λ affect the
capping orientations. In Subsection 3.2.B we discuss the orientation of finite dimen-
sional vector spaces induced by exact sequences, and in Subsection 3.2.C we consider
the stabilization of the linearized ∂¯-operator, stabilize by the space of conformal vari-
ations. In this way we get a surjective operator and we can interpret the orientation
of a J-holomorphic disk u as a sign σ(u). In Subsection 3.2.D we fix an orientation of
the space of conformal variations of the punctured disk.
Remark 3.10. The choice of orientation of M is in fact only a local choice. If we keep
track of the local choices we can define the orientation algorithm also in the case when
M is non-orientable. We will assume that the orientation of TpM and R
n coincide.
For each Reeb chord p we let the chosen orientation of W u(p) induce an orientation
of W s(p) via the identification
TpW
u(p)⊕ TpW
s(p) = TpM
as oriented spaces. This chosen orientation of W u(p) will be the capping orientation of
W u(p), and the induced orientation ofW s(p) is then the capping orientation of W s(p).
3.2.A. Trivializations. Let s be the chosen spin structure of Λ. Consider the stabilized
tangent bundle of ΠC(Λ);
T Λ˜ := TΠC(Λ)⊕ Aux1⊕Aux2,
where Aux1⊕Aux2 ≃ R
2 is an auxiliary space. Let Γ˜ be the cotangent lift of Γ, and
let Γ˜∗T Λ˜ ⊂ ∂∆(Γ) × Cn+1 denote the Lagrangian pullback bundle over ∂∆(Γ). We
will use s to define a Lagrangian trivialization of this bundle. First we define explicit
trivializations along the parts of ∆(Γ) that correspond to elementary trees, and then
we use the edge point regions to glue together the trivializations as described by s.
To that end, if γ ⊂ ∆(Γ) is an arc corresponding to a (subset of an) elementary tree
so that Λ is covariantly constant along γ, we assign a sign σ(γ) to γ:
σ(γ) =

1, if TΠ : TpΛ→ TΠ(p)M is orientation-preserving for p ∈ γ−1, if TΠ : TpΛ→ TΠ(p)M is orientation-reversing for p ∈ γ.
We will use the following notation. Let (v1, . . . , vn) be a basis for R
n. Then we write
that a trivialization is given by (α1v1, . . . , αnvn) to mean the diagonal matrix
Diag(α1, . . . , αn),
given with respect to the basis (v1, . . . , vn).
Let (x1, ..., xn, xn+1, xn+2) be the standard coordinates of R
n+2 ⊂ Cn+2, where the
last two directions corresponds to the auxiliary space. The trivializations of Γ˜∗T Λ˜
along the components of ∂∆(Γ) corresponding to elementary trees Γ′ are then given as
follows.
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1-valent punctures:
Choose an oriented trivialization (∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn) of TM along Γ
′. Assume that
the trivialization is chosen so that the k first directions corresponds to TW u(p)
in the case p is a positive puncture, and to TW s(p) in the case p is a negative
puncture. Let γ1, γ2 denote the two cotangent lifts of Γ
′, and think of them
as subsets of ∂∆(Γ). Lift the trivialization of TM |Γ′ to a trivialization of T Λ˜
along γ1 and γ2 as follows:
(∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn , ∂xn+1, σ(γi) · ∂xn+2), i = 1, 2.
Remark 3.11. Note that σ(γ1) = σ(γ2) if and only if |µ(p)| is even, where p is
the true 1-valent puncture of Γ′.
2-valent punctures:
The trivialization is given similar to the case of 1-valent punctures, where we
now have k = 0. Note that the corresponding part of ∂∆(Γ) consists of 3
connected components.
Y0-vertices:
The trivialization is given similar to the case of 2-valent punctures.
ends:
Let e denote the end vertex. Choose an oriented trivialization (∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn)
of TM along Γ′ so that TeΠ(Σ) = Span(∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn−1), and so that the local
functions that define Γ′ are covariantly constant in these directions. Let γ1 > γ2
denote the two Lagrangian lifts of Γ′, and identify them with the corresponding
parts of ∂∆(Γ). Let U(e) be a neighborhood of γ1 ∪ γ2 where the π-rotation is
performed. We lift the trivialization of TM to T Λ˜, as follows:
• In γi \ U(e), i = 1, 2:
(∂x1, . . . , ∂xn , ∂xn+1, σ(γi \ U(e)) · ∂xn+2)
• In U(e): Assume that the trivialization is chosen so that ∂xn points in
the outward normal direction of Π(Λe) at the end point e, where Λe is
the union of the two sheets of Λ containing e. See Figure 5. This means
that when passing through the end point, in the lifted trivialization the
∂xn-vector will perform a positive π-rotation, and we will have a trivial-
ization of TΠC(Λ) given by (∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn) before the rotation and given by
(∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn−1 ,−∂xn) after the rotation. Assume that half of this rotation
is made along γ1, and that the other half is made along γ2. Just after the
π/2-rotation of ∂xn along γ2, we perform an π-rotation in the plane spanned
by ∂xn and ∂xn+2 , taking −∂xn to ∂xn and ±∂xn+2 to ∓∂xn+2 , keeping the
other coordinates fixed.
Remark 3.12. Note that σ(γ1 \ U(e)) 6= σ(γ2 \ U(e)).
switches:
Let s be the switch-vertex. The trivialization along Γ is given similar to the
case of an end-vertex. That is, let γ1, γ2 ⊂ ∂∆(Γ) denote the arcs corresponding
to the cotangent lift of Γ′, and assume that γ1 is the one that passes through
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Π−1(v)
x1
x2
Π(Λv)M
Λ
Figure 5. Local coordinates at a cusp. Here v represents a switch, end
or Y1-vertex, and Π(Λv) is given the orientation from ∂x1 .
ΠC(Σ). Let U(s) ⊂ ∂∆(Γ) be a subarc of γ1 where the−π-rotation is performed.
Let γ11, γ12 ⊂ γ1 so that γ11∪U(s)∪γ12 = γ1 oriented. Choose an oriented triv-
ialization (∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn) of TM along Γ
′ so that TsΠ(Σ) = Span(∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn−1),
and so that the local functions which define Γ′ are covariantly constant in these
directions. Assume that the trivialization is chosen so that ∂xn points in the
outward normal direction of Π(Λs) at s, where Λs is the union of the two sheets
of Λ containing s. See Figure 5. We then choose the following trivialization.
• Along γj: (∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn , ∂xn+1, σ(γj) · ∂xn+2), j = 11, 12, 2.
• In U(s): A uniform −π-rotation in the ∂xn-coordinate, constantly
(∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn−1) ⊕ (∂xn+1 , σ(γ11) · ∂xn+2) in the other coordinates, followed
by a π-rotation taking−∂xn to ∂xn and ±∂xn+2 to ∓∂xn+2 , keeping the other
coordinates fixed.
Y1-vertices:
The trivialization along Γ is given similar to the case of a switch-vertex.
Regions without true vertices:
The trivialization is given similar to the case of 1-valent punctures, where now
k = 0.
Now we use the edge point regions to glue together these trivializations in the way
that is prescribed by s. Here we interpret s as a Cˇech cocycle, and extend it trivially
over the auxiliary spaces. Denote this trivialization by As(Γ). For a description of how
the spin structure induces a well-defined trivialization (up to homotopy) of the lift of
Γ, see [[EES05b], Section 4.4] or [[Sch], Lemma 8.9]. In our case we just replace the
boundary of the disk by the cotangent lift of the tree. We will also use the construction
defined in these papers when we define a trivialized Lagrangian boundary condition
for pseudo-holomorphic disks later in this section.
The following lemma assures that the trivializations above can can be glued together
as just described.
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Lemma 3.13. Let Γ be a rigid flow tree. Then we have that∑
q puncture of Γ
|µ(q)| ≡ s(Γ) + e(Γ) + Y1(Γ) (mod 2).
Proof. Given the tree Γ, we fix capping paths at all punctures except at the positive
puncture p. Concatenating these paths with the 1-jet lift of Γ gives a capping path γ
for p, and from Table 1 we see that each switch, end and Y1-vertex contributes with 1
(mod 2) to the Maslov index of γ. Thus we get that
µ(γ) ≡
∑
q negative puncture of Γ
|µ(q)|+ s(Γ) + e(Γ) + Y1(Γ) (mod 2).
The result follows. 
Note that, if Γ′1 and Γ
′
2 are two elementary trees that are connected by an edge point
region Γe, then we could identify the different trivializations of TM along Γ
′
1 and Γ
′
2
via evaluation at TeM , where e ∈ Γ is the point that corresponds to Γe in the limit
λ = 0. We could then use this to define a trivialization of Γ˜∗T Λ˜, just by defining this
identification as transition maps at the two points of ∂∆(Γ) that corresponds to the lift
of e, for each edge point region of Γ. In this way we get a trivialization A′(Γ) of Γ˜∗T Λ˜.
This does not necessarily give the same trivialization as As(Γ), but the difference can
be measured by a sign. This sign is computed as follows.
For each maximal connected component γ of ∆(Γ), let As(γ) denote the trivialization
of Γ∗T L˜ induced by As(Γ), and let A
′(γ) denote our explicitly constructed trivialization
with transition maps given by evaluation in TeM (that is, A
′(Γ)). By considering the
concatenation As(γ)
−1 ◦ A′(γ) we get a loop of trivializations associated to γ (recall
that we assume the trivializations to be equal at all infinities of ∆(Γ)), and hence an
element σ(γ) ∈ π1(SO(n+ 1)).
Definition 3.14. Let
(3.1) β(s, A′) =
∑
γ
σ(γ)
where the sum is taken over all flow lines γ of Γ. For a more detailed description, see
[[EES05b], Section 4.4].
3.2.B. Linear algebra. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space, and let
vn¯ = (v1, . . . , vn)
be an oriented basis for V . We then represent the orientation O(V ) of V by the wedge
product v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vn ∈
∧max V . Clearly vn¯ and wn¯ gives the same orientation of V if
and only if v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vn = αw1 ∧ · · · ∧ wn for some α ∈ (0,∞). The oriented basis vn¯
of V also induces an orientation of V ∗ via the wedge v∗1 ∧ · · · ∧ v
∗
n. Here v
∗
i is the dual
vector of vi.
If V and W are oriented vector spaces then the orientations O(V ) and O(W ),
represented by φV ∈
∧max V and φW ∈ ∧maxW , respectively, canonically induce an
orientation of the 1-dimensional space
∧max V ⊗ ∧max(W ∗) via the pair (φV , φW ) ∈∧max V × ∧maxW . Two pairs (φV , φW ) and (φ′V , φ′W ) are equivalent if and only if
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φV = αφ
′
V , φW = βφ
′
V , αβ > 0. We call an equivalence class (φV , φW ) an orientation
pair of
∧max V ⊗ ∧maxW .
We will often consider exact sequences involving at most four non-trivial finite-
dimensional vector spaces, as follows
(3.2) 0 −→ V1
α
−→ W1
β
−→W2
γ
−→ V2 −→ 0.
A basic observation when working with orientations in Symplectic Field Theory is that,
after having fixed orientations of three of the spaces in the sequence above, then the
fourth one can be given an induced orientation. This induced orientation is canonical,
up to choices of orientation conventions. We fix these conventions in what follows.
Also compare with the discussion in [Zin13].
Pick a basis (v1, . . . , vk) for V1 and vectors (u1, . . . , ul) ∈W2 so that (γ(u1), . . . , γ(ul))
gives a basis for V2. Then pick vectors (w1, .., wm) ∈W1 so that a basis for W1 is given
by (α(v1), . . . , α(vk), w1, . . . , wm). By exactness of the sequence (3.2) we then get that
(β(w1), . . . , β(wm), u1, . . . , ul) gives a basis for W2. Now consider the map
(3.3) Φ :
max∧
V1 ⊗
max∧
V2 →
max∧
W1 ⊗
max∧
W2
given by
Φ(v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vk ⊗ γ(u1) ∧ · · · ∧ γ(ul))
= v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vk ∧ w1 ∧ · · · ∧ wm ⊗ u1 ∧ · · · ∧ ul ∧ β(w1) ∧ · · · ∧ β(wm).
The following is a standard fact, see e.g. [FH93].
Lemma 3.15. The sequence (3.2) together with the map (3.3) induces an isomorphism
(3.4) φ :
max∧
V1 ⊗
max∧
V2
≈
−→
max∧
W1 ⊗
max∧
W2,
and hence a one-to-one correspondence between orientation pairs of (V1, V2) and of
(W1,W2).
From now on, unless something else is explicitly stated, when we say that a space is
given an orientation induced by an exact sequence, it is understood that we mean the
orientation induced by the conventions in Lemma 3.15.
3.2.C. The fully linearized ∂¯-operator and the sign of a rigid disk. Let u : Dm+1 →
T ∗M be a J-holomorphic disk of L, and let κ denote the conformal structure of Dm+1.
Recall the associated linearized operator ∂¯u : H2,µ[u] → H1,µ[0] introduced in Section
3.1.C. When using the orientation of det ∂¯u to define the sign of u, to be used in (1.1),
we will need to take into account the input coming from the space TκCm+1 of conformal
variations at κ. Thus, we need to study the fully linearized ∂¯-operator D∂¯u,κ at (u, κ),
given by
(3.5) D∂¯u,κ = ∂¯u ⊕Ψκ : H2,µ[u]⊕ TκCm+1 →H1,µ[0],
where Ψκ : TκCm+1 → H1,µ[0] is a linear map. For a more explicit description of Ψκ,
see Section 5.1. For the moment it suffices to know that D∂¯u,κ is surjective, and that
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we have an exact sequence
(3.6)
0 → Ker ∂¯u → Ker(∂¯u ⊕Ψκ) → TκCm+1 → Coker ∂¯u → 0
v 7→ (v, 0)
(v, w) 7→ w
w 7→ Ψ(w).
Using Lemma 3.15 we get an isomorphism
(3.7)
max∧
KerD∂¯u,κ ⊗
max∧
TκCm+1 ≃
max∧
Ker ∂¯u ⊗
max∧
(Coker ∂¯u)
∗.
Thus, we see that an orientation of Ker ∂¯u,κ together with an orientation of TκCm+1
induces an orientation of det ∂¯u. In particular, if D∂¯u,κ is an isomorphism and ∂¯u is
injective (which is the case for rigid disks with more than one negative punctures),
then the orientation is given by a sign σ(u) coming from comparing the orientation of
Coker ∂¯u with the orientation of TκCm+1 under the isomorphism in (3.7). This sign is
the one that shows up in the signed count of rigid disks in the differential for Legendrian
contact homology.
In the next subsection we fix an orientation of the space of conformal structures, and
we refer to Section 3.4 for the definition of the orientation of det ∂¯u (which will be the
capping orientation of u).
Remark 3.16. If m ≤ 1, then Cm+1 is empty and we have D∂¯u,κ = ∂¯u. The tangent
space of the moduli space of rigid J-holomorphic disks at u can then be identified
with Ker ∂¯u/TTm+1, where Tm+1 is the space of conformal automorphisms of Dm+1.
Here we embed TTm+1 ⊂ Ker ∂¯u via v 7→ dw · v, v ∈ TTm+1. We refer to [[EES05b],
Section 3.4.1] for a discussion of how to orient Tm+1, and we pick the same orientation
as described there. The sign σ(u) of u then comes from comparing the orientation of
TTm+1 with the one of Ker ∂¯u.
3.2.D. Orientation of the space of conformal variatons. In this subsection we will fix
an orientation of the space Cm+1 of conformal structures on the m+ 1-punctured unit
disk in C. We will also carry it over to the setting of Section 2.4 where we viewed
conformal structures as represented by standard domains.
First consider the case when we view the domain of the punctured J-holomorphic
disk as the unit disk in C, withm+1 punctures p0, . . . , pm. We assume that the positive
puncture p0 is located at z = 1. If we fix the first two negative punctures p1, p2 at
z = i and z = −1, respectively, then the position of the remaining punctures p3, . . . , pm
uniquely determines the conformal structure κ of the disk. Let vi be the vector field
supported in a neighborhood of pi which agrees with the vector field z 7→ iz near the
puncture (making the puncture moving counter-clockwise along the boundary), and
which is tangent to the boundary along the boundary. See Figure 6. We then get
a canonical identification of the tangent space TκCm+1 of Cm+1 at κ with the tuple
of vector fields (v3, . . . , vm). We define the positive orientation of TκCm+1 to be the
orientation induced by the ordered tuple (v3, . . . , vm). If m = 2 we let the one point
space C3 be positively oriented.
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t1
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t3
Figure 6. To the left a punctured disk with the conformal variations
v3, v4 indicated. To the right a standard domain with the conformal
variations t1, t2, t3 indicated.
We would like to translate this into the case when we view the disk Dm+1 as a
standard domain ∆m+1. Recall that in this setting a conformal structure κ is given by
the location of m−2 out of m−1 slits, and that two standard domains are conformally
equivalent if and only if their boundary minima differs by an overall translation.
Let tj be the conformal variation that corresponds to moving the jth boundary min-
imum towards −∞, and which is cut-off in a neighborhood of this boundary minimum.
See Figure 6. The tangent space TκCm+1 is then spanned by m−2 of the m−1 tangent
vectors tj . We have the following.
Lemma 3.17 (Lemma 6.4, [EENS13]). The orientation of Cm+1 given by t2∧· · ·∧tm−1
agrees with the orientation of Cm+1 defined above.
In addition we have
t1 ∧ · · · ∧ tj−1 ∧ tˆj ∧ tj+1 ∧ · · · ∧ tm−1 = (−1)
j−1t2 ∧ · · · ∧ tm−1
and in particular
t1 ∧ · · · ∧ tm−2 = (−1)
m−2t2 ∧ · · · ∧ tm−1.
Here vˆ means that the vector v is absent.
3.3. Gluing of trivialized boundary conditions. One of the most important tools
in this paper is exact sequences of kernels and cokernels of ∂¯-operators. These sequences
occur when we glue J-holomorphic disks together at punctures.
In [[EES05b], Section 3.2] these kind of sequences are described in detail, and proven
to be exact. Since we will use these sequences repeatedly, we give an outline of the
constructions found in that paper and also re-state the results that we will need.
We mention that these sequences are needed in the inductive procedure of proving
that the sign of a tree Γ can be described as stated in Theorem 1.1. They are also used
when we define the capping orientation of a J-holomorphic disk.
3.3.A. Gluing weighted disks. Let ∆A and ∆B be two standard domains with corre-
sponding trivialized Lagrangian boundary conditions A : ∂∆A → U(n) and B : ∂∆B →
U(n). Let E0 be the strip-like end of ∆A at τ = −∞, and let E be one of the strip-
like ends of ∆B at τ = +∞. Pick coordinates (τ, t) ∈ (−∞, 0] × [0, 1] on E0 and
(τ, t) ∈ [0,∞)× [0, 1] on E. Assume that A is constantly equal to the identity for |τ |
large in E0, and that B is constantly equal to the identity for τ large in E. Then we
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can glue ∆A to ∆B, by joining E0 and E, and get a trivialized Lagrangian boundary
condition A#B on the glued domain ∆A#∆B.
Let ν > 0 be so large so that A and B are constantly equal to the identity on E0 and
E for τ < −ν and τ > ν, respectively. Let ∆(ρ) = ∆A#ρ∆B be the standard domain
obtained by identifying {−ρ}× [0, 1] on E0 with {ρ}× [0, 1] on E, where ρ >> 2ν. Let
A#ρB be the induced boundary condition, which is equal to A on the part of ∆(ρ)
corresponding to ∆A, equal to B on the part of ∆(ρ) corresponding to ∆B, and is equal
to the identity in the gluing region.
Let wA and wB be the weight functions associated to ∆A and ∆B, respectively. Let
µA denote the weight vector at the end E0 and let µB denote the weight vector at the
end E, so that we have weights wA ≃ e
µA|τ | and wB ≃ e
µB |τ |, respectively, at the actual
ends. Let wρ denote the glued weight function on ∆(ρ), which equals wA and wB,
respectively, outside the gluing region ∆A\(−∞, ν−ρ)×[0, 1]∪∆B\(−ρ−ν,∞)×[0, 1],
and is a smooth interpolation of the weight functions in the gluing region.
Assume that we have chosen weights so that (A,wA) and (B,wB) are both admissible
pairs. Then the glued ∂¯-problem will also be admissible, and the index can be computed
as follows. Here we assume that the weight vectors take values in (−π/2, π/2)n.
Definition 3.18. If µ = (µ1, . . . , µn) is a vector, we say that signµ < 0 (sign µ > 0) if
sign µi < 0 (sign µi > 0) for all i = 1, . . . , n. Also, if ν = (ν1, . . . , νn) is another vector,
we say that sign µ = sign ν (signµ = − sign ν) if sign µi = sign νi (signµi = − sign νi)
for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Lemma 3.19. We have the following.
i) If signµA = sign µB > 0 then index ∂¯A#B = index ∂¯A + index ∂¯B + n.
ii) If signµA = sign µB < 0 then index ∂¯A#B = index ∂¯A + index ∂¯B − n.
iii) signµA = − sign µB then index ∂¯A#B = index ∂¯A + index ∂¯B.
Proof. The second case is stated in [EES05b]. The other two cases also follow from
this result, by noting that we can change all positive weights of wA and wB to negative
weights, with the cost of raising the indices of ∂¯A and ∂¯B by the number of positive
weights, see [EES05a]. The glued problem will have the same index as the one we get
without changing the weights. Thus, in the first case we have to add n to both the index
of ∂¯A and ∂¯B, and in the second case we have to add in total n to index ∂¯A+index ∂¯B. 
Lemma 3.20. Assume that we are in the situation of gluing as described above. Then,
for sufficiently large ρ, there are exact gluing sequences of the following form.
a) If signµA = sign µB > 0 then we get
0→ Ker ∂¯A#B
αρ
−→

Ker ∂¯ARn
Ker ∂¯B

 βρ−→
[
Coker ∂¯A
Coker ∂¯B
]
γρ
−→ Coker ∂¯A#B → 0.(3.8)
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b) If signµA = sign µB < 0 then we get
0→ Ker ∂¯A#B
αρ
−→
[
Ker ∂¯A
Ker ∂¯B
]
βρ
−→

Coker ∂¯ARn
Coker ∂¯B

 γρ−→ Coker ∂¯A#B → 0.(3.9)
c) If signµA = − sign µB then we get
0→ Ker ∂¯A#B
αρ
−→
[
Ker ∂¯A
Ker ∂¯B
]
βρ
−→
[
Coker ∂¯A
Coker ∂¯B
]
γρ
−→ Coker ∂¯A#B → 0.(3.10)
In the sequences (3.8) and (3.9) we have a canonical isomorphism Rn ≃ A(−{ρ}×[0, 1])
via evaluation.
Proof. Follows from [[EES05b], Lemma 3.1] 
Remark 3.21. The maps αρ, βρ and γρ are given as follows. First embed the kernels
and cokernels of the ∂¯A and ∂¯B-operators in the Sobolev spaces associated to ∂¯A#B,
by cutting off the elements with cut-off functions φρA, φ
ρ
B : ∆(ρ) → [0, 1]. The cut-off
functions are required to satisfy
φρA =

1 on ∆A \ ((−∞,−1/2ρ]× [0, 1])0 on ∆(ρ) \ (∆A \ ((−∞,−ρ]× [0, 1]))(3.11)
φρB =

1 on ∆B \ ([1/2ρ,∞)× [0, 1])0 on ∆(ρ) \ (∆B \ ([ρ,∞]× [0, 1]))(3.12)
and |DkφρU | = O(ρ
−1), k = 1, 2, U = A,B. Also embed the constant functions defined
in the gluing region representing Rn in a similar way, by using cut-off functions with
support in the gluing region. Then αρ is L
2-projection onto the space spanned by the
cut-off kernel elements, βρ is ∂¯ composed with L
2-projection and γρ is projection to
the quotient. See [EES05b] for a more detailed description.
Remark 3.22. Using this lemma together with the orientation conventions from Sec-
tion 3.2, we see that orientations oA and oB on the determinant lines of ∂¯A and ∂¯B,
respectively, canonically induces an orientation oA#B on the determinant line of ∂¯A#B.
Remark 3.23. We have a similar situation concerning iterated gluings of J-holomorphic
disks, see [[EES05b], Section 3.2.3], where it is proven that gluing is associative on the
level of orientations. Notice that the same proofs go through even if we are using
slightly different orientation conventions.
3.4. Capping orientations of J-holomorphic disks. In this section we will de-
fine the capping orientation of a J-holomorphic disk u of Λ. We follow the similar
constructions in [EES05b].
Briefly this works as follows. Let ub denote the restriction of u to the boundary,
and let Λˆ = ΠC(Λ). The choice of spin structure on Λ induces a trivialization of
u∗bT Λˆ, which is well-defined up to homotopy. Closing up these paths of trivializations
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with something called capping trivializations, we get a trivialized Lagrangian boundary
condition on the non-punctured disk. The determinant line of the ∂¯-operator with this
boundary condition is oriented using evaluation, and if we fix orientations of the ∂¯-
operators over the capping disks, then the sequences from Lemma 3.20 will induce an
orientation of the determinant line of the ∂¯-operator at u. This will be the capping
orientation of u.
3.4.A. Orientation of trivialized boundary conditions on the non-punctured disk. Let
A be a trivialized Lagrangian boundary condition on the unit disk D in C, i.e., let
A be a loop A : ∂D → U(n). Let ∂¯A denote the corresponding ∂¯-problem as defined
in Section 3.1.C. The determinant lines of these type of operators give rise to a line
bundle det ∂¯ over the space of trivialized Lagrangian boundary conditions on D, which
is nothing but the space Ω(U(n)) of free loops in U(n). From [EES05b] and [FOOO09]
we have the following result.
Proposition 3.24 ([EES05b], Lemma 3.8). The determinant line bundle det ∂¯ over
Ω(U(n)) is orientable, and a choice of orientation of Rn and of C induces an orientation
of this bundle. Moreover, the orientation is given via evaluation at a point on the
boundary ∂D, where we identify the image of the evaluation with Rn using the given
trivialization.
Assume that we have fixed an orientation onRn and on C. We will call the orientation
induced on det ∂¯A as in the lemma above the canonical orientation.
Remark 3.25. The orientation above depends on the chosen trivialization of the loops,
see [FOOO09].
3.4.B. Trivializations and weights associated to a punctured J-holomorphic disk. Let
u be a J-holomorphic disk of Λ, and let ub denote the restriction of u to the boundary.
Fix a spin structure s on Λ. As described in Section 3.2.A, this induces a trivialized
Lagrangian boundary condition A˜u : Dm+1 → U(n + 2) of u
∗
b T˜ Λˆ. We call A˜u the
stabilized trivialized boundary condition of u associated to s.
Note that the ∂¯-problem
∂¯u : H2[A˜u](Dm+1, u
∗
bT˜ Λˆ)→ H1[0](Dm+1, T
∗0,1Dm+1 ⊗ u
∗
b T˜ Λˆ)
is not Fredholm, since the boundary conditions in the auxiliary directions are trivial.
To solve this issue, we will weight the involved Sobolev spaces. This we do not only
do in the auxiliary directions, but also in the directions corresponding to Λ, since this
will be needed in the degeneration process λ→ 0.
Recall the local picture in a neighborhood of a puncture p = pj of u, given in Section
3.1.D. If p is a positive (negative) puncture, then we choose coordinates at p so that
the first k directions correspond to TpW
u(p) (TpW
s(p)) and the last n − k directions
corresponds to TpW
s(p) (TpW
u(p)). We choose the weight vector µj at p to be given
by
µj = (−δ, . . . ,−δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpWu(p)
, δ, . . . , δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpW s(p)
, δ, δ︸︷︷︸
Aux
)
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if p is positive, and to be given by
µj = (−δ, . . . ,−δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpW s(p)
, δ, . . . , δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpWu(p)
,−δ,−δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aux
)
if p is negative. Here 0 < δ < π is some fixed number. Now define a weight wu = wµ
as in Section 3.1.C, using the weight vectors just described.
Lemma 3.26. If λ > 0 is sufficiently small, then the ∂¯-problem
∂¯u : H2,µ[A˜u](Dm+1, u
∗
bT˜ Λˆ)→ H1,µ[0](Dm+1, T
∗0,1Dm+1 ⊗ u
∗
b T˜ Λˆ)
is Fredholm, and is split in directions corresponding to T Λˆ and the auxiliary directions.
Moreover, the kernel and cokernel of ∂¯u equals the kernel and cokernel of the unweighted
problem in the directions corresponding to T Λˆ. In the auxiliary directions the problem
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Follows from the choice of weights, the local description of the boundary con-
ditions close to a puncture, together with the results in [[EES05a], Section 6]. 
3.4.C. Capping operators. To close up the trivialized Lagrangian boundary condition
A˜u to give a trivialized Lagrangian boundary condition on the non-punctured disk, we
use capping operators. These are ∂¯-operators defined on D1 with certain associated
trivialized boundary conditions.
Let p be a Reeb chord of Λ. We will define two capping trivializations R˜+(p), R˜−(p) :
∂D1 → U(n+2) associated to p, as follows. Let ∂D1 be parametrized by s ∈ [0, 1], and
use the trivialization of TΠC(Λ) to identify R
n ⊂ Cn with Tp(ΠC(Λ)) ⊂ T
∗M . Then
the capping trivializations are defined as follows.
|µ(p)| even: R˜+(p) = Diag(e
−iθλs, . . . , e−iθλs︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpWu(p)
, e−i(2π−θλ)s, . . . , e−i(2π−θλ)s︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpW s(p)
, e−iπs, e−iπs︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aux
)
R˜−(p) = Diag(e
−iθλs, . . . , e−iθλs︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpW s(p)
, e−i(2π−θλ)s, . . . , e−i(2π−θλ)s︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpWu(p)
, e−iπs, eiπs︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aux
)
|µ(p)| odd: R˜+(p) = Diag(e
−iθλs, . . . , e−iθλs︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpWu(p)
, e−i(2π−θλ)s, . . . , e−i(2π−θλ)s︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpW s(p)
, e−i2πs, e−iπs︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aux
)
R˜−(p) = Diag(e
−iθλs, . . . , e−iθλs︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpW s(p)
, e−i(2π−θλ)s, . . . , e−i(2π−θλ)s︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpWu(p)
, 1, eiπs︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aux
)
To get a trivialized boundary condition when we glue these capping operators to
the trivialization defined in Section 3.2.A, we need to do a ±π-rotation in the plane
spanned by the two auxiliary directions in the case when |µ(p)| is even. This to get a
trivialized boundary condition that closes up. Compare with [[EES05b], Section 4.5.2].
In our case, we define this rotation to be made on the capping disk, given by a positive
π-rotation.
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We also define two weight vectors µ+(p), µ−(p) associated to p, as follows.
µ+(p) = (δ, . . . , δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpWu(p)
,−δ, . . . ,−δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpW s(p)
,−δ,−δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aux
)
µ−(p) = (δ, . . . , δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpW s(p)
,−δ, . . . ,−δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpWu(p)
, δ, δ︸︷︷︸
Aux
)
and let wp,± = wµ+(p) : D1 → R
n+2 be the associated weight defined as in Section
3.1.C.
Let ∂¯p± denote the ∂¯-operator
∂¯p± : H2,wp,±[R˜±(p)](D1,C
n+2)→H1,wp,±[0](D1,C
n+2).
Definition 3.27. The operator ∂¯p+ (∂¯p− ) is the positive (negative) capping operator
at p.
Remark 3.28. A priori the capping trivializations and the induced capping operators
depend on λ, and we should write R˜±,λ(p) and ∂¯p,±,λ, respectively. But this dependence
is continuous, and it turns out that there is a λ0 > 0 so that the kernels and cokernels
of the operators constitute a vector bundle over [0, λ0]. For details, see Section 6.2.A.
Remark 3.29. Consider the restriction of ∂¯p,± to the directions corresponding to Λ . It
follows from results in [EES05a] that the kernel (and cokernel) of the weighted ∂¯p,±-
problem in these directions is canonically isomorphic to the corresponding ∂¯-problem
defined on the unweighted Sobolev spaces, if λ > 0.
Lemma 3.30. For λ sufficiently small we have that the kernels and cokernels are given
as follows.
p positive, |µ(p)| even: Ker ∂¯p,+ = 0, Coker ∂¯p,+ ≃ TpW
s(p)
p positive, |µ(p)| odd: Ker ∂¯p,+ = 0, Coker ∂¯p,+ ≃ TpW
s(p)⊕ Aux1
p negative, |µ(p)| even: Ker ∂¯p,− ≃ Aux2, Coker ∂¯p,− ≃ TpW
u(p)⊕ Aux1
p negative, |µ(p)| odd: Ker ∂¯p,− ≃ Aux2, Coker ∂¯p,− ≃ TpW
u(p)
where the identifications are given by evaluation at p.
Proof. Since the problem is split this follows from the similar results in [EES05a]. See
also Lemma 6.14. 
Corollary 3.31. Let p be a puncture of a J-holomorphic disk with boundary on Λ.
Then
dimKer ∂¯p,+ = 0, dimKer ∂¯p,− = 1
dimCoker ∂¯p,+ ≡ n + |p|+ 1, dimCoker ∂¯p,− ≡ |p| (mod 2).
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Proof. From the definition of the grading of p we get that
|p| ≡ I(p) + µ(γp) + 1 =

dimW u(p) + 1 = n+ dimW s(p) + 1 = n + dimCoker ∂¯p,+ + 1 p pos, |µ(p)| even
dimW u(p) + 1 = dimCoker ∂¯p,− p neg, |µ(p)| even
dimW u(p) = n+ dimW s(p) = n + dimCoker ∂¯p,+ + 1 p pos, |µ(p)| odd
dimW u(p) = dimCoker ∂¯p,− p neg, |µ(p)| odd.
Here all calculations are made in Z2. 
3.4.D. Orientations of capping operators. We have to pick orientations of the deter-
minant lines of the capping operators in a controlled way. To do this, we use the
constructions in [EES05b]. This works as follows.
Pick an orientation of det ∂¯p,− for each Reeb chord p. Then use Lemma 3.20 and
the canonical orientation of det ∂¯ on the non-punctured disk to orient det ∂¯p,+. More
precisely, let ∂¯p = ∂¯R˜−#R˜+ denote the glued operator. By Lemma 3.20 we get the
following exact sequence
0→ Ker ∂¯p →
[
Ker ∂¯p,+
Ker ∂¯p,−
]
→
[
Coker ∂¯p,+
Coker ∂¯p,−
]
→ Coker ∂¯p → 0.(3.13)
Using that det ∂¯p and det ∂¯p,− already are oriented, we get an induced orientation of
det ∂¯p,+.
3.4.E. Capping operators at special punctures. Let p be a special puncture of a partial
flow tree Γ. To be able to close up the boundary conditions for disks associated to
partial flow trees and in that way give them a capping orientation, we define capping
operators ∂¯p,+ and ∂¯p,−. This is done similar to the case of true punctures, with some
modifications in the auxiliary directions.
That is, we define the trivialized capping boundary conditions associated to a special
puncture by
|µ(p)| even: R˜+(p) = Diag(e
−iθλs, . . . , e−iθλs︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpM
, e−iπs, e−iπs︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aux
)
R˜−(p) = Diag(e
−iθλs, . . . , e−iθλs︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpM
, 1, 1︸︷︷︸
Aux
)
|µ(p)| odd: R˜+(p) = Diag(e
−iθλs, . . . , e−iθλs︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpM
, e−iπs, 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aux
)
R˜−(p) = Diag(e
−iθλs, . . . , e−iθλs︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpM
, 1, eiπs︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aux
)
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Also in this case we need to do a π-rotation in the plane spanned by the two auxiliary
directions to get a trivialized boundary condition when we glue these capping operators
to the trivialization defined in Section 3.2.A. But now this should be done for the
R˜+(p)-boundary conditions, independent on the parity of µ(p).
We also define two weight vectors µ+(p), µ−(p) associated to p, as follows.
µ+(p) = (δ, . . . , δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpM
,−δ,−δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aux
), µ−(p) = (δ, . . . , δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
TpM
, δ, δ︸︷︷︸
Aux
)
and let wp,± = wµ+(p) : D1 → R
n+2 be the associated weight defined as in Section
3.1.C. Note that we in fact may assume that θλ = 0.
Lemma 3.32. If p is a special puncture we get that
|µ(p)| even: Ker ∂¯p,± = 0, Coker ∂¯p,± ≃ 0
|µ(p)| odd: Ker ∂¯p,± = Aux2, Coker ∂¯p,+ ≃ 0
where the identifications are given by evaluation at p.
The orientation of det ∂¯p− and det ∂¯p+ is defined completely analogous to how it is
done for true punctures. That is, we will fix orientations of det ∂¯p− and let it induce
an orientation of det ∂¯p+ via the canonical orientation of the glued problem ∂¯p and the
exact sequence
0→ Ker ∂¯p →

Ker ∂¯p,+Rn
Ker ∂¯p,−

→
[
Coker ∂¯p,+
Coker ∂¯p,−
]
→ Coker ∂¯p → 0.
The only difference is that we will use (−1)n·|µ(p)| times the canonical orientation of
det ∂¯p.
3.4.F. Capping orientation of a punctured J-holomorphic disk. Now we define the ori-
entation of the linearized ∂¯-operator at a punctured J-holomorphic disk u.
The orientation of ∂¯u will be induced by the canonical orientation of the ∂¯-operator on
the non-punctured disk, together with the capping orientations of the capping operators
of the punctures of u. The capping operators are glued to u at the punctures, to obtain
the fully capped disk uˆ with corresponding ∂¯-problem
∂¯uˆ : H2[
ˆ˜Au](D, uˆ
∗T˜T ∗M)→H1[0](D, T
∗0,1D ⊗ uˆ∗T˜ T ∗M).
We denote this problem the fully capped problem corresponding to u.
The order in which we glue the capping operators to u will be important, and we
fix it as follows. Assume that the punctures of u are given by (q0, . . . , qm), where q0 is
the positive puncture and the negative punctures are ordered in the counterclockwise
direction along ∂Dm+1. Then we first glue the capping trivialization R˜+(q0) to A˜u at
q0, then R˜−(qm) to A˜u at qm, then R˜−(qm−1) to A˜u at qm−1, and so on, until we get
the trivialized boundary condition ˆ˜Au on the closed disk.
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By the iterated version of Lemma 3.20, these gluings induce an exact sequence
0→ Ker ∂¯uˆ →


Ker ∂¯q1,−
...
Ker ∂¯qm,−
Ker ∂¯q0,+
Ker ∂¯u


→


Coker ∂¯q1,−
...
Coker ∂¯qm,−
Coker ∂¯q0,+
Coker ∂¯u


→ Coker ∂¯uˆ → 0,(3.14)
and if we give det ∂¯uˆ the canonical orientation and fix orientations of the capping
operators, we then get an induced orientation of det ∂¯u. Using that the stabilized
problem ∂¯u is split and is an isomorphism in the auxiliary directions, this in turn
induces an orientation of the linearized ∂¯-operator at u in a canonical way. This is the
capping orientation of u. Using the isomorphism in Section 3.2.C we will identify this
orientation with the sign σ(u) in the case when u is rigid.
Remark 3.33. For λ > 0 we can as well use operators defined on unweighted spaces in
directions corresponding to Λ, and get an sequence isomorphic to the sequence (3.14).
Definition 3.34. We will use the notation
Ker cap(u) =
m⊕
i=1
Ker ∂¯qi,− ⊕Ker ∂¯q0,+
Coker cap(u) =
m⊕
i=1
Coker ∂¯qi,− ⊕ Coker ∂¯q0,+ .
Lemma 3.35. Let u be a rigid J-holomorphic disk of Λλ. If λ is sufficiently small,
then
Ker ∂¯uˆ ≃ Ker ∂¯u ⊕Ker cap(u)
Coker ∂¯uˆ ≃ Coker ∂¯u ⊕ Coker cap(u).
Proof. First of all, notice that all elements in Ker cap(u) are contained in the Aux2-
direction, and that we do not have any cokernel elements in this direction. Similarly,
we have no kernel elements in the Aux1-direction. Also recall that the ∂¯u-operator is an
isomorphism in these directions. Thus, from the exact sequence (3.14) it then follows
that the statement holds for the operators restricted to the auxiliary directions, and
thus it suffices to consider the spaces restricted to the directions corresponding to Λ.
If u has more than 1 negative punctures the statement follows from the exact se-
quence (3.14) together with the fact that both Ker ∂¯u and Ker cap(u) is trivial in the
directions corresponding to Λ.
If u has 0 or 1 negative punctures, the statement follows from passing to the limit
λ = 0, using that the family of ∂¯-problems we get are all surjective together with the
explicit description of the capping operators and the trivialization at the punctures. 
Remark 3.36. To get a well-defined orientation of u by using the method above requires
that Λ is spin, it is not enough to assume that Λ is orientable. Compare [[FOOO09],
Proposition 8.1.7].
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Remark 3.37. Since the dimensions of the kernels and the cokernels of the capping
operators agrees, modulo 2, with the ones for the capping operators defined in [EES05b]
all the calculations in [[EES05b], Section 4] hold true also in our case. This means in
particular that the differential in Legendrian contact homology defined on generators
by (1.1) satisfies ∂2 = 0.
4. Capping orientation of flow trees
In this section we define the capping orientation of a (partial) flow tree Γ. We
will make use of the constructions in the proof of [[Ekh07], Theorem 1.3], where the
existence of a family of rigid J-holomorphic disks of Λ converging to Γ is established.
This existence is proven by considering a sequence of pre-glued disks {wλ}λ→0, which
have explicitly given boundary conditions that are close to the cotangent lift of Γ, and
then using a Picard-Floer lemma to find a true J-holomorphic disk uλ arbitrary close
to wλ for each λ sufficiently small. For details we refer to [Ekh07].
In Subsection 4.1 we relate Sobolev spaces and ∂¯-operators to (partial) flow trees,
using the boundary conditions coming from wλ. We also define the capping orientation
of a (partial) flow tree, which will be equal to the capping orientation of the corre-
sponding piece of the pre-glued disk wλ. Here we consider λ as small and fixed. In
Section 6 we will take care of the λ-dependence in this definition, by introducing vector
bundles over (0, λ0] for λ0 sufficiently small and prove that the capping orientation of
Γ is well-defined if λ is sufficiently small.
There will be a slight difference between the definition of the capping orientation of
wλ given in this section and the one given in Section 3. That is, in this section we will
consider the domain of wλ to be given by the standard domain associated to Γ, while
in Section 3 we considered it as given by the punctured unit disk in C. In Subsection
4.2 we describe how this affects orientations.
4.1. Banach spaces and capping sequences associated to trees. Let Γ be a rigid
flow tree of Λ, and let wλ, λ → 0, denote the associated sequence of pre-glued disks.
By [Ekh07] we may assume that the boundary conditions of wλ tend to R
n-boundary
conditions as λ → 0, except in parts corresponding to ends, switches and Y1-vertices,
where they tend to split boundary conditions U × Rn−1, where U is a uniform +π-
rotation if the vertex is an end, and a uniform −π-rotation otherwise.
Recall the trivialized boundary conditions from Section 3.2.A, defined over elemen-
tary trees Γ′, given by a map
A˜(Γ′λ) : ∂∆(Γ
′)→ U(n + 2).
This is nothing but a choice of trivialization of the boundary conditions induced by
the corresponding piece of the pre-glued disk wλ, extended to the auxiliary directions.
However, for elementary end pieces we will make a slight adjustment. That is, notice
that if Λ has k > 0 end vertices, then the punctured unit disk corresponding to ∆(Γλ)
under the Riemann mapping theorem has k more punctures than the punctured unit
disk corresponding to wλ. Due to this, we will define a capping operator for punctures
corresponding to end vertices, and we will use these operators to catch the π-rotation
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performed by the boundary condition corresponding to wλ at the end point. That is,
we define the trivialized boundary condition over the end-pieces to be constantly Rn,
and we define the capping operator of the puncture corresponding to the end vertex
to be given by
∂¯e : H2,µe [R˜e](D1,C
n+2)→H1,µe(D1,C
n+2)
where, for ∂D1 = {e
iπs, s ∈ (0, 1)},
R˜e = Diag(1, . . . , 1, e
iπs, 1, 1)
and where
µe = (δ, . . . , δ).
We assume that Σ is projected to {xn = 0} in local coordinates at the end vertex
under consideration. In Section 4.2 below we will discuss how to choose an orientation
of det ∂¯e, but here we notice the following.
Lemma 4.1. We have
dimKer ∂¯e = 1, dimCoker ∂¯e = 0.
We also associate a weight vector µi to each puncture. For punctures corresponding
to critical points, and special punctures, we use the same vectors as defined in Section
3.4.B and Section 3.4.E, respectively. For punctures corresponding to end vertices we
use the following
µe = (−δ, . . . ,−δ).
Thus, to each elementary piece we get a corresponding ∂¯-problem which is Fredholm,
and these problems can be glued together just as in the case for ∂¯-problem associated
to J-holomorphic disks. This implies that for each (partial) flow tree Γλ of Λ we get a
corresponding ∂¯–problem
∂¯Γλ : H2,µ[Γλ]→ H1,µ[Γλ], ∂¯Γλ(v) = dv + J ◦ dv ◦ i
which is Fredholm. Here the Sobolev spaces Hi,µ[Γλ] are defined as
H2,µ[Γλ] = H2,µΓ [A˜(Γλ)](∆(Γλ), w
∗
λTT
∗M),
H1,µ[Γλ] = H1,µΓ [0](∆(Γλ), T
∗0,1∆(Γλ)⊗ w
∗
λTT
∗M),
following the notation of Section 3.1 and using the Riemann mapping theorem to
identify the standard domain with a punctured unit disk. Here we simplify notation
and use wλ to denote the part of the pre-glued disk corresponding to Γλ, and the weight
µΓ is defined to consist of the weight vectors associated to the punctures of Γ.
Note that the standard domain of Γ will depend on λ: ∆(Γ) = ∆(Γλ). Namely, from
[[Ekh07], Remark 5.34] it follows that if uλ : ∆m+1(λ)→ T
∗M is a sequence of rigid J-
holomorphic disks converging to a rigid flow tree as λ→ 0, then the Rm−2-coordinates
of the conformal structure of the corresponding standard domains ∆m+1(λ) tend to
∞ as λ → 0. Moreover, it is proven that the tree determines the coordinates of the
conformal structures on ∆m+1(λ) within O(log(λ
−1)). Hence if we scale the coordinates
by a factor λ, the conformal structure in the limit is well-defined, up to O(λ log(λ−1)).
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To define the capping orientation of a (partial) flow tree Γ we proceed similar to
Section 3.4. The main difference is that we now have take the capping operators at
the end vertices into account.
Assume that Γ has a positive puncture q0 and negative punctures q1, . . . , qm, ordered
as explained in Section 2.4. Also assume that it has end-vertices e1, . . . ek ordered
similar as the negative punctures. Let ∂¯q±,λ, ∂¯e denote the associated capping operators
as defined in Section 3.4.C and in this section, respectively, and let Γˆλ denote the fully
capped boundary condition associated to ∂¯Γλ , with the auxiliary directions included.
Assume that we glue the capping operators to the ∂¯Γλ-problem in the order so that we
get the induced exact gluing sequence
(4.1) 0→ Ker ∂¯Γˆλ →


⊕m
i=1Ker ∂¯qi−,λ⊕k
i=1Ker ∂¯ei
Ker ∂¯q0+,λ
Ker ∂¯Γλ

→


⊕m
i=1Coker ∂¯qi−,λ
Coker ∂¯q0+,λ
Coker ∂¯Γλ

→ Coker ∂¯Γˆλ → 0,
which we denote by the capping sequence for Γλ.
Definition 4.2. The capping orientation of Γλ is given by the orientation of det ∂¯Γλ
induced by this sequence, where det ∂¯Γˆλ is given the canonical orientation and the
capping operators are given their fixed capping orientation.
Similar to the case of disks we will use the notation
Ker cap(Γλ) = Ker cap(Γλ)
− ⊕Ker cap(Γλ)
e ⊕Ker ∂¯q0,+
Coker cap(Γλ) = Coker cap(Γλ)
− ⊕ Coker ∂¯q0,+ ,
where
Ker cap(Γλ)
− =
m⊕
i=1
Ker ∂¯qi,−
Ker cap(Γλ)
e =
k⊕
i=1
Ker ∂¯ei
Coker cap(Γλ)
− =
m⊕
i=1
Coker ∂¯qi,−.
Remark 4.3. A priori, the capping orientation of Γλ depends on λ. In Section 6 we will
prove that for λ sufficiently small, this orientation is well-defined.
4.2. Viewing ends as punctures, and its affect on orientations. Let Γ be a rigid
flow tree of Λ, fix λ > 0 and let wλ be the associated pre-glued disk. Recall that when
we defined the capping orientation of wλ in Section 3.4 we considered the domain of the
disk to be given by the unit disk in C, with punctures on the boundary representing
the punctures of wλ. In Subsection 4.1, however, we considered the domain of wλ to
be given by a standard domain, with punctures on the boundary representing both the
punctures of wλ and also the end-vertices of Γ. It turns out that the latter setting is
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more geometrically suitable when it comes to computing the sign of Γ explicitly, and
thus we need to discuss the affect on orientations of regarding the ends as punctures.
Let ∂¯wλ denote the ∂¯-problem
∂¯ : H2,µ[wλ](Dm+1, w
∗
λTT
∗M)→H1,µ[0](Dm+1, T
∗0,1Dm+1 ⊗ w
∗
λTT
∗M)
as defined in Section 3.1.C, and let ∂¯Γλ denote the ∂¯-problem defined in Subsection 4.1
(where the punctured disk Dm+1 is replaced by the standard domain ∆(Γλ)). Let ∂¯wˆλ
and ∂¯Γˆλ denote the corresponding fully capped problems.
Lemma 4.4. We have
Ker ∂¯wˆλ ≃ Ker ∂¯Γˆλ , Coker ∂¯wˆλ ≃ Coker ∂¯Γˆλ .
Proof. Follows from the definition of the capping operators at end vertices. 
To relate the capping orientation of det ∂¯Γλ with that of det ∂¯wλ we need to fix some
conventions. So assume that Γ has m negative punctures and let Cm+1 be the space of
conformal structures for the disk Dm+1, where we have not put marked points at the
ends. Give Cm+1 the orientation as described in Section 3.2.D. Similarly, let Cm+1+e(Γ)
be the space of conformal structures for the disk Dm+1+e(Γ) where we have put marked
points on ∂Dm+1 representing the end-vertices of Γ. Note that this domain can be
given a conformal structure so that it is conformally equivalent to ∆(Γλ). If m < 2
then recall that Cm+1 is empty and that we let Tm+1 denote the space of conformal
automorphisms of Dm+1.
Let ei ∈ ∂Dm+1+e(Γ) correspond to the ith end of Γ, where we have numbered the ends
in the order they occur along the boundary of Dm+1 when going along the boundary in
the counter-clockwise direction. Let vi be a vector field supported in a neighborhood of
ei, being tangent to the boundary of Dm+1 along the boundary, pointing in the counter-
clockwise direction of the boundary. Let V (e(Γ)) = Span(v1, . . . , ve(Γ)), oriented. If
m+ e(Γ) ≥ 2, give Cm+1+e(Γ) the orientation induced by the exact sequence
(4.2) TTm+1 → V (e(Γ))→ TCm+1+e(Γ) → TCm+1
where Cm+1 and Tm+1 are oriented as in Section 3.2.D. That means that if TTm+1 = 0
we have
(4.3) TCm+1+e(Γ) = TCm+1 ⊕ V (e(Γ)),
oriented, and if TCm+1 = 0 that
(4.4) V (e(Γ)) = TTm+1 ⊕ TCm+1+e(Γ)
oriented.
If m+ e(Γ) < 2 and e(Γ) 6= 0, then notice that we must have m = 0, e(Γ) = 1, and
we give TT1+e(Γ) the orientation from the exact sequence
(4.5) TT1+e(Γ) → TT1 → V (e(Γ)).
To relate the capping orientation of det ∂¯wλ with that of det ∂¯Γλ , recall that we in
Section 3.2.C defined the sign σ(wλ) of wλ to be given by comparing the capping
orientation of Coker ∂¯wλ with the orientation of TCm+1 via the isomorphism (3.7) in
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the case when ∂¯wλ is injective, and by comparing the orientation of Ker ∂¯wλ with the
orientation of TTm+1 in the case when ∂¯wλ is surjective. We define the sign σpre(Γλ) of
Γλ to be given completely analogous, with Coker ∂¯wλ , Ker ∂¯wλ replaced by Coker ∂¯Γλ ,
Ker ∂¯Γλ and TCm+1, TTm+1 replaced by TCm+1+e(Γ), TT1+e(Γ), respectively.
Now notice the following.
Lemma 4.5. We have
(4.6) Ker ∂¯ei ≃ vi
with the isomorphism induced by gluing.
Proof. Assume that the end under consideration is located at z = −1 on the boundary
of the unit disk in C, and w.l.o.g. assume n = 1. Now we bubble off a disk in a
neighborhood of ei, so that the π-rotation occurring at ei is made uniformly around
this disk. This gives us a standard Maslov problem on the bubbled disk, which we
again identify with the unit disk in Cn with positive puncture at z = 1. This problem
has a solution space spanned by z+1 and i(z− 1). If we now identify this bubbled off
disk with the capping disk at ei, we see that the solution z+1 is killed by the positive
weight at the positive puncture, and thus we can identify Ker ∂¯e ≃ Span(i(z−1)). But
the vector i(z − 1) is tangent to the boundary at z = −1, and thus can be identified
with vi under gluing. 
Definition 4.6. We define the capping orientation of Ker ∂¯ei to be the orientation so
that the identification (4.6) is orientation-preserving.
Using this orientation in the capping sequence (4.1) we get the following.
Lemma 4.7. If Γ is a rigid flow tree and λ is sufficiently small, then σ(wλ) = σpre(Γλ).
Proof. This follows from the definition of the orientation of T1+e(Γ) and Cm+1+e(Γ) to-
gether with a comparison of the sequences (4.1) and (3.14) for Γλ and wλ, respec-
tively. 
Remark 4.8. In Section 6 we prove that σpre(Γλ) is independent of λ for λ sufficiently
small.
5. Stabilization of capping sequences
In this section we will stabilize the operator ∂¯Γλ so that it becomes surjective. This
will allow us to understand the orientation of Γ as an orientation of the flow out F(Γ)
of Γ in M .
To perform this stabilization we use the similar constructions found in [EENS13]
and [Ekh07]. Namely, we define a vector space Vcon(Γλ) spanned by vector fields along
Γ representing the conformal variations. We then add this space to the domain of ∂¯Γλ ,
and extend the operator over this space so that it becomes a surjective operator. See
Subsection 5.1.
This stabilization will affect also the operator ∂¯Γˆλ and the orientations of the ∂¯-
operators in the capping- and gluing sequences. In Subsection 5.2 and Subsection 5.3
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we calculate the signs needed to compensate for the stabilizations. It is these signs
that show up in the formulas in [Karb].
In this section we will throughout work with problems where we regard the end-
vertices of Γ as marked points on the domains of the disks.
5.1. Stabilization by adding conformal variations. We start by describing how
to view representatives of cokernel elements as vector fields along Γ. Recall the fully
linearized operator
(5.1) D∂¯(u,κ) := ∂¯u ⊕Ψκ : H2,µ[u]⊕ TκCm+1 →H1,µ[0]
associated to a rigid J-holomorphic disk u with conformal structure κ, introduced in
Section 3.2.C. If the corresponing ∂¯-problem is injective this induces an isomorphism
(5.2) TκCm+1 ≃ Ψκ(TκCm+1) ≃ Coker ∂¯u,
where Ψκ is given by
(5.3) Ψκ : TκCm+1 →H1,µ[0], γ 7→ J ◦ du ◦ γ.
Here the conformal variation γ is interpreted as γ = ∂tγt|t=0 where γt is a path of
endomorphisms on T∆m+1 satisfying γ0 = i, γ
2
t = −1.
Now let Γ be a rigid flow tree and let wλ : ∆(Γλ)→ T
∗M be the associated pre-glued
disk for λ > 0 sufficiently small. Let γi denote the conformal variation corresponding
to moving the ith boundary minimum of ∆(Γλ) towards −∞. Following [Ekh07], we
get that the map (5.3) can be given as
(5.4) Ψκ(γi) = −∂¯κ(βi∂wλ · cλ
−1∂τ )
where βi is a smooth cut-off function supported in a neighborhood of the ith boundary
minimum, c > 0 is a small constant, and λ−1 is needed to get good asymptotic behavior
as λ→ 0. Moreover, the space Coker ∂¯u in (5.2), should now be replaced by Coker ∂¯Γλ .
We let vi(λ) = −βi∂wλ · cλ
−1∂t and we define
(5.5) Vcon(Γλ) := Span(v2(λ), . . . , vm−1(λ)).
We give Vcon(Γλ) the orientation from this identification.
Lemma 5.1. The vector vi(λ) has a well-defined limit as λ → 0, realized as a vector
field in M along Γ, pointing in the direction of Γ against the flow direction (towards the
positive puncture), and supported in a neighborhood of the vertex of Γ corresponding to
the ith boundary minimum.
Proof. This follows from the fact that wλ is flow-like for small λ, that the order of the
derivative of wλ is λ, and the scaling by λ
−1. See [Ekh07]. 
Using Lemma 5.1 we define a vector bundle Vcon(Γ) ≃ [0, λ0] × R
m−2 with fibers
Vcon(Γλ). We give Vcon(Γ) the topology as described in [[Ekh07], Section 6]. Then
the evaluation map from Vcon(Γ) composed with the projection to TM is well-defined
and continuous, and gives vector fields in TM along Γ tangent to Γ, supported in
neighborhoods of Y0- and Y1-vertices and 2-valent punctures.
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Notice that we have a natural vector bundle TκCm+1(Γ) ≃ [0, λ0] × R
m−2 with a
trivialization given by (t2, . . . , tm−1) 7→ (∂x1 , . . . , ∂xm−2). It follows that for each pre-
glued disk wλ we can define an isomorphism
ηλ : TκCm+1(Γλ)→ Vcon(Γλ)
given by
(5.6) tj 7→ ηλ(tj) = vj(λ), j = 2, . . . , m− 1,
and this map extends to a bundle map η : TκCm+1(Γ)→ Vcon(Γ).
Remark 5.2. Since we identify the space Vcon(Γ) with TκCm+1, we sometimes think
of Vcon(Γλ) as spanned by the vectors v1(λ), . . . , vˆj(λ), . . . , vm−1(λ). The map η is
extended to this setting by defining ηλ(t1) = v1(λ).
Assume that Γ has l negative punctures q1, . . . , ql and k end-vertices e1, . . . , ek. Pick
indices k1 < . . . < kk, l1 < . . . < ll so that {k1, . . . , kk, l1, . . . , ll} = {1, . . . , k+ l} and so
that the ends and punctures of Γ are occurring along the boundary of ∆(Γ) in a way
so that pli = qi, i = 1, . . . , l, and pki = ei, i = 1, . . . , k, with notation as in Figure 4.
Let m = k + l.
For m ≥ 2 we identify the ordered tuple (p3, . . . , pm) with the oriented standard
basis for Rm−2.
Definition 5.3. We define a sign µ given as follows.
µ =


0, l · k = 0
(−1)l1+1, l = 1, k 6= 0
(−1)σp+l1+l2+1, l ≥ 2, k 6= 0
where σp satisfies
(−1)σpp1 ∧ · · · ∧ pˆl1 ∧ · · · ∧ pˆl2 ∧ · · · ∧ pm = pl3 ∧ · · · ∧ pll ∧ pk1 ∧ · · · ∧ pkk .
Here the notation vˆ indicates that the vector v is absent. See Figure 7.
q0
−v1e1
q1
q2
e2
v3
q3
v4
q0
e1
q1
q2
e2
q3
t1
t2
t3
t4
Figure 7. In this example the space of conformal structures is oriented
by q3 ∧ e1 ∧ e2 = (−1)
2+3+1q2 ∧ e2 ∧ q3. Here l2 = 3 and σp = 2.
The vectors t1, . . . , t4, v1, v3, v4 indicate the conformal variations, where
t1 = −v1, t3 = v3, t4 = v4.
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Lemma 5.4. Let Cm+1+e(Γ) have the orientation given by (4.2). Then the isomorphism
(5.6) is orientation-preserving up to the sign (−1)µ, where µ is given in Definition 5.3.
Proof. We prove the formula in the case p1 = e1, p2 = e2. The other cases are similar.
We must replace pl1 = q1, pl2 = q2 ∈ {p3, . . . , pm} with p1 = e1 and p2 = e2,
respectively. From [[EES05b], Lemma 4.6], we get that
p2 ∧ p2 ∧ · · · ∧ pl1−1 ∧ pl1+1 ∧ · · · ∧ pl2−1 ∧ pl2+1 ∧ · · · ∧ pm
= (−1)l2−1−l1p3 ∧ · · · ∧ pm.
The result follows. 
If Γ′ ⊂ Γ is a sub flow tree, then let Vcon(Γ
′
λ) be the conformal variations of Γ
′
inherited by those from Γ. That is, Vcon(Γ
′
λ) consists of the vectors in Vcon(Γλ) having
support on the part of the standard domain of Γ corresponding to Γ′.
Moreover, assume that Γ′1 is a partial flow tree obtained by gluing a sub flow tree
Γ1 to a Y0- or Y1-piece Γ
′. Then we let
Vcon(Γ
′
1) = Vcon(Γ1).
Next, if Γ is a sub flow tree obtained by gluing two sub flow trees Γ1 and Γ2 together
via a Y0- or Y1-piece Γ
′. Then we let
Vcon,pre(Γ) = Vcon(Γ1)⊕ Vcon(Γ2).
Similarly, if Γ is obtained by gluing a sub flow tree Γ1 to a 2-piece Γ
′, we let
Vcon,pre(Γ) = Vcon(Γ1).
Notice that if Γ is a true flow tree, or if Γ is a sub flow tree containing the positive
puncture of the true flow tree to which it belongs, then we have Vcon,pre(Γ) = Vcon(Γ).
Now let Γ be a rigid flow tree, a sub flow tree, or a sub flow tree glued to a Y0- or
Y1-vertex. We define two stabilized operators associated to Γ by
∂¯Γλ,s : H2,µ[Γλ]⊕ Vcon(Γλ)→H1,µ[Γλ](5.7)
∂¯Γλ,ps : H2,µ[Γλ]⊕ Vcon,pre(Γλ)→ H1,µ[Γλ],(5.8)
acting as ∂¯ on both spaces, and where the two operators coincides and give isomor-
phisms if Γ is rigid.
The following result is found in [Ekh07].
Lemma 5.5 ([Ekh07], Proposition 6.20). Assume that Γ is a sub flow tree or a rigid
flow tree. If λ sufficiently small, then the operators ∂¯Γλ,s and ∂¯Γλ,ps are surjective
Fredholm operators and
index(∂¯Γλ,s) = index(∂¯Γλ) + dim Vcon(Γ),
index(∂¯Γλ,ps) = index(∂¯Γλ) + dim Vcon,pre(Γ).
Moreover, if Γ is a sub flow tree with special puncture q, then evq restricted to
Ker ∂¯Γλ,s is injective, and evq(Ker ∂¯Γλ,s)→ evq Ω(Γ) as λ→ 0.
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5.2. Stabilized capping orientation. Let Γ be a (sub) flow tree of Λ, and recall the
capping sequence (4.1) of Γ defined in Section 4. In this section we will examine how
the stabilization of the ∂¯Γλ-operators, as defined in Section 5.1, affect this sequence.
First we have to understand how the stabilization affects the fully capped problem
∂¯Γˆλ . So let ∂¯Γˆλ,s and ∂¯Γˆλ,ps , respectively, denote the ∂¯-problems
∂¯Γˆλ,s : H2,µ[Γˆλ]⊕ Vcon(Γλ)→H1,µ[Γˆλ]
∂¯Γˆλ,ps : H2,µ[Γˆλ]⊕ Vcon,pre(Γλ)→ H1,µ[Γˆλ],
where these operators are obtained by gluing the capping operators to the stabilized
and pre-stabilized ∂¯-problem associated to Γ.
To simplify notation we let
Ker Γˆλ,s := Ker ∂¯Γˆλ,s Coker Γˆλ,s := Coker ∂¯Γˆλ,s
Ker Γˆλ,ps := Ker ∂¯Γˆλ,ps Coker Γˆλ,ps := Coker ∂¯Γˆλ,ps .
Thus the stabilized version of the capping sequence (4.1) is given by
(5.9) 0→ Ker Γˆλ,s
αλ−→
[
Ker cap(Γλ)
Ker ∂¯Γλ,s
]
βλ−→ Coker cap(Γλ)
γλ−→ Coker Γˆλ,s → 0.
To get a better understanding of this sequence we will make use of the following lemma,
which is similar to Lemma 3.35.
Lemma 5.6. Let Γ be either a rigid flow tree or a sub flow tree. Then we have
Coker Γˆλ,s ≃ Coker cap(Γλ)
Ker Γˆλ,s ≃ Ker cap(Γλ)⊕Ker ∂¯Γλ,s.
Proof. First notice that Lemma 3.35 holds for pre-glued disks wλ corresponding to sub
flow trees Γλ, and that also Lemma 4.4 holds in this situation. Thus we get that
Ker Γˆλ ≃ Ker ∂¯wˆλ ≃ Ker cap(wλ)⊕Ker ∂¯wλ
Coker Γˆλ ≃ Coker ∂¯wˆλ ≃ Coker cap(wλ)⊕ Coker ∂¯wλ .
Consider first the case when Γ is a rigid flow tree, and let Vcon(Γ) = Span(t1, . . . , tm).
By construction of the stabilization there is an l ≤ m such that we might assume that
t1, . . . , tl correspond to the negative punctures of Γ in a way so that they kill the space
Coker ∂¯wλ . Moreover, the remaining vectors tl+1, . . . , tm can be choosed to correspond
to the end-vertices of Γ in such a way so that they kill the subspace of Coker ∂¯Γλ which
is mapped onto by Ker cap(Γλ)
e as described in Lemma 4.5. That means that when
we add tl+1, . . . , tm to the domain of the ∂¯Γˆ-problem, the kernel grows in dimension:
dimKer Γˆs = dimKer Γˆ +m− l = dimKer Γˆ + dim Vcon(Γ)− dimCoker ∂¯wλ .
Hence the statement follows from the exact sequence (5.9).
The case when Γ is a sub flow tree is similar except that some of the elements in
Vcon(Γλ) now may contribute to Ker ∂¯Γλ,s. 
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It follows that the map γλ in the sequence (5.9) induces an isomorphism
(5.10) γλ : Coker cap(Γλ)
≃
−→ Coker Γˆλ,s.
We use this to stabilize the ∂¯Γˆλ,s-problem so that it becomes surjective, which gives
rise to an exact sequence
(5.11) 0→ Ker ∂¯Γˆλ → Ker Γˆλ,s → Coker cap(Γλ)⊕ Vcon(Γλ)→ Coker ∂¯Γˆλ → 0.
The canonical orientation of det ∂¯Γˆλ , together with the isomorphism (5.10) and the
fixed orientation of the capping operators, induces an orientation of Ker Γˆλ,s via this
sequence. This, in turn, induces an orientation of Ker ∂¯Γλ,s via the stabilized version
of the sequence (5.9), which reads
(5.12) 0→ Ker Γˆλ,s
αλ−→
[
Ker cap(Γλ)
Ker ∂¯Γλ,s
]
→ 0.
This will be called the stabilized capping orientation of Γ, and induces in turn an
orientation on det ∂¯Γλ via the exact sequence
(5.13) 0→ Ker ∂¯Γλ → Ker ∂¯Γλ,s → Vcon(Γλ)→ Coker ∂¯Γλ → 0.
In particular, if Γ is a rigid flow tree with Ker ∂¯Γλ = 0, then notice that Ker ∂¯Γλ,s = 0,
Coker ∂¯Γλ ≃ Vcon(Γ). We define the stabilized sign σ(Γ) of Γ to be given by the sign
of the isomorphism (5.2) composed with the inverse of (5.6), given that the one-point
space Ker Γ is positively oriented, Coker ∂¯u is replaced by Coker ∂¯Γλ , Ker ∂¯Γλ,s is given
its stabilized capping orientation and Vcon(Γ) is given its fixed orientation.
Now recall the exact sequence (3.6) and the maps η and Ψκ, defined in Section 5.1
and Section 3.2.C, respectively. This gives us a commuting diagram
0 // Ker ∂¯Γλ
//
id

Ker(∂¯Γλ ⊕Ψκ)
//
(id⊕η)

TκCm+1 //
η

Coker ∂¯Γλ
//
id

0
0 // Ker ∂¯Γλ
// Ker(∂¯Γλ,s)
// Vcon(Γλ) // Coker ∂¯Γλ
// 0.
(5.14)
It follows that σ(Γ) is given by the orientation of the one-point space Ker ∂¯Γλ,s .
Moreover, we have the following.
Proposition 5.7. Let wλ be the pre-glued disk corresponding to the rigid flow tree Γ
for Γ sufficiently small. Then σ(wλ) = (−1)
µσ(Γλ), where µ is given in Definition 5.3.
Proof. From Lemma 4.7 we have that σ(wλ) = σpre(Γ) for sufficiently small λ. That
the stabilized orientation of Γ equals the un-stabilized orientation follows from Lemma
5.6 together with the nature of the exact sequences (5.9), (5.11) – (5.13). By Lemma
5.4 the isomorphism (5.6) gives a sign (−1)µ.

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Next we consider the pre-stabilized case, that is, the case when we have operators
∂¯Γλ,ps and ∂¯Γˆλ,ps and when we have a corresponding pre-stabilized capping sequence
(5.15) 0→ Ker Γˆλ,ps
αλ−→
[
Ker cap(Γλ)
Ker ∂¯Γλ,ps
]
βλ−→ Coker cap(Γλ)
γλ−→ Coker Γˆλ,ps → 0.
W.l.o.g. we may assume that
Vcon,pre(Γλ) = Span(v2(λ), . . . , vj−1(λ), vj+1(λ) . . . , vm−1(λ))
following the notation in Section 5.1, and from [Ekh07] it follows that we have
Ker ∂¯Γλ,s ≃ Ker ∂¯Γλ,ps ⊕ 〈vj(λ)〉(5.16)
Coker Γˆλ,s ≃ Coker Γˆλ,ps.(5.17)
We define the orientation of Vcon,pre(Γλ) to be given by
detVcon,pre(Γλ) = v2(λ) ∧ · · · ∧ vj−1(λ) ∧ vj+1(λ) ∧ · · · ∧ vm−1(λ).
Then this fixed orientation together with the canonical orientation of det ∂¯Γˆλ , the fixed
orientations of the capping operators of Γ and the isomorphisms (5.10) and (5.17)
induces an orientation of Ker Γˆλ,ps via the exact sequence
(5.18) 0→ Ker ∂¯Γˆλ → Ker Γˆλ,ps → Coker cap(Γλ)⊕ Vcon,pre(Γλ)→ Coker ∂¯Γˆλ → 0.
This orientation, in turn, induces an orientation of Ker ∂¯Γλ,ps via the exact sequence
(5.15), which we will call the pre-stabilized capping orientation of Γλ.
Lemma 5.8. Assume that Ker ∂¯Γλ,s is given its stabilized orientation and that Ker ∂¯Γλ,ps
is given its pre-stabilized orientation. Then
detKer ∂¯Γλ,s = (−1)
σ detKer ∂¯Γλ,ps ∧ vj(λ)
where σ satisfies
detVcon(Γλ) = (−1)
σ det Vcon,pre(Γλ) ∧ vj(λ).
Proof. Follows by straightforward calculations similar to those in the proof of Propo-
sition 5.7.

5.3. The stabilized gluing sign. Now we are prepared to do the most important
gluing, namely the one when we glue together two partial sub flow trees Γ1 and Γ2,
to get a tree Γ = Γ1#Γ2. Below we assume that the gluing gives the pre-stabilized
problem of Γ. The case when we get the stabilized problem (i.e. when Vcon(Γ) =
Vcon(Γ1)⊕ Vcon(Γ2)) is completely similar.
From the gluing we get an exact gluing sequence
(5.19) 0 → Ker ∂¯Γλ,ps →
[
Ker ∂¯Γλ,1,s
Ker ∂¯Γλ,2,s
]
→ Rn → 0 → 0.
In what follows we will drop the λ-dependence when convenient, referring to Section 6
for the motivation of why we can do this if λ is sufficiently small.
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Let Oind(Γ) denote the orientation of Ker ∂¯Γps induced by this sequence, given the
stabilized capping orientation of Ker ∂¯Γi,s , i = 1, 2. We are about to compare this
orientation with the pre-stabilized capping orientation of Ker ∂¯Γps . The sign we get
from this comparison is the one that shows up in the formula for the orientation
algorithm of the capping orientation of Γ.
To that end, we assume that Γ1 is either an elementary tree or a sub flow tree, and
that Γ2 is either an elementary tree or a sub flow tree glued to a Y0- or Y1-piece. Also,
we assume that the trees are numbered in such a way so that the positive puncture of Γ
coincides with the positive puncture of Γ2, and so that Vcon,pre(Γ) = Vcon(Γ1)⊕Vcon(Γ2),
oriented. This means that the true punctures of Γ are ordered by first taking the
ordered true punctures of Γ1 and then the ordered true punctures of Γ2, except in the
case when we are gluing a tree Γ1 to a negative 2-piece Γ2 of type 1, where we have
that the order is given by first taking the negative puncture of Γ2 and then the ordered
true punctures of Γ1. To that end, we let tp2(Γ2) = 1 if Γ2 is a 2-piece of type 1, and
tp2(Γ2) = 0 otherwise.
The sign we get will depend on whether the puncture p which we are gluing at is
the first negative puncture of Γ2 or not, with respect to the standard ordering of the
punctures. See Figure 8.
p0
Γ2
Γ1
p
p1
Γ2
Γ1
p
p0
p
p1 p
Figure 8. The two different types of gluing, with Case 1 on the left
hand side and Case 2 on the right hand side.
Proposition 5.9. Let Ker ∂¯Γλ,i,s, i = 1, 2, be given its stabilized capping orientation,
and assume that v1λ ∧ · · · ∧ v
m
λ represents the orientation of Ker ∂¯Γλ,ps induced by the
gluing sequence (5.19). Then the pre-stabilized capping orientation of Γλ is given by
(−1)σv1λ ∧ · · · ∧ v
m
λ , where σ is given by:
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Case 1, p is not the first negative puncture of Γ2,
σ = n + (1 + tp2(Γ2)) · |µ(p1)| · (dimKer cap(Γ1) + dimKer ∂¯Γ1)
+ dimKer ∂¯Γ1 · (|µ(p0)|+ |µ(p)|) + tp2(Γ2) · (n+ |µ(p1)|) · dimCoker ∂¯Γ1
+ [dimKer ∂¯Γ1 + dimKer ∂¯Γ1,s ] · [dimKer ∂¯Γ1 + dimKer ∂¯Γ]
+ [dimKer ∂¯Γ + dimKer ∂¯Γps ] · [dimCoker ∂¯Γ + dimCoker ∂¯Γ1 ],
Case 2, p is the first negative puncture of Γ2
σ = n+ dimKer cap(Γ2)
−|Γ · dimKer cap(Γ1)
e + dimKer ∂¯Γ1 · dimKer cap(Γ2)
+ (dimCoker ∂¯Γ1 + n) · dimCoker cap(Γ2) + n · dimCoker ∂¯Γ2
+ [dimKer ∂¯Γ1 + dimKer ∂¯Γ1,s ] · [dimCoker ∂¯Γ2 + dimKer ∂¯Γ1 + dimKer ∂¯Γ]
+ [dimKer ∂¯Γ2 + dimKer ∂¯Γ2,s ] · [dimKer ∂¯Γ1 + dimKer ∂¯Γ + dimKer ∂¯Γ2 ]
+ [dimKer ∂¯Γ + dimKer ∂¯Γps ] · [dimCoker ∂¯Γ + dimCoker ∂¯Γ1 + dimCoker ∂¯Γ2 ].
Definition 5.10. We will denote σ the gluing sign.
Proof. Consider the fully capped problem ∂¯Γˆ associated to Γ. Glue this problem to the
∂¯-problem ∂¯p, where p is the special puncture at which we are gluing Γ1 to Γ2. Denote
the glued problem by ∂¯G := ∂¯Γˆ#p. Notice that this gluing induces an exact sequence
(5.20) 0→ Ker ∂¯G
α1−→
[
Ker ∂¯p
Ker ∂¯Γˆ
]
β1−→


Coker ∂¯p
Rn
Aux1⊕Aux2
Coker ∂¯Γˆ

 γ1−→ Coker ∂¯G → 0.
Also recall the definition of the boundary conditions of the ∂¯p-operator, which gives
Ker ∂¯p ≃ R
n Coker ∂¯p ≃ 0 if |µ(p)| = 0
Ker ∂¯p ≃ R
n ⊕Aux22 Coker ∂¯p ≃ 0 if |µ(p)| = 1,
together with an exact sequence
(5.21) 0→ Ker ∂¯p →

Ker ∂¯p+Rn
Ker ∂¯p−

→ 0→ 0→ 0.
Here we use Aux22 to denote a 2-dimensional kernel in the Aux2-direction. Also notice
that we get
Ker ∂¯G ≃ Ker ∂¯Γˆ, Coker ∂¯G ≃ Coker ∂¯Γˆ ⊕ Aux1⊕Aux2, if |µ(p)| = 0(5.22)
Ker ∂¯G ≃ Ker ∂¯Γˆ ⊕ Aux2, Coker ∂¯G ≃ Coker ∂¯Γˆ ⊕ Aux1, if |µ(p)| = 1.(5.23)
Recall that the orientation of Ker ∂¯p± is chosen so that the orientation of det ∂¯p
induced by the gluing sequence (5.21) is given by (−1)n·|µ(p)| times the canonical orien-
tation. From [[EES05b], Lemma 3.11] it then follows that this orientation together with
the canonical orientation of det ∂¯Γˆ induces (−1)
n·|µ(p)| times the canonical orientation of
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det ∂¯G via the gluing sequence (5.20). (Notice that we use slightly different orientation
conventions compared to [EES05b], so that we can keep the chosen orientation of Rn).
By the associativity results from [[EES05b], Section 3.2.3] it follows that we can
interpret the sequence (5.20) as
(5.24) 0→ Ker ∂¯G
α1−→


Ker ∂¯p+
Rn
Ker ∂¯p−
Ker cap(Γ)
Ker ∂¯Γ


β1−→


Rn
Aux1⊕Aux2
Coker cap(Γ)
Coker ∂¯Γ

 γ1−→ Coker ∂¯G → 0.
From the identifications (5.22) and (5.23), together with the nature of the maps α1,
β1 and γ1, it follows that the restriction and projection of β1 to the R
n-spaces may be
assumed to be given by the identity. Let us now remove Rn from the second and third
columns by moving it to the bottom, compensating by a sign (−1)ν1 , where
ν1 ≡ n · (|µ(p)|+ index(∂¯Γˆ)) ≡ n · |µ(p)|+ n (mod 2).
It follows that the sequence
(5.25) 0→ Ker ∂¯G
α1−→


Ker ∂¯p+
Ker ∂¯p−
Ker cap(Γ)
Ker ∂¯Γ

 β1−→

Aux1⊕Aux2Coker cap(Γ)
Coker ∂¯Γ

 γ1−→ Coker ∂¯G → 0
induces (−1)n times the canonical orientation on det ∂¯G, given that Aux1⊕Aux2 and
all the capping spaces are given their fixed orientation, and that det ∂¯Γ is given its
capping orientation.
Now use associativity again, to replace Ker ∂¯Γ and Coker ∂¯Γ by Ker ∂¯Γ1⊕Ker ∂¯Γ2 and
Coker ∂¯Γ1 ⊕ R
n ⊕ Coker ∂¯Γ2 , respectively, using that we have an exact sequence
(5.26) 0→ Ker ∂¯Γ →
[
Ker ∂¯Γ1
Ker ∂¯Γ2
]
→

Coker ∂¯Γ1Rn
Coker ∂¯Γ2

→ Coker ∂¯Γ → 0.
Thus, what we get is an exact sequence
(5.27) 0→ Ker ∂¯G
α1−→


Ker ∂¯p+
Ker ∂¯p−
Ker cap(Γ)
Ker ∂¯Γ1
Ker ∂¯Γ2


β1−→


Aux1⊕Aux2
Coker cap(Γ)
Coker ∂¯Γ1
Rn
Coker ∂¯Γ2


γ1−→ Coker ∂¯G → 0.
Let
Ker cap(Γi)
s|Γ = Ker cap(Γ)
s ∩Ker cap(Γi)
s s = −, e,
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and recall that we have to consider two different cases of gluings. In the first case we
have
Ker cap(Γ) = Ker ∂¯p1− ⊕Ker cap(Γ1)
− ⊕Ker cap(Γ1)
e ⊕Ker ∂¯p0+ ,
Coker cap(Γ) = Coker ∂¯p1− ⊕ Coker cap(Γ1)
Ker cap(Γ1) = Ker cap(Γ1)
− ⊕Ker cap(Γ1)
e ⊕Ker ∂¯p+
Ker cap(Γ2) = Ker ∂¯p1− ⊕Ker ∂¯p− ⊕Ker ∂¯p0+
Coker cap(Γ2) = Coker ∂¯p1−
and in the second case we have
Ker cap(Γ) = Ker cap(Γ1)
− ⊕Ker cap(Γ2)
−|Γ ⊕Ker cap(Γ1)
e ⊕Ker cap(Γ2)
e ⊕Ker ∂¯p0+
Coker cap(Γ) = Coker cap(Γ1)⊕ Coker cap(Γ2)
Ker cap(Γ1) = Ker cap(Γ1)
− ⊕Ker cap(Γ1)
e ⊕Ker ∂¯p+
Ker cap(Γ2) = Ker ∂¯p− ⊕Ker cap(Γ2)
−|Γ ⊕Ker cap(Γ2)
e ⊕Ker ∂¯p0+
using the notation from Figure 8. Note that Coker ∂¯p1− equals zero if Γ2 is not an
elementary negative 2-tree of type 1.
Now define, in the first case,
ν2 = dimKer ∂¯Γ1 · (|µ(p0)|+ |µ(p1)|+ |µ(p)|) + dimKer cap(Γ1) · |µ(p1)|
if tp2(Γ2) = 0, and
ν2 = dimKer ∂¯Γ1 · (|µ(p0)|+ |µ(p)|) + (n + |µ(p)|) · dimCoker ∂¯Γ1
if tp2(Γ2) = 1, and
ν2 = dimKer cap(Γ2)
−|Γ · dimKer cap(Γ1)
e + dimKer ∂¯Γ1 · dimKer cap(Γ2)
+ (dimCoker ∂¯Γ1 + n) · dimCoker cap(Γ2)
in the second case. It follows that if we compensate by (−1)ν2, then we can interpret
the sequence (5.27) as
(5.28) 0→ Ker ∂¯G −→


Ker cap(Γ1)
Ker ∂¯Γ1
Ker cap(Γ2)
Ker ∂¯Γ2

→


Coker cap(Γ1)
Coker ∂¯Γ1
Rn
Aux1⊕Aux2
Coker cap(Γ2)
Coker ∂¯Γ2


−→ Coker ∂¯G → 0.
From [[EES05b], Lemma 3.11] it follows that, given that all capping operators and also
Rn ⊕Aux1⊕Aux1 are given their fixed orientation, if then det ∂¯Γi is given its capping
orientation, i = 1, 2, then this sequence induces the canonical orientation of det ∂¯G.
Thus, what we have computed so far is that the difference between the capping
orientation of det ∂¯Γ and the glued orientation of det ∂¯Γ, induced by the capping ori-
entations of det ∂¯Γi , i = 1, 2, is given by (−1)
ν2+n. Now recall that the orientation of
Γ given as input in the proposition is not the glued orientation of det ∂¯Γ, but rather
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the glued orientation Oind(Γ) of Ker ∂¯Γps from the sequence (5.19). What remains to
do is to calculate the difference between Oind(Γ) and the orientation we get if we give
det ∂¯Γ the orientation from the sequence (5.26) and then give Ker ∂¯Γps the orientation
induced by the sequence (5.18).
To that end, from [WW] it follows that we can rewrite the sequence (5.26) as
0→ Ker ∂¯Γ
α
−→
[
Ker ∂¯Γ1
Ker ∂¯Γ2
]
β
−→ Rn
γ
−→ Coker ∂¯Γ
δ
−→
[
Coker ∂¯Γ1
Coker ∂¯Γ2
]
→ 0.
This means that we can choose a splitting of Rn into
(5.29) Rn = C ⊕K
with corresponding projections πA : R
n → A, A = C,K, so that
(5.30) 0→ Ker ∂¯Γ
α
−→
[
Ker ∂¯Γ1
Ker ∂¯Γ2
]
πK◦β−−−→ K → 0
is exact, and so that we have an identification
(5.31) Coker ∂¯Γ ≃ Coker ∂¯Γ1 ⊕ Coker ∂¯Γ2 ⊕ C,
where we might assume that γ|C and δ are given by the identity.
Moreover, we see that if we fix an orientation of C so that (5.31) is orientation-
preserving, assuming that we have fixed orientations of Coker ∂¯Γi , i = 1, 2, ∅, and if we
give K the orientation induced by (5.29), then the sequence (5.30) induces the same
orientation on Ker ∂¯Γ as the sequence (5.26) does, times (−1)
σ1 , where
σ1 = n · dimCoker ∂¯Γ2 .
This sign comes from moving Rn to the bottom in the sequence (5.26).
Next consider the sequence (5.11) for Γ1 and Γ2, and the sequence (5.18) for Γ. It
follows that we can find splittings
Ker Γps = Ker ∂¯Γ ⊕ VirKer(Γ)ps
Ker Γi,s = Ker ∂¯Γi ⊕ VirKer(Γi), i = 1, 2,
such that
Vcon(Γi) ≃ Coker ∂¯Γi ⊕ VirKer(Γi), i = 1, 2,
Vcon,pre(Γ) ≃ Coker ∂¯Γ ⊕ VirKer(Γ)ps ≃ Coker ∂¯Γ1 ⊕ Coker ∂¯Γ2 ⊕ C ⊕ VirKer(Γ)ps.
Using the assumption that
Vcon,pre(Γ) = Vcon(Γ1)⊕ Vcon(Γ2)
oriented, we see that
(5.32) C ⊕ VirKer(Γ)ps ≃ VirKer(Γ1)⊕VirKer(Γ2),
and this is an oriented identification up to a sign (−1)σ2 , where
σ2 = dimCoker ∂¯Γ2 · dimVirKer(Γ1).
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Now it remains to compute the oriented identification of these spaces as induced by
(5.19). That is, let us rewrite (5.19) as
0→
[
Ker ∂¯Γ
VirKer(Γ)ps
]
→


(
Ker ∂¯Γ1
VirKer(Γ1)
)
(
Ker ∂¯Γ2
VirKer(Γ2)
)

→
[
C
K
]
→ 0,
and then use (5.26) to see that there is a splitting Ker ∂¯Γ1 = Ker ∂¯Γ ⊕ C1 for some
subspace C1. Then we reorder the spaces to get the sequence
0→
[
Ker ∂¯Γ
VirKer(Γ)ps
]
→


Ker ∂¯Γ
VirKer(Γ1)
VirKer(Γ2)
C1
Ker ∂¯Γ2

→
[
C
K
]
→ 0,
which costs (−1)σ3 ,
σ3 = dimVirKer(Γ1) · (dimKer ∂¯Γ1 + dimKer ∂¯Γ)
+ dimVirKer(Γ2) · (dimKer ∂¯Γ1 + dimKer ∂¯Γ + dimKer ∂¯Γ2).
Now, this sequence induces the same orientation on Ker ∂¯Γ as the sequence (5.30) does,
in the same time as it induces the orientation
VirKer(Γ)ps ⊕ C = VirKer(Γ1)⊕ VirKer(Γ2)
on VirKer(Γ)ps ⊕ C. Thus, if we add the sign (−1)
σ4 ,
σ4 = dimVirKer(Γ)ps · dimC,
we get that the orientation induced on Ker ∂¯Γps from the sequence (5.19) differs from
the orientation induced by (5.26) and (5.18) by a sign (−1)ν3, where
ν3 = σ1 + σ2 + σ3 + σ4 = n · dimCoker ∂¯Γ2
+ dimVirKer(Γ1) · [dimCoker ∂¯Γ2 + dimKer ∂¯Γ1 + dimKer ∂¯Γ]
+ dimVirKer(Γ2) · [dimKer ∂¯Γ1 + dimKer ∂¯Γ + dimKer ∂¯Γ2 ]
+ dimVirKer(Γ)ps · [dimCoker ∂¯Γ + dimCoker ∂¯Γ1 + dimCoker ∂¯Γ2 ],
using that
dimC ≡ dimCoker ∂¯Γ + dimCoker ∂¯Γ1 + dimCoker ∂¯Γ2
modulo 2.
The result follows. 
To simplify the expression of the gluing sign, we will make use of the following
observations.
Lemma 5.11. If Γ is a sub flow tree with a positive special puncture p, then
dimCoker cap(Γ) = dimKer ∂¯Γ,s + n+ 1 + |µ(p)|.
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Proof. By the dimension formula for trees we have
dimKer ∂¯Γ,s ≡
∑
b∈P−(Γ)
dimW s(b) + (n+ 1) · bm(Γ) + n · e(Γ) + Y1(Γ) + s(Γ)
modulo 2, and
dimCoker cap(Γ) ≡
∑
b∈P−(Γ)
(dimW s(b) + n+ 1 + |µ(b)|)
≡
∑
b∈P−(Γ)
dimW s(b)+ (n+1) ·bm(Γ)+ (n+1) · (e(Γ)+1)+
∑
b∈P−(Γ)
|µ(b)| (mod 2).
Now the result follows since∑
b∈P(Γ)
|µ(b)| ≡ e(Γ) + Y1(Γ) + s(Γ) (mod 2).

6. Vector bundles and exact sequences
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. In particular, we prove that the capping
orientation of Γ is well-defined for λ sufficiently small. We also prove that we can pass
to the limit λ = 0 in the gluing sequence (5.19) and understand the orientation of the
trees as oriented subspaces in M via evaluation.
In Subsection 6.1 we prove that the exact gluing sequences introduced in Section 4
and Section 5 can be interpreted as sequences of vector bundles over the parameter
space λ ∈ (0, λ0] for λ0 sufficiently small. In Subsection 6.2 we prove the base case for
our inductive assumptions about bundles, namely that the kernels of the ∂¯-operators
corresponding to elementary trees give oriented vector bundles over (0, λ0] for λ0 suffi-
ciently small, where the orientations of the fibers coincide with the capping orientation.
This uses results from Appendix A.
Theorem 1.1 is proven in Subsection 6.3, where we show that the capping orientation
of the pre-glued disk wλ equals the capping orientation of the true J-holomorphic disk
corresponding to Γ for λ sufficiently small.
We conclude this section by Subsection 6.4 where we indicate the procedure of cal-
culating orientations by gluing the elementary pieces back together, and how the signs
from Section 5 come into play. We will focus on the final gluing, which is the gluing
where we obtain the rigid flow tree, and where most signs are involved.
6.1. Stabilized gluing sequences in the limit. Recall that if p is a special puncture
of a sub flow tree Γ, then we have a well-defined evaluation map evp : Ker ∂¯Γλ,s →
TpM for all λ sufficiently small, so that limλ→0 evp(Ker ∂¯Γλ,s) = TpFp(Γ), where Fp(Γ)
denotes the flow-out of Γ at p. See Section 2.3 and Lemma 5.5.
Remark 6.1. Note that the evaluation map in fact takes value in planes Θλ(p)R
n, but
by the limiting process λ→ 0 we can canonically identify it with TpM .
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Let Γ1 and Γ2 be two partial flow trees satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 5.9,
and assume that evp : Ker ∂¯Γi,s,λ → TpFp(Γi) is an isomorphism in the limit, i = 1, 2.
Here p is the point at which Γ1 and Γ2 are glued. For example, this holds if the trees
are sub flow trees or elementary trees. We will show that the gluing sequence (5.19)
can be understood as an exact sequence of subspaces in TpM . We make the following
definition.
Definition 6.2. The stabilized gluing sequence in the limit is given by
(6.1)
0 → TpFp(Γ1) ∩ TpFp(Γ2) →
[
TpFp(Γ1)
TpFp(Γ2)
]
→ TpM → 0→ 0
v 7→ (v, v)
(u, w) 7→ w − u.
Let now Γ be either a rigid flow tree or a tree that satisfies the assumptions of
Proposition 5.9. If Γ is not a rigid flow tree, then let p be a special puncture of Γ. To
prove that the capping orientation of Γ is well-defined, and that it can be computed
via the stabilized gluing sequence in the limit, we construct certain vector bundles over
the parameter space λ.
First consider the capping sequence (4.1), which a priori seems to depend on λ. But,
since the orientation of the fully capped problem is preserved under homotopies of the
trivialized boundary condition, and since ΠC(Λλ) is arbitrarily close to the 0-section in
T ∗M , we can homotope the boundary conditions to be constantly equal to Rn for this
problem, except for in uniformly small neighborhoods of ends, switches and Y1-vertices
where we homotope the boundary conditions to have a ±π-rotation. This homotopy
changes the boundary conditions for the capping operators and for the linearized ∂¯-
problem corresponding to Γ. We claim that, with our choices of weights on the Sobolev
spaces corresponding to the ∂¯Γλ-problem and to the capping operators, we can use the
determinant lines over these perturbed problems to orient Γλ for λ sufficiently small.
Remark 6.3. In the following we will focus on what is happening in the directions
corresponding to Λ as λ → 0, since the trivializations in the auxiliary directions are
independent of λ.
To make the above rigorous, we will define vector bundles
πkˆ : Ker Γˆ→ (0, λ0], π
−1
kˆ
(λ) = Ker ∂¯Γˆλ(6.2)
πk : Ker Γ→ (0, λ0], π
−1
k (λ) = Ker ∂¯Γλ(6.3)
πc : Coker Γ→ (0, λ0], π
−1
c (λ) = Coker ∂¯Γλ(6.4)
πcˆ : Coker Γˆ→ (0, λ0], π
−1
cˆ (λ) = Coker ∂¯Γˆλ(6.5)
for some λ0 > 0. Note that the fact that ∂¯Γλ , ∂¯Γˆλ are Fredholm only assures that
det ∂¯Γλ , det ∂¯Γˆλ are vector bundles, but tells us nothing about whether the kernels and
cokernels constitute bundles. We will prove that if λ is sufficiently small, then in fact
the dimension of the kernels and the cokernels of these operators are independent of
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λ, and we indeed get vector bundles as above. This will be proved via an inductive
procedure where we glue together the elementary trees of the tree.
To that end, we will interpret the ∂¯-operators as bundle maps
∂¯Γ : H2,µ[Γ]→ H1,µ[Γ]
∂¯Γˆ : H2,µ[Γˆ]→H1,µ[Γˆ].
for bundles
πi,µ,Γ : Hi,µ[Γ]→ (0, λ0], π
−1
i,µ,Γ(λ) = Hi,µ[Γ], i = 1, 2
and similar for the fully capped problems. To simplify notation we focus on the un-
capped problem from now on, but we point out that all constructions goes through
also in the capped case.
Now we define trivializations ψi,µ,Γ : Hi,µ[Γ] → (0, λ0]×Hi,µ[Γλ0 ], i = 1, 2, given by
identifying ∆(Γλ) with ∆(Γλ0) for λ sufficiently small, in the same time as we also adjust
for the changing boundary conditions. That is, by the construction of the gluings that
we use, described below and coming from [Ekh07], we get that ∆(λ0) ⊂ ∆(λ) if λ0 > λ.
Moreover, the standard domains may be assumed to coincide in neighborhoods of all
infinities and of all boundary minima, while the inner pieces (where the gluings are
performed) of ∆(λ) are longer than the corresponding ones for ∆(λ0). More precisely,
we have that the length of the inner pieces is of O(λ−1).
It follows that we can define a diffeomorphism ψΓλ : ∆(Γλ) → ∆(Γλ0) which equals
the identity in neighborhoods of all infinities and of all boundary minima. Moreover,
we might assume that the weight wλ equals 1 on the connected component containing
the set {ψΓλ 6= id} for all λ ∈ (0, λ0] and that wλ = wλ0 outside this set.
In this way we can interpret the bundle trivializations as
ψ−1i,µ,Γ(λ, u) = A˜(Γλ)A˜(Γλ0)
−1
◦ ψΓλ · u ◦ ψΓλ
where A˜λ are the trivialized boundary conditions defined in Section 4. By standard
arguments, see e.g. [Hus94], if we can prove that dimKer ∂¯Γλ is constant in λ ∈
(0, λ0], then this trivialization also gives trivializations for (6.3) and (6.4) (and similar
arguments gives trivializations for (6.2) and (6.5)).
If Γ is a partial flow tree, we also consider a vector bundle
(6.6) πΓs : Ker Γs → [0, λ0]
with fibers
π−1Γs (λ) =

Ker ∂¯Γs,λ , λ > 0TpFp(Γ), λ = 0.
We will prove that this indeed gives a vector bundle at the same time as we prove it for
(6.2) – (6.5), and it will get the trivialization from the evaluation map at the special
puncture p. The similar construction is made also for the pre-stabilized problem.
Definition 6.4. We call the bundle Ker Γs the stabilized kernel bundle of Γ.
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Before we prove that (6.2) – (6.5), (6.6) define true vector bundles, we discuss some
materials on exact sequences of bundles. Let π1 : E → B, π2 : F → B be two vector
bundles over the same base space B. We say that a vector bundle map v : E → F is
of rank k if vb : π
−1
1 (b)→ π
−1
2 (b) is of rank k for each b ∈ B.
Definition 6.5. An exact sequence of vector bundles is a sequence
0→ E0
α1−→ E1
α2−→ . . .
αn−→ En → 0
such that the rank of αi is constant for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and imαi = Kerαi+1 for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
The following is straightforward after having fixed orientation conventions as in
Section 3.2. Compare with the similar statement in [HT09].
Lemma 6.6. Let E1, E2, F1, F2 be trivialized vector bundles over [0, 1], and let
0→ E1
α
−→ F1
β
−→ F2
γ
−→ E2 → 0
be an exact sequence. Then orientations of three of the spaces E1(0), E2(0), F1(0), F2(0)
canonically induce orientations on E1(λ), E2(λ), F1(λ), F2(λ) for all λ ∈ [0, 1].
Now we return to our particular cases.
Proposition 6.7. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be two partial flow trees satisfying the assumptions of
Proposition 5.9. Also assume that there is a λ0 > 0 so that they satisfy the following.
(1) We have vector bundles KerΓi, KerΓi,s, Coker Γi over (0, λ0], i = 1, 2, as de-
scribed above.
(2) If pi is any special puncture of Γi, i = 1, 2, then evpi : Ker Γi → R
n is continu-
ous.
(3) dim evp(Ker ∂¯Γi,λ) = dimKer ∂¯Γi,λ for λ ∈ (0, λ0], i = 1, 2, where p is the point
where we glue Γ1 to Γ2.
Then there is a 0 < λ0 ≤ λ0 so that (1) – (3) hold for the glued tree Γ = Γ1#Γ2.
Remark 6.8. If Γi has dim Vcon(Γi) = 0 then we let Ker Γi,s = KerΓi, and similar for
the pre-stabilized bundle.
Remark 6.9. That the assumptions in the proposition hold for elementary trees is
proved in Section 6.2, using Proposition A.3.
Remark 6.10. We have similar results for the fully capped problems, and also if we
consider the ∂¯-problems discussed in Section 3, where we do not consider the end
vertices as marked points.
Proof. This is essentially [[Ekh07], Proposition 6.20], and we refer to that proof for the
details. 
Proposition 6.11. Assume that Γi, i = 1, 2, satisfies the assumptions of Proposition
6.7. Then the gluing sequences from Lemma 3.20 lift to exact sequences of vector
bundles.
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Proof. We prove the statement for the sequence (3.10), the other cases are similar.
First we modify the notation as follows. Let αλ = (α
1
λ, α
2
λ) denote the first non-
trivial map, βλ = (β
1
λ, β
2
λ) the second one and γλ the third one, where we assume the
gluing parameter ρ to be given by ρ = 1/λ. Indeed, from [Ekh07] it follows that we
may assume the gluing region to be of size O(λ−1), and also that the gluing region
corresponding to λ1 is contained in the gluing region corresponding to λ2 if λ2 < λ1.
I.e., we may replace ρ in Lemma 3.20 with λ−1. Note that the ∂¯A-problem from (3.10)
is assumed to correspond to the ∂¯Γ1-problem, the ∂¯B-problem correspond to the ∂¯Γ2-
problem, and the ∂¯A#B-problem to the ∂¯Γ-problem.
Let φλ1 and φ
λ
2 be the cut-off functions corresponding to the cut-off functions φ
ρ
A =
φλ
−1
A and φ
ρ
B = φ
λ−1
B defined by the formulas (3.11) and (3.12), respectively. We assume
that |Dkφλi | = O(λ), k = 1, 2, |φ
λ
i −φ
c
i | = O(
λ−2c
2λ
), |D(φiλ1−φ
i
λ2
)| = O(λ1−λ2), i = 1, 2.
We prove that the family αλ gives rise to a vector bundle map, the proof for βλ and
γλ is similar and left to the reader. Let u¯ = (u1, . . . , uk1) be an orthonormal basis for
Ker ∂¯Γλ0 , v¯ = (v1, . . . , vk2) an orthonormal basis for Ker ∂¯Γ1,λ0 , w¯ = (w1, . . . , wk3) an
orthonormal basis for Ker ∂¯Γ2,λ0 . Let
u¯λ = (u
λ
1 , . . . , u
λ
k1
) = (ψ−12,µ,Γ(u1), . . . , ψ
−1
2,µ,Γ(uk1))
be a basis for Ker ∂¯Γλ . We define bases for the other spaces in a completely analogous
way.
To prove that the family αλ gives a vector bundle maps it is enough to prove that
the family of functions
g1,λ := (ψ2,µ,Γ1 ◦ α
1
λ ◦ ψ
−1
2,µ,Γ, ψ2,µ,Γ2 ◦ α
2
λ ◦ ψ
−1
2,µ,Γ)
∈ L(Ker ∂¯Γλ0 , ι(Ker ∂¯Γ1,λ0 )⊕ ι(Ker ∂¯Γ2,λ0 )),
depends continuously on λ. Here ι denotes the inclusion of the kernels into H2,µ[Γi,λ0],
i = 1, 2, which is done by multiplying by the cut-off functions φλ1 and φ
λ
2 .
We must prove that for each fixed c ∈ (0, λ0] we have that
‖g1,λn(u)− g1,c(u)‖µ,λ0 → 0.
W.l.o.g. we assume that λn < c. We will prove this component-wise, and thus it is
enough to prove that for each u ∈ Ker ∂¯Γλ0 we have that
I(g1) :=∥∥∥∥∥
(∫
∆(Γλn )
〈A˜(Γλn)A˜(Γλ0)
−1
◦ ψΓλn · u ◦ ψΓλn , φ
λn
i xi,λn〉w
2dm
)
ψ2,µ,Γi,λn (φ
λn
i xi,λn)
−
(∫
∆(Γc)
〈A˜(Γc)A˜(Γλ0)
−1
◦ ψΓc · u ◦ ψΓc , φ
c
ixi,c〉w
2dm
)
ψi,µ,Γi,c(φ
c
ixi,c)
∥∥∥∥∥
µ,λ0
→ 0
as λn → c, where i = 1, 2, xi = vi if i = 1 and xi = wi if i = 2.
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We estimate this from above, and recall that we assume the weight to be invariant
under ψΓλ . We get
I(g1) ≤I1 · ‖φ
λn
i ◦ ψ
−1
Γλn
· xi‖µ,λ0
+
(∫
∆(Γc)
〈A˜(Γc)A˜(Γλ0)
−1
◦ ψΓc · u ◦ ψΓc , φ
c
ixi,c〉w
2dm
)
·N1
where
I1 =
∣∣∣∣∣
(∫
∆(Γλ0)
〈A˜(Γλn) ◦ ψ
−1
Γλn
· A˜(Γλ0)
−1
· u, φλni ◦ ψ
−1
Γλn
· xi〉w
2| det(Dψ−1Γλn )|dm
)
−
(∫
∆(Γλ0 )
〈A˜(Γc) ◦ ψ
−1
Γc · A˜(Γλ0)
−1
· u, φci ◦ ψ
−1
Γc · xi〉w
2| det(Dψ−1Γc )|dm
)∣∣∣∣∣
and
N1 = ‖(φ
λn
i ◦ ψ
−1
Γλn
− φci ◦ ψ
−1
Γc ) · xi)‖µ,λ0
Now the result follows from the fact that
‖A˜(Γλn) ◦ ψ
−1
Γλn
− A˜(Γc) ◦ ψ
−1
Γc ‖∞ → 0
‖φλni ◦ ψ
−1
Γλn
− φci ◦ ψ
−1
Γc )‖ ∼ ‖φ
λn
i − φ
c
i‖∞ → 0
‖| det(Dψ−1Γλn )| − | det(Dψ
−1
ΓC
)|‖∞ → 0
as λn → c.
We get similar estimates for βλ and γλ, but here we in addition need to use that
‖D(φλ1U − φ
λ2
U )‖∞ = O(|λ2 − λ1|).

Proposition 6.12. Assume that Γi, i = 1, 2, satisfies the assumptions of Proposition
6.7. Also assume that we can define an orientation of Ker Γi,s so that the orientation
of each fiber gives the stabilized capping orientation of Γi, i = 1, 2.
Then there is a λ′0 > 0 so that this also hold for the glued tree Γ if dim Vcon(Γ1) +
dim Vcon(Γ2) = dim Vcon(Γ), and with the stabilized kernel replaced by the pre-stabilized
kernel if dimVcon(Γ1) + dimVcon(Γ2) < dimVcon(Γ).
Moreover, suppose that Fp(Γi) is given the stabilized capping orientation of the tree
Γi, i = 1, 2, and suppose that (v1, . . . , vk) gives an oriented basis for TpFp(Γ1) ∩
TpFp(Γ2), where the orientation is induced by the sequence (6.1). Let
ξ : Ker Γs → [0, λ0]×TpFp(Γ1)∩TpFp(Γ2), dim Vcon(Γ1)+dim Vcon(Γ2) = dimVcon(Γ)
ξ : Ker Γps → [0, λ0]×TpFp(Γ1)∩TpFp(Γ2), dim Vcon(Γ1)+dim Vcon(Γ2) < dimVcon(Γ)
be the bundle-trivializations, and let vλi = ξ
−1
λ (vi). If σ is the gluing sign in Proposition
5.9, then
(−1)σvλ1 ∧ · · · ∧ v
λ
k
gives the stabilized capping orientation of Γ if dim Vcon(Γ1)+dim Vcon(Γ2) = dim Vcon(Γ),
and gives the pre-stabilized capping orientation of Γ if dimVcon(Γ1) + dim Vcon(Γ2) <
dim Vcon(Γ).
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Proof. We focus on the case when dim Vcon(Γ1)+dim Vcon(Γ2) < dimVcon(Γ), the other
case is similar.
From [[Ekh07], Proposition 6.20] it follows that we can find a basis vλ = (vλ1 , . . . , v
λ
k )
of Ker ∂¯Γps,λ satisfying
vλi = φ
λ
1w
λ
i + φ
λ
2u
λ
i + r
λ
i
where wλi ∈ Ker ∂¯Γ1,s,λ , u
λ
i ∈ Ker ∂¯Γ2,s,λ are continuous families of vectors satisfying
limλ→0 evp(w
λ
i ) = limλ→0 evp(u
λ
i ), and r
λ
i ∈ H2,µ[Γλ]⊕Vcon(Γλ) satisfies ‖r
λ
i ‖W,λ = O(λ).
Here ‖ · ‖W,λ denotes the norm on H2,µ[Γλ]⊕ Vcon(Γλ), and φ
λ
k , k = 1, 2, are the cut-off
functions from the proof of Proposition 6.7, where we have replaced A by 1 and B by
2. Moreover, we assume that we have a trivialization of TpM so that
lim
λ→0
evp(v
λ
i ) = ∂xi, Tp(Fp(Γ1) ∩ Fp(Γ2)) = Span(∂x1 , . . . , ∂xk).
To prove that the gluing sequence (5.19) can be evaluated in the limit, we com-
plete the bases (wλ1 , . . . , w
λ
k) and (u
λ
1 , . . . , u
λ
k) to bases w
λ = (wλ1 , . . . , w
λ
k1
) and uλ =
(uλ1 , . . . , u
λ
k2
) of Ker ∂¯Γ1,s,λ and Ker ∂¯Γ2,s,λ , respectively. We may moreover assume that
the vectors gives orthonormal bases and that they are chosen so that
wλi = ∂xi +O(λ), i = 1, . . . , k1,(6.7)
uλi = ∂xi +O(λ), i = 1, . . . , k,(6.8)
uλi = ∂xk1+i +O(λ), i = k + 1, . . . , k2,(6.9)
in the gluing region. Here O(λ) means a vector of norm O(λ).
Following the arguments in the proof of Proposition 6.7, we see that to prove that
the left-most, non-trivial map in the gluing sequence (5.19) behaves as stated in the
limit we must show that∣∣∣∣∣
∫
∆(Γλn)
〈vλni , φ
λn
1 w
λn
j 〉w
2dm− δji
∣∣∣∣∣→ 0
and ∣∣∣∣∣
∫
∆(Γλn )
〈vλni , φ
λn
2 u
λn
j 〉w
2dm− δji
∣∣∣∣∣→ 0
as λn → 0, i = 1, . . . , k, j = 1, . . . , n. Here we have used bundle-trivializations given
by the bases vλ, wλ and uλ, respectively. We prove that this holds for the first integral,
the second one is completely similar.
We get∣∣∣∣∣
∫
∆(Γλn)
〈vλni , φ
λn
1 w
λn
j 〉w
2dm− δji
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
∆(Γλn)
〈φλn1 w
λn
i , φ
λn
1 w
λn
j 〉w
2dm− δji
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
∆(Γλn )
〈rλni , φ
λn
1 w
λn
j 〉w
2dm
∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
∆(Γλn )
〈φλn2 u
λn
i , φ
λn
1 w
λn
j 〉w
2dm
∣∣∣∣∣.
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Now ∣∣∣∣∣
∫
∆(Γλn)
〈φλn1 w
λn
i , φ
λn
1 w
λn
j 〉w
2dm− δji
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
∆(Γλn)
〈wλni , w
λn
j 〉w
2dm− δji
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
∆(Γλn )
(φλn1 − 1)
2〈wλni , w
λn
j 〉w
2
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 0 +
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
∆(Γλn)
(φλn1 − 1)
2〈∂xi , ∂xj〉w
2
∣∣∣∣∣+O(λ) = O(λ)
using (6.7) and the fact that if 〈∂xi, ∂xj〉 6= 0 then w
2 ∼ e−2δ|τ | on {φλn1 6= 1} (where
|τ | → ∞) and {φλn1 = 1} → ∆(Γλn) as n→∞.
We also have∣∣∣∣∣
∫
∆(Γλn)
〈rλni , φ
λn
1 w
λn
j 〉w
2dm
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖rλni ‖µ,λn‖φλn1 wλnj ‖µ,λn = O(λ)
and ∣∣∣∣∣
∫
∆(Γλn )
〈φλn2 u
λn
i , φ
λn
1 w
λn
j 〉w
2dm
∣∣∣∣∣ = 0
since the cut-off functions φλ1 and φ
λ
2 are assumed to have disjoint support for all λ.
Hence the leftmost map behaves as claimed.
To prove that the second map also behaves as claimed in the limit, we must consider
the integrals∫
∆(Γλn)
〈∂¯(φλn1 w
λn
i ), ψλn∂xj〉w
2dm and
∫
∆(Γλn)
〈∂¯(φλn2 u
λn
i ), ψλn∂xj〉w
2dm,
i, j = 1, . . . , n, respectively, where ψλn is a cut-off function having support in the
gluing region, compare [[EES05b], Lemma 3.1]. But by the choice of the basis vectors
the integrals can be understood, up to O(λ), as
∫
∆(Γλn )
〈∂¯(φλnk )∂
λn
xi
, ψλn∂xj〉w
2dm =

−cλnδ
j
i , k = 1
cλnδ
j
i , k = 2
where cλn is some non-negative constant uniformly bounded from below. The sign
comes from the derivative of the cut-off function, compare [[EES05b], Lemma 3.11].
Moreover, from Section 5, Proposition 6.7 and Proposition 6.11 it follows that all
the constructions in the proof of Proposition 5.9 can be made continuously in λ. This
completes the proof. 
Now consider the situation when we only get the pre-stabilized problem from the
gluing above. This is the case when we glue at a vertex that has a boundary minima
associated to it (either a Y0- or Y1/ vertex, or a 2-valent puncture). To calculate
the stabilized orientation of Γ, we must stabilize the ∂¯Γps,λ-problem by adding the
missing conformal variation wλ to the domain of the operator. Recall that this family
of vectors has a well-defined limit limλ→0w
λ = w, corresponding to the covariantly
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constant vector field tangent to the edge that ends a the special positive puncture of
Γ, pointing in the direction opposite to the flow direction.
Proposition 6.13. Let Γ be the glued tree from Proposition 6.12, and assume that
dim Vcon(Γ1) + dim Vcon(Γ2) < dim Vcon(Γ). Then the stabilized problem ∂¯Γλ,s satisfies
the assumption of Proposition 6.12, and
(−1)σ+dimVcon(Γ2)vλ1 ∧ · · · ∧ v
λ
k ∧ w
λ
gives the stabilized capping orientation of Γ.
Proof. For j = 1, 2 let uλj ∈ Ker ∂¯Γj,s,λ such that evpi(u
λ
j ) → fj as λ → 0, where fj ∈
TpjM represents the flow direction of Γ at pj. From the proof of [[Ekh07], Proposition
6.20] it follows that we can find functions rλj so that w
λ+ uλ1 + u
λ
2 + r
λ
1 + r
λ
2 ∈ Ker ∂¯Γλ,s
and so that ‖rλj ‖ → 0 as λ→ 0. Moreover we can choose u
λ
j continuously in λ, j = 1, 2.
By the asymptotic behavior of wλ as λ→ 0 the claim now follows from Lemma 5.8 
6.2. Capping orientation of elementary trees. In this section we prove the base
case of the inductive assumptions in Proposition 6.7 and Proposition 6.12. That is, we
prove that these assumptions hold for elementary trees. We also show that the capping
orientation of the elementary pieces can be given in terms of oriented submanifolds in
M times a sign which depends only on combinatorial data of the tree.
We begin by proving that the kernels and cokernels of the capping operators consti-
tute bundles over (0, λ0] for λ0 sufficiently small, and that these bundles moreover can
be compactified by adding a fiber at λ = 0 to get the isomorphisms stated in Lemma
3.30.
We will repeatedly use results from Appendix A.
6.2.A. Capping operators. Recall the capping operators ∂¯p± = ∂¯p±,λ defined in Sec-
tion 3.4.C. More precisely, these are operators defined on the 1-punctured disk with
associated boundary conditions R˜± = R˜±,λ, which are given by diagonal matrices and
which depend on λ in such a way so that the diagonal elements are tending to eikπs,
k ∈ {−2,−1, 0, 1}, as λ→ 0. We also defined operators ∂¯p = ∂¯p,λ on the non-punctured
disk, with boundary conditions obtained by gluing R˜+,λ to R˜−,λ, and where this glued
boundary condition tend to a diagonal matrix with entries eikπs, k ∈ {−2, 0}, as λ→ 0.
In addition we put weights on the Sobolev spaces associated to ∂¯p±,λ. These weights
allow us to extend the definition of ∂¯p±,λ and ∂¯p,λ to also be Fredholm operators for
λ = 0. More precisely, we get that the ∂¯-operators
∂¯p±,0 : H2,wp,±[R˜±,0]→H1,wp,±[0], ∂¯p,0 : H2[R˜+,0#R˜−,0]→H1[0]
are Fredholm. Here R˜±,0 = limλ→0 R˜±,λ and the weights wp,± are the ones defined in
Section 3.4.C. We have the following.
Lemma 6.14. There is a λ0 > 0 so that we have oriented bundles Coker ∂¯p,± and
Coker ∂¯p over [0, λ0], with fibers Coker ∂¯p,±,λ and Coker ∂¯p,λ, respectively, satisfying
Coker ∂¯p,+ ≃ [0, λ0]× TpW
s(p) Coker ∂¯p,− ≃ [0, λ0]× (TpW
u(p)⊕Aux1) ,
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if |µ(p)| = 0, and
Coker ∂¯p,+ ≃ [0, λ0]× (TpW
s(p)⊕ Aux1) Coker ∂¯p,− ≃ [0, λ0]× TpW
u(p),
if |µ(p)| = 1, and
Coker ∂¯p ≃ [0, λ0]× (TpM ⊕ Aux1) , |µ(p)| = 0, 1,
with the trivialization given by evaluation at the puncture p. Moreover, the gluing
sequence (3.13) lifts to a well-defined exact sequence vector bundles
0→ Ker ∂¯p →
[
Ker ∂¯p,−
Ker ∂¯p,+
]
→
[
Coker ∂¯p,−
Coker ∂¯p,+
]
→ Coker ∂¯p → 0.
Proof. The first statements follow from Corollary A.8 and Corollary A.10 together
with Remark A.11, and the fact that the boundary conditions R˜±,λ are split. The last
statement follows similar to the proof of Proposition 6.12. 
Now we discuss the orientations of the capping operators associated to true punc-
tures. Recall that we have chosen an orientation Ocap(TpW
u(p)) of W u(p) for each
Reeb chord p, that we have fixed an orientation of TpM , and that we have given W
s(p)
the orientation Ocap(TpW
s(p)) induced by the identification
(6.10) O(TpM) = Ocap(TpW
u(p))⊗Ocap(TpW
s(p)).
We now fix orientations of det ∂¯p− for any Reeb chord p, by using the bundle structure
from Lemma 6.14. Thus, we let Ker ∂¯p− ≃ Aux2 be given the positive orientation of
Aux2 ≃ R, and we let Coker ∂¯p− be given the following orientation
(6.11) O(Coker ∂¯p−) =

Ocap(TpW
u(p))⊗O(Aux1) |µ(p)| = 0,
Ocap(TpW
u(p)) |µ(p)| = 1.
Here O(Aux1) denotes the positive orientation of Aux1 ≃ R. We then let the sequence
(3.13) together with the canonical orientation of det ∂¯p induce an orientation of det ∂¯p+.
6.2.B. Orientations of end-pieces. Let Γ be a sub flow tree containing an end e and
one positive special puncture q1 , and no other vertices. Choose a trivialization of TM
along Γ so that TeΠ(Σ) = Span(∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn−1), and recall that the induced boundary
conditions tend to constant Rn-boundary conditions, except for in a neighborhood of
the end point where it is split Rn−1 ⊕ U+, where U+ denotes a uniform +π rotation.
Assume that ∂xn points in the outward normal direction of Π(Λe) at e, where Λe is
the union of the two sheets of Λ containing e, and that (∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn) gives an oriented
basis for TeM . We extend the boundary conditions to the limit λ = 0, using that
we have control over the region where the +π-rotation is performed. Recall that we
assume this rotation to be captured in the capping operator at e. We also extend the
family of operators ∂¯Γλ : H2,µ[Γλ]→H1,µ[Γλ] to λ = 0.
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Lemma 6.15. For λ sufficiently small the kernel of ∂¯Γλ is spanned by functions
vλ1 , . . . , v
λ
n satisfying
lim
λ→0
‖vλi − ∂xi‖2,µ + | evq1(v
λ
i )− evq1(∂xi)| = 0, i = 1, . . . , n,
In particular, we have a vector bundle
Ker Γ = {(λ, v ∈ Ker ∂¯Γλ)} ⊂ [0, λ0]×H2,µ(∆2,C
n)
which is isomorphic to [0, λ0]×R
n and with topology given as in Section 6.1.
Proof. This follows from Lemma A.6, together with the explicit understanding of the
behavior of the kernel elements in neighborhoods of the special punctures, as in [Ekh07].

To give an orientation to this problem, recall that we have fixed an orientation of the
capping operator corresponding to the end-vertex, and notice that the positive special
puncture q1 must have |µ(q1)| = 1. For any special puncture p with |µ(p)| = 1, choose
an orientation of det ∂¯p,+ so that the capping sequence for ∂¯Γλ gives the orientation
max∧
Ker ∂¯Γλ = v
λ
1 ∧ · · · ∧ v
λ
n
for all Γ being elementary end-pieces.
6.2.C. Orientations of switch-pieces. Let now Γ be an elementary tree with a switch-
vertex s. Choose a trivialization of TM along Γ so that TsΠ(Σ) = Span(∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn−1),
and so that the induced boundary conditions tend to either (Rn−1 ⊕ U−(R),R
n) or
(Rn,Rn−1 ⊕ U−(R)) as λ → 0, where U− : R → U(1) is equal to the identity except
for in a neighborhood of the switch point where it performs a uniform −π-rotation.
Assume that ∂xn points in the outward normal direction of Π(Λs) at s, where Λs is
the union of the two sheets of Λ containing s, and that (∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn) gives an oriented
basis for TsM . Again we extend the boundary conditions to the limit λ = 0 by using
that we have control of the region where the −π-rotation is performed. Using this we
extend the family of operators ∂¯Γλ : H2,µ[Γλ]→H1,µ[Γλ] to λ = 0.
Lemma 6.16. For λ sufficiently small the kernel of ∂¯Γλ is spanned by functions
vλ1 , . . . , v
λ
n−1 satisfying
‖vλi − ∂xi‖2,µ + | evp(v
λ
i )− evp(∂xi)| → 0, λ→ 0, i = 1, . . . , n− 1,
where p is a special puncture of Γ.
In particular, we have a vector bundle
Ker Γ = {(λ, v ∈ Ker ∂¯Γλ)} ⊂ [0, λ0]×H2,µ(∆2,C
n)
which is isomorphic to [0, λ0] × R
n−1 and with topology given as in Section 6.1. A
trivialization ξ is given by ξλ(v
λ
i ) = ∂xi, i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Proof. For λ = 0 it follows from [[Ekh07], Lemma 6.6] that the problem is surjective
and that Ker ∂¯Γ0 is n− 1-dimensional, spanned by functions of the form ∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn−1
in our chosen trivialization. The statement now follows from Proposition A.3, together
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with the explicit understanding of the behavior of the kernel elements in neighborhoods
of the special punctures, as in [Ekh07]. 
To give a formula for the capping orientation of Γ, notice that one of the special
punctures of Γ must be of odd Maslov index while the other one is of even Maslov
index. Assume first that it is the negative puncture that is of odd Maslov index, and
denote it by p1. Also recall that we already have fixed an orientation of det ∂¯p1,+ and
that this induces one on det ∂¯p1,−. Now if q is any positive special puncture of even
Maslov index, choose an orientation of det ∂¯q,+ so that it gives the following capping
orientation of elementary switch-trees with one positive special puncture of even Maslov
index and one negative special puncture of odd Maslov index:
max∧
Ker ∂¯Γλ = v
λ
1 ∧ · · · ∧ v
λ
n−1.
This choice also induces an orientation of det ∂¯p,− for p any special puncture of even
Maslov index, and this together with the chosen orientation of det ∂¯q,+ for q any special
puncture of odd Maslov index induces an orientation
max∧
Ker ∂¯Γλ = (−1)
σswvλ1 ∧ · · · ∧ v
λ
n−1
in the case when Γ is an elementary switch-tree with a positive special puncture of odd
Maslov index and a negative special puncture of even Maslov index. Here σsw ∈ {0, 1}
is a sign that is independent of the particular switch-vertex.
6.2.D. Orientations of pieces associated to punctures. Now let Γ be an elementary tree
containing a true puncture p. Here p can be either positive or negative, 1- or 2-valent.
Choose a trivialization of TM along Γ so that TM = TW u(p)⊕W for some comple-
mentary space W in the case when p is positive, and so that TM = TW s(p)⊕W for
some complementary space W in the case when p is negative. Recall that we have an
associated operator ∂¯Γλ : H2,µ[Γλ] → H1,µ[Γλ], as described in Section 4.1. By taking
the limit λ→ 0, we see that the boundary conditions tend to constant boundary con-
ditions, and due to our choice of weights wΓ we get a well-defined Fredholm problem
in the limit λ = 0, given by
∂¯Γ0 : H2,µ[id]→ H1,µ[0].
By Lemma A.9 we have that ∂¯Γλ is surjective for λ sufficiently small, with a kernel
of dimension dimW u(p) if p is positive, and of dimension dimW s(p) if p is negative,
spanned by functions uλ1 , . . . , u
λ
k satisfying
‖uλi − ∂xi‖2,µ → 0, λ→ 0.
Moreover, the tuple (∂x1 , . . . , ∂xk) gives a basis for Ker ∂¯Γ0 , and by the explicit de-
scriptions of the vectors uλ1 , . . . , u
λ
k from [Ekh07] we see that we can choose them so
that
| evq(u
λ
i )− evq(∂xi)| → 0
as λ→ 0.
Hence we get the following.
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Corollary 6.17. We have a vector bundle Ker Γ ⊂ [0, λ0]×H2,µ(R×[0, 1],C
n) given by
Ker Γ = {(λ, v ∈ Ker ∂¯Γλ)}, which is isomorphic to [0, λ0] ×Ker ∂¯Γ0 and with topology
given as in Section 6.1.
In the case of a positive (negative) puncture we can replace Ker ∂¯Γ0 by TxW
u(p)
(TxW
s(p)) for any x ∈ Γ, and an orientation of this space induces canonically an
orientation on Ker ∂¯Γλ via the trivialization ξ, given the orientations we already have
fixed. In particular, recall that we have fixed orientations of all capping operators,
both for those corresponding to true punctures and for those corresponding to special
punctures. We summarize this as follows.
Lemma 6.18. Let p be a 1-valent puncture. Then there are integers σpo and σne which
only depend on the Morse index of p and whether |µ(p)| is odd or even, such that the
capping orientation of Ker ∂¯Γλ is given by
(6.12)
max∧
Ker ∂¯Γλ = (−1)
σne(|µ(p)|,I(p))Ocap(TpW
s(p))
if p is negative, and by
(6.13)
max∧
(Ker ∂¯Γλ) = (−1)
σpo(|µ(p)|,I(p))Ocap(TpW
u(p))
if p is positive.
Proof. Assume that Γ consists of a true negative puncture p and a special positive
puncture q. The other case is similar. Then we get that the capping sequence for Γλ
is given by
0→ Ker ∂¯Γˆλ →

Ker ∂¯p−Ker ∂¯q+
Ker ∂¯Γλ

→
[
Coker ∂¯p−
Coker ∂¯q+
]
→ Coker ∂¯Γˆλ → 0.
By passing to the limit we see that this sequence can be understood as
0→
[
TpW
s(p)
Aux2
]
→

 Aux20
TpW
s(p)

→

TpW
u(p)
Aux1
0

→
[
TpW
u(p)
Aux1
]
→ 0
if |µ(p)| is even, and as
0→
[
TpW
s(p)
Aux22
]
→

 Aux2Aux2
TpW
s(p)

→

TpW
u(p)
0
0

→ [TpW u(p)]→ 0
if |µ(p)| is odd.
In both cases we see that the induced orientation on TpW
s(p) only depend on
dimW s(p) = n − I(p), on the parity of |µ(p)|, and on the chosen orientation of the
capping operators. The latter choice, in turn, only depends on the chosen orientation
of W u(p) and on the parity of |µ(p)|. Thus, once we have fixed the capping orientation
of TpW
s(p) we can express the capping orientation of Γ as this orientation times a sign
that only depends on the Morse index and on the parity of |µ(p)|. 
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For the case of 2-valent punctures the kernel is 0-dimensional and the orientation is
only given by a sign. To express this sign we fix the following notation. As above we
let p be the true puncture, and we let q1 and q2 be the other two punctures, ordered
counterclockwise around the boundary of the standard domain corresponding to Γ. In
particular, if p is negative then we get that q1 is positive. Now we have the following.
Lemma 6.19. Let p be a 2-valent puncture. Then there are integers σpo,2, σne,t1 and
σne,t2 which only depend on the parity of the Maslov index of p, q1 and q2, such that
the capping orientation of Ker ∂¯Γλ is given by
(6.14)
max∧
Ker ∂¯Γλ = (−1)
σne,t1(|µ(p)|,|µ(q1)|,|µ(q2)|)Ocap(TpW
s(p))
if p is negative of type 1,
(6.15)
max∧
Ker ∂¯Γλ = (−1)
σne,t2(|µ(p)|,|µ(q1)|,|µ(q2)|)Ocap(TpW
s(p))
if p is negative of type 2, and by
(6.16)
max∧
Ker ∂¯Γλ = (−1)
σpo,2(|µ(p)|,|µ(q1)|,|µ(q2)|)Ocap(TpW
u(p))
if p is positive.
Proof. This follows completely similar to the case of 1-valent punctures. 
6.2.E. Orientations of Y0-pieces. We have a similar result for the case of elementary
Y0-trees Γ, but here we get that the problem associated to the tree is surjective with an
n-dimensional kernel isomorphic to Rn via evaluation. We pick a trivialization of TM
along Γ using the flat coordinates defined here, and we let ∂¯Γλ : H2,µ[Γλ] → H1,µ[Γλ]
denote the ∂¯-operator associated to Γ.
The following is proven in a similar way as for the pieces containing true punctures.
Lemma 6.20. We have a vector bundle Ker Γ ⊂ [0, λ0]×H2,µ(∆3,C
n) given by Ker Γ =
{(λ, v ∈ Ker ∂¯Γλ)}, which is isomorphic to [0, λ0] × R
n and with topology given as in
Section 6.1. A trivialization ξ : Ker Γ→ [0, λ0]×Ker ∂¯Γ0 is given by ξλ(u
λ
i ) = (λ, ∂xi),
where (uλ1 , . . . , u
λ
n) is a basis for Ker ∂¯Γλ satisfying
‖uλi − ∂xi‖2,µ + | evp(u
λ
i )− evp(∂xi)| → 0, λ→ 0,
where p is a special puncture of Γ.
The capping orientation of Γ is given similar as the case of 2-pieces. That is, let
p0, p1, p2 be the punctures of Γ ordered in the counterclockwise direction along the
boundary of the standard domain of Γ so that p0 represents the positive puncture.
Then we have the following.
Lemma 6.21. There is an integer σY0, depending only on |µ(pi)|, i = 0, 1, 2, so that
the capping orientation is given by
(6.17)
max∧
Ker ∂¯Γλ = (−1)
σY0 (|µ(p0)|,|µ(p1)|,|µ(p2)|)O(TpM)
Proof. Again this follows by studying the capping sequences for Γ in the different
cases. 
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6.2.F. Orientations of Y1-pieces. We have a similar result for the case of elemen-
tary trees Γ with a Y1-vertex v. Choose a trivialization of TM along Γ so that
TvΠ(Σ) = Span(∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn−1), and recall that the induced boundary conditions tend
to (Rn,Rn−1 ⊕ U−(R),R
n) as λ → 0, where U− : R → U(1) is equal to the identity
except for in a neighborhood of the boundary minimum where it perform a uniform
−π-rotation. Assume that ∂xn points in the outward normal direction of Π(Λv) at v,
where Λv is the union of the two sheets of Λ containing v, and that (∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn) gives
an oriented basis for TvM . Again we extend the boundary conditions to the limit λ = 0
by using that we have control of the region where the −π-rotation is performed. Using
this we extend the family of operators ∂¯Γλ : H2,µ[Γλ]→H1,µ[Γλ] to λ = 0.
The following is proven in a similar way as for the switch-pieces.
Lemma 6.22. We have a vector bundle Ker Γ ⊂ [0, λ0]×H2,µ(∆3,C
n) given by Ker Γ =
{(λ, v ∈ Ker ∂¯Γλ)}, which is isomorphic to [0, λ0]×R
n−1, and with topology given as in
Section 6.1. A trivialization ξ is given by ξλ(u
λ
i ) = ∂xi, where (u
λ
1 , . . . , u
λ
n−1) is a basis
for Ker ∂¯Γλ satisfying
‖uλi − ∂xi‖2,µ + | evp(u
λ
i )− evp(∂xi)| → 0, λ→ 0.
The capping orientation of Γ is given similar as the case of Y0-pieces:
Lemma 6.23. There is an integer σY1, depending only on |µ(pi)|, i = 0, 1, 2, so that
the capping orientation is given by
(6.18)
max∧
Ker ∂¯Γλ = (−1)
σY1 (|µ(p0)|,|µ(p1)|,|µ(p2)|)uλ1 ∧ · · · ∧ u
λ
n−1
where uλ1 , . . . u
λ
n−1 are the vectors from Lemma 6.22.
Proof. Again this follows by studying the capping sequences for Γ in the different
cases. 
6.3. Proof of that the capping orientation of a tree is well-defined. In this
section we prove that the capping orientation of the pre-glued disk wλ associated to Γ
coincides with the capping orientation of the corresponding true J-holomorphic disk
uλ for λ sufficiently small.
Again we will use the vector bundle set-up, and to that end we use the constructions
from [Ekh07] to connect uλ to wλ by a path (us(λ), κs(λ)), s ∈ [0, 1], of punctured disks
us(λ) with boundary on ΠC(Λλ) and with domain ∆(κs(λ)). Here κs(λ) indicates the
conformal structure. We assume that u0(λ) = uλ and u1(λ) = wλ. We give an outline
of the construction of this path, and refer to [Ekh07] for the details.
First let φs : R
2 → R2, s ∈ [0, 1], be a family of diffeomorphisms so that φ0 = id
and so that φ1 maps the standard domain of uλ to the standard domain of wλ. An
explicit description of φs is given in [[Ekh07], Section 6.2.C], we summarize the most
important features here:
(1) dφs
ds
= bλ−1α(τ, t)∂τ , where α : C→ C is a function satisfying α = 1 in uniform
neighborhoods of boundary minima, and has support in a larger neighborhood
of the boundary minima;
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(2) ‖dφs − id ‖∞ = O(s), s ∈ [−1, 1];
(3) ‖D2φs‖∞ = O(s), s ∈ [−1, 1].
Remark 6.24. From [Ekh07] it follows that the flow time taking ∆(uλ) to ∆(wλ) is
given by s = O(λ log(λ−1)).
By pre-composing wλ with φs we get a disk u˜s(λ) with boundary arbitrarily close to
the boundary of wλ and with standard domain φs(∆(wλ)). Using the exponential map
at the disks u˜s(λ) we can define the path us(λ). In addition, by the constructions in
[Ekh07] we may assume that
‖As1,λ ◦ φs1 −As2,λ ◦ φs2‖C2 → 0, as s1 → s2,
where As,λ : ∂∆(κs(λ))→ U(n) is the boundary condition induced by us(λ).
By rigidity we may assume that the linearizations of ∂¯ at uλ and wλ, restricted to
H2,µ[uλ] and H2,µ[wλ], respectively, are either both injective or both surjective, and
without loss of generality we will assume the former. From Section 5.2 it then follows
that it is enough to prove the following result to get that the capping orientations of
uλ and wλ coincide.
Proposition 6.25. For each λ > 0 sufficiently small, there exists an isomorphism
χλ : Coker ∂¯uλ → Coker ∂¯wλ
so that both
Coker ∂¯uλ
χλ
//
η≃

Coker ∂¯wλ
η≃

Vcon(uλ)
φ1,∗
// Vcon(wλ)
and
0 // Ker ∂¯uˆλ
//

cap(Γ) //
id

Coker ∂¯uλ
//
χλ

Coker ∂¯uˆλ
//

0
0 // Ker ∂¯wˆλ
// cap(Γ) // Coker ∂¯wλ
// Coker ∂¯wˆλ
// 0
commute. Here the leftmost and rightmost maps in the second diagram are induced by
homotopy, and the map η in the first diagram is defined in Section 5.1.
Proof. Since the linearization of ∂¯ is injective at both wλ and uλ, and since we can
choose λ so that wλ and uλ are arbitrarily close to each other, we can find λ0 > 0
and paths us(λ) taking uλ to wλ, as described above, so that ∂¯us(λ) is injective for all
0 ≤ λ < λ0 and all s ∈ [0, 1].
Now consider the vector bundles
πi : Vi(Γ, λ)→ [0, 1] i = 1, 2,
with fibers
π−12 (s) := V2,s,λ[Γ] = H2,µ[us(λ)](∆m+1(κs, λ), us(λ)
∗TT ∗M)
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and
π−11 (s) := V1,s,λ[Γ] = H1,µ[0](∆m+1(κs, λ), T
∗0,1∆m+1(κs, λ)⊗ us(λ)
∗TT ∗M),
respectively. Here the weight wµ a priori depends on s, but we can think of it as being
approximately 1 on compact parts of the standard domains, where φs has its support,
and defined as in Section 3.4.B at the infinities.
We define trivializations
Φˆ : V2(Γ, λ)→ [0, 1]× V2,0,λ[Γ]
and
Ψˆ : V1(Γ, λ)→ [0, 1]× V1,0,λ[Γ]
given by
Φˆs : V2,s,λ[Γ] → [0, 1]× V2,0,λ[Γ]
g 7→ (s, A0,λ(As,λ ◦ φs)
−1 · g ◦ φs)
and
Ψˆs : V1,s,λ[Γ] → [0, 1]× V1,0,λ[Γ]
α⊗ g 7→ (s, A0,λ(As,λ ◦ φs)
−1 · φ∗sα⊗ g ◦ φs).
Now we consider the restriction of the fully linearized ∂¯-operator D∂¯J (us(λ), κs(λ))
to V2,s,λ[Γ], and we want to prove that this gives a bundle map
∂¯J : V2(Γ, λ)→ V1(Γ, λ).
Thus we need to prove that the expression for
∂¯s,λ := Ψˆs ◦D∂¯J(us(λ)) ◦ Φˆ
−1
s : V2,0,λ[Γ]→ V1,0,λ[Γ]
varies continuously with s. Using the bundle-trivializations above we get that
∂¯s,λ(g) = dg + J ◦ dg ◦ js,λ + LAs,λg
where
js,λ = Dφ−s ◦ i ◦Dφs
LAs,λg = A0,λ(As,λ ◦ φs)
−1φ∗s∂¯((As,λ(A0,λ ◦ φ−s)
−1)⊗ g.
To simplify notation we neglect the λ-dependence, and we also let
Aφ(s) = A0(As ◦ φs)
−1,
A−φ(s) = As(A0 ◦ φ−s)
−1.
Then
‖(∂¯s1 − ∂¯s2)g‖V1
≤ ‖J ◦ dg ◦ (js1 − js2)‖V1 +
∥∥∥(Aφ(s1)φ∗s1∂¯A−φ(s1)−Aφ(s2)φ∗s2∂¯A−φ(s2))⊗ g∥∥∥V1 .
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We begin with the estimate for the first expression, and we assume that s2 > s1. We
use the group-structure of the flow φs so that φs2 = φǫ ◦ φs1 for ǫ = s2 − s1. For the
first summand we then get
‖J ◦ dg ◦ (js1 − js2)‖V1 ≤ ‖J‖C1 · ‖g‖V2 · ‖js1 − js2‖C1
and
‖js1 − js2‖C1 = ‖Dφ−s1 ◦ (i−Dφ−ǫ ◦ i ◦Dφǫ) ◦Dφs1‖C1
≤ C · ‖Dφs1‖
2
C1 · (‖i−Dφ−ǫ ◦ i‖C1 + ‖Dφ−ǫ ◦ i‖C1 · ‖ id−Dφǫ‖C1)
= C · (1 +O(s1))
2 · (O(ǫ) + (1 +O(ǫ)) · O(ǫ))→ 0
as ǫ→ 0.
It remains to estimate the second term. We compute
‖(Aφ(s1)φ
∗
s1
∂¯(A−φ(s1))− Aφ(s2)φ
∗
s2
∂¯(A−φ(s2)))⊗ g‖V1
≤ C˜ ·
(
‖(Aφ(s1)‖C1‖Dφs1‖C1 ·
(
‖As1 ◦ φs1(A0)
−1 − As2 ◦ φs2(A0)
−1‖C2
+ ‖∂¯(As2 ◦ φs2(A0)
−1)− φ∗ǫ ∂¯(As2 ◦ φs1(A0 ◦ φ−ǫ)
−1)‖C1
)
+D · ‖((As1 ◦ φs1)
−1 − (As2 ◦ φs2)
−1)‖C1 · ‖Dφs2‖C1
)
≤ E
(
‖(As1 ◦ φs1)
−1 − (As2 ◦ φs2)
−1‖C2((2 +O(s1) +O(s2))
+ ‖As2 ◦ φs2(A
−1
0 )‖C2 · ‖ id−Dφǫ‖C1
)
→ 0
as ǫ→ 0.
Hence ∂¯J gives a bundle map, and since the dimension of the cokernel of ∂¯s,λ is
constant in s it follows from standard Fredholm arguments that we have a vector
bundle Coker ∂¯J over [0, 1], with fibers Coker ∂¯s,λ. Choose a trivialization and let
χˆ1 : Coker ∂¯0,λ → Coker ∂¯1,λ be the induced linear map.
Now apply the arguments from Proposition 6.7 on this vector bundle to get that the
map χ = Ψˆ−11 ◦ χˆ1 satisfies the requirements of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The results in Section 6.2 states that the assumptions of Propo-
sition 6.7 and Proposition 6.12 hold for elementary trees, and that the capping orienta-
tion of these pieces can be expressed in terms of oriented submanifolds in M together
with combinatorial data coming from the tree. Thus, the results in Propositions 6.7 –
6.13 implies that the stabilized capping orientation of a rigid tree Γ can be computed
in terms of oriented intersections of submanifolds in M times signs coming from com-
binatorial data from the tree. By Proposition 5.7, this orientation gives the capping
orientation of the corresponding pre-glued disk wλ if λ is sufficiently small, up to a
combinatorial sign.
Since Proposition 6.25 implies that there is a λ0 > 0 so that for all λ < λ0 the
capping orientation of wλ equals the capping orientation of the true J-holomorphic
disk uλ corresponding to Γ, the result follows. 
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6.4. Computing the gluing algorithm formula. In this section we give a sketch
of how the algorithm in [Karb] is derived from the earlier results in this paper. The
algorithm is given in an inductive way, where the induction runs over the number of
the true vertices of the sub flow trees of Γ. For technical reasons we only allow certain
sub flow trees, described below.
The induction is performed as follows.
Base case: The elementary trees are given orientations as in Section 6.2.
Inductive hypothesis: After step k we assume that all sub flow trees of Γ with at
most k true vertices and a special positive puncture are given orientations. We
also assume that these orientations can be realized as orientations of either
the flow-outs of the trees at the special puncture, or as orientations of the
intersection manifolds at the vertex adjacent to the special puncture.
Inductive step: In step k + 1 we create sub flow trees with k + 1 true vertices. This
is done by gluing sub flow trees together at 3-valent vertices, or by joining a
sub flow tree to a 2-valent piece. The trees in the input of the gluing are given
by one of the following collection of oriented partial flow trees.
(y0g) One Y0-piece, oriented as in the base step, and two sub flow trees with
positive special punctures and oriented flow-outs. The sub flow trees are
glued to the negative special punctures of the Y0-piece. See Figure 9.
(y1g) One Y1-piece, oriented as in the base step, and two sub flow trees with
positive special punctures and oriented flow-outs. The sub flow trees are
glued to the negative special punctures of the Y1-piece. See Figure 10.
(ng) One 2-valent negative piece, oriented as in the base step, and one sub flow
tree with a positive special puncture and oriented flow-out. The sub flow
tree is glued to the negative special puncture of the 2-piece. See Figure 11.
(sgn) One switch-piece, oriented as in the base step, and one sub flow tree with a
positive special puncture and oriented flow-out. The sub flow tree is glued
to the negative special puncture of the switch-piece. See Figure 12.
(sgp) One switch-piece, oriented as in the base step, and one sub flow tree with a
negative special puncture, a true 1-valent positive puncture, l ≥ 0 switches,
and no other vertices. The latter tree has oriented flow-out at the negative
special puncture. The sub flow tree is glued to the positive special puncture
of the switch-piece. See Figure 13.
We use Propositions 6.12 and 6.13 to complete the induction step. That is,
with these propositions we can give an orientation to the intersection manifold
and the flow-out of the glued tree as an oriented intersection of the trees in the
input, times some additional gluing signs. In Section 6.4.A we show how this
works in the case of gluing at a Y0-vertex. The other cases are similar and left
to the reader.
The final step: To finish the algorithm we perform the final gluing, in which we will
recover Γ. This gluing is similar to the one in the induction step, but for
technical reasons the inputs will be restricted to be of one of the following kind.
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(f0) Two sub flow trees Γ1, Γ2. Here Γ1 has one true 1-valent vertex, one positive
special puncture p, and no other vertices. The tree Γ2 has a true 1-valent
positive puncture a, l ≥ 0 switches, a negative special puncture p and no
other vertices. The orientations of Γ1 and Γ2 are given by orientations of
their flow outs at their common special puncture.
(f1) Two sub flow trees Γ1, Γ2. Here Γ1 has one positive special puncture p, at
least 2 true vertices where the vertex q adjacent to p is not a switch, and
the orientation of Γ1 is given by the orientation of the intersection manifold
at q. The tree Γ2 has a true 1-valent positive puncture, l ≥ 0 switches, a
negative special puncture and no other vertices. The orientation of Γ2 is
given by an orientation of the flow out at the negative special puncture.
(f2) One 2-valent positive piece, oriented as in the base step, and 2 sub flow
trees Γ1, Γ2. The sub flow trees have positive special punctures, and their
orientations are given by oriented flow-outs at their positive punctures.
The orientation of Γ is given by the oriented intersection of the trees in the
input, times some additional gluing signs. This we explain in Subsection 6.4.B.
p0
p1
p2Γv
Γ1
Γ2
Fp1(Γ1) ∩Dp1
Fp2(Γ2) ∩Dp2
w
x1
x2
x3
Fp0(Γ) ∩Dp0
Figure 9. Gluing of two trees at a Y0-vertex. The dashed disks are the
flow-outs of the trees, intersected with a co-dimensional 1 disk transverse
to the tree. The vector w added when considering the flow-out of the
glued tree is indicated in the second picture.
To simplify notation, if Γ is a (sub) flow tree, then we let bm(Γ) be equal to the
number of boundary minima of ∆(Γ).
Remark 6.26. In the cases (y0g) – (ng), the pre-stabilized capping orientation of Γ in
the limit equals the orientation of the intersection manifold.
6.4.A. Gluing at a Y0-vertex. Let Γv be the Y0-piece we are gluing at, and let Γ1 and
Γ2 denote the two sub flow trees that are glued to Γv. Order the punctures p0, p1, p2
of Γv using the notation in Section 2.4. Assume that Γ1, Γ2 are numbered so that Γi
is attached to Γv at pi, i = 1, 2.
By applying Proposition 6.12 twice we get, for λ sufficiently small, that the pre-
stabilized kernel of Γ is spanned by vectors vλ1 , . . . , v
λ
m satisfying
‖vλ1i − v
λ2
i ‖2,µ → 0, λ1 → λ2,
| evv(v
λ
i )− ∂xi| → 0, λ→ 0,
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p0
p1
p2
Σ
Γv
Γ1
Γ2
Fp1(Γ1) ∩Dp1
Fp2(Γ2) ∩Dp2
w
x1
x2
x3
Fp0(Γ) ∩Dp0
Figure 10. Gluing of two trees at a Y1-vertex. The dashed disks are the
flow-outs of the trees, intersected with a co-dimensional 1 disk transverse
to the tree. The vector w added when considering the flow-out of the
glued tree is indicated in the second picture.
p0 p1q
Γq Γ1 Γ
Figure 11. Gluing a sub flow tree Γ1 to a 2-valent negative puncture.
p0 p1s
Γs Σ Γ1 Γ
Figure 12. Gluing a sub flow tree Γ1 to a switch.
p0 p1s
Γs
Γ
Γ2
Figure 13. Gluing a sub flow tree Γ2 to a switch.
for i = 1, . . . , m. We also get that the pre-stabilized capping orientation of Γ can be
computed using the sequence (6.1) twice, if we for each gluing multiply the result by
the gluing sign coming from Proposition 5.9.
To perform this computation, we start by gluing Γ2 to Γv, which will give us an
intermediate tree Γ2v. From the gluing sequence (6.1) we get that Ker ∂¯Γ2,s ≃ Ker ∂¯Γ2v,s ,
and the gluing sign from Proposition 5.9 equals
ν1 = n+ |µ(p1)| · (bm(Γ2) + 1 + |µ(p2)|).
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Here we have used that
(6.19) |µ(p0)|+ |µ(p1)|+ |µ(p2)| ≡ 0 (mod 2)
for Y0-pieces, and that
(6.20) dimKer cap(Γ′) ≡ bm(Γ′) + 1 + |µ(p)| (mod 2)
for any sub flow tree Γ′ with positive special puncture p. Moreover, from Lemma 6.20
we get
dimKer ∂¯Γ2v = dimKer ∂¯Γ2 , dimCoker ∂¯Γ2v = dimCoker ∂¯Γ2 .
Now we glue Γ1 to Γ2v. From Proposition 6.12 we get that the orientation of
Iv(Γ) = TvFv(Γ1) ∩ TvFv(Γ2)
induced by the gluing sequence (6.1) equals the pre-stabilized orientation of Γ, times
(−1)ν1+ν2 , where
ν2 = n+ e(Γ1) · [bm(Γ2) + e(Γ2) + 1] + [n+ dimKer ∂¯Γ1,s ] · [bm(Γ2) + |µ(p2)|+ 1]
+ bm(Γ1) · [|µ(p2)|+ dimKer ∂¯Γ2,s + n+ 1]
+ dimKer ∂¯Γ1 + dimKer ∂¯Γ2 + dimKer ∂¯Γ + n · dimKer ∂¯Γ2,s .
Indeed, the gluing sign from Proposition 5.9 equals
ν2 = n+ dimKer cap(Γ2)
−|Γ · dimKer cap(Γ1)
e
+ dimKer ∂¯Γ1 · (dimKer cap(Γ2) + |µ(p2)|+ |µ(p0)|+ |µ(p1)|) + ν3
where
ν3 = bm(Γ1) · (dimKer ∂¯Γ2,s + n+ 1 + |µ(p2)|) + n · (dimKer ∂¯Γ2,s + |µ(p2)|+ bm(Γ2) + 1)
+ dimVirKer(Γ1) · (bm(Γ2) + |µ(p2)|) + dimKer ∂¯Γ1,s + dimKer ∂¯Γ2 + dimKer ∂¯Γ.
Here we have used that
dimCoker ∂¯Γ ≡ bm(Γ) + dimVirKer(Γ) (mod 2)
for Γ a sub flow tree, and similar for the pre-stabilized kernel. We have also used
Lemma 5.11, equations (6.19) and (6.20), and that
dimKer ∂¯Γps + n = dimKer ∂¯Γ1,s + dimKer ∂¯Γ2,s .
Summing up we get that
ν1 + ν2 = e(Γ1) · [bm(Γ2) + e(Γ2) + 1] + [n+ dimKer ∂¯Γ1,s ] · [bm(Γ2) + |µ(p2)|+ 1]
+ bm(Γ1) · [|µ(p2)|+ dimKer ∂¯Γ2,s + n + 1] + |µ(p1)| · [1 + |µ(p2)|+ bm(Γ2)]
+ dimKer ∂¯Γ1 + dimKer ∂¯Γ2 + dimKer ∂¯Γ + n · dimKer ∂¯Γ2,s .
This is exactly the sign we add at each Y0-vertex in [[Karb], Section 6], except that in
that case we also add the sign that comes from going from the pre-stabilized problems
to the stabilized problems of the incoming trees Γ1 and Γ2, and also the sign related
to the capping orientation of the piece Γv from Lemma 6.21 .
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6.4.B. The final gluing. Here we explain the last step in the algorithm, where we finally
get the whole expression for the capping orientation of the rigid flow tree. Recall from
the introduction of this section that this step is divided into three different cases (f0)–
(f2). We will use the notation from there.
(f0) – Trees with nontrivial automorphism group: In this case the kernel of the asso-
ciated ∂¯-operator will be 1-dimensional, and dim Vcon(Γ) = 0 (so that the stabilized
problem coincides with the un-stabilized).
Let wλ denote the pre-glued disk associated to Γ for λ sufficiently small. From
Remark 3.16 it follows that the sign of Γ is given by comparing the capping orientation
of Ker ∂¯wλ with the flow orientation of Γ. To that end, let p be the point where we
cut Γ to get Γ1 and Γ2, and assume that the flow orientation of Γ at p is given by ∂x1 .
Also assume that the orientation of Fp(Γ1) ∩ Fp(Γ2) induced by the sequence (6.1) is
given by
(−1)σ1∂x1 ,
where Fp(Γi) is given the inductively defined capping orientation of Γi, i = 1, 2. To use
Proposition 6.12 to calculate this orientation of Fp(Γ2), we need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.27. Let Γ′1 be an elementary switch tree with special positive puncture p,
and let Γ′2 be a sub flow tree with a true positive 1-valent puncture a, k ≥ 0 switches,
and negative special puncture p. Assume that Fp(Γ
′
i) is given the stabilized capping
orientation of Γ′i, i = 1, 2, and that Γ
′
1 can be glued to Γ
′
2 to give a (sub) flow tree Γ
′.
Then the stabilized capping orientation of Γ′ is given by
(−1)σO(Fp(Γ
′
1) ∩ Fp(Γ
′
2))
where Fp(Γ
′
1) ∩ Fp(Γ
′
2) is given the orientation induced by the sequence (6.1), and
σ = n + (|µ(p)|+ k) · dimKer ∂¯Γ′
1
+ (dimCoker ∂¯Γ′
1
+ n) · (dimW u(a) + n + |µ(a)|).
Proof. This follows similar to the arguments in Proposition 6.12, after appropriate
modifications of the proof of Proposition 5.9. 
Now we not only use this lemma to inductively compute the orientation of Fp(Γ2),
but it also implies that the capping orientation of wλ is given by (−1)
ν ,
ν = σ1 + dimW
u(a) · (n+ k + |µ(a)|) + |µ(a)| · (k + 1) + k · n + β(s, A′) + µ,
where β(s, A′) is the sign from Section 3.2.A that is needed to compensate for the fact
that we have been using a trivialization which may differ from the one induced by the
spin structure s in the calculations above. Moreover, notice that in this case µ = 0
(recall that µ was defined in Section 5).
Remark 6.28. That this equals the sign from [Karb] follows from the fact that in that
paper, we collect the k gluings of switches to the sub flow tree with a as a positive
puncture in the sign called νstab. In the formula above, however, we assume that the
signs from these gluings already are captured by the orientation of Fp(Γ2).
(f1) – Trees with trivial automorphism group, the positive puncture is 1-valent: If the
automorphism group of the domain corresponding to the rigid flow tree Γ is trivial,
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then we have that Ker ∂¯Γs also is trivial, and by Proposition 5.7 we have that the sign
of Γ gives the capping sign of wλ times (−1)
µ.
To calculate the sign of Γ, we use the arguments from Proposition 6.12, with the
pre-stabilized tree Γ1 and the (un-stabilized) tree Γ2 as inputs. See Figure 14. That is,
assume that Ip(Γ1) and Fp(Γ2) are given their inductively defined stabilized capping
orientations, and let σ1 satisfy
max∧
TpM = (−1)
σ1
max∧
TpIp(Γ1) ∧
max∧
TpFp(Γ2),
oriented. From Lemma 6.27 together with (6.1) and arguments similar to the case (f0)
we get that the stabilized capping orientation of Γ is given by (−1)σ2
σ2 = σ1 + dim Ip(Γ1) + β(s, A
′) + j + 1
+ n+ (|µ(p)|+ k) · dimKer ∂¯Γ1 + (dimCoker ∂¯Γ1 + n) · (dimW
u(a) + n + |µ(a)|).
Here j is the order of the boundary minimum of Γ with smallest τ -value. This sign
comes from the fact that we have inductively given Vcon(Γ) the orientation (v1, . . . , vˆj, . . . , vm−1),
which by Lemma 3.17 differs from the standard orientation of Vcon(Γ) by a sign (−1)
j+1.
a p
s
Γ2
Σ
Γ1 Γ
v
a
p3 p1
p2
p5
p4
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
Figure 14. The final gluing, giving the rigid flow tree. In this case j = 3.
If we make similar simplifications as in Subsection 6.4.A and recall Remark 6.28 we
see that we get the sign from [Karb].
(f2) – Trees with trivial automorphism group, the positive puncture is 2-valent: This
is similar to the case of 1-valent punctures, but now we have to perform two gluings to
get the stabilized orientation of Γ.
Denote the 2-valent positive puncture by a. Let p1, p2 be points on each of the edges
of Γ that contains a. By cutting Γ at these points we get the following 3 partial flow
trees.
• An elementary tree Γa that contains the positive 2-valent puncture a, and has p1
and p2 as negative special punctures.
• Sub flow trees Γi with pi as a positive special puncture, i = 1, 2.
See Figure 15. Here we let Γ1 denote the sub flow tree that corresponds to the lower
part of the standard domain of Γ. Let νi ∈ {0, 1} so that
O(TpiM) = (−1)
νiO(TpiFpi(Γi)), i = 1, 2,
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where TpM is given the orientation from M , and TpiFpi(Γi) is given the inductively
defined stabilized capping orientation of Γi, i = 1, 2.
a aΓ2
Γa
Γ1 Γ
q6
q7
q5 q4
q3
q2
q1
a
q1
q2
q3
q4
q5
q6
q7
Figure 15. The final gluing when the positive puncture is 2-valent. In
this example j = 5.
Remark 6.29. Notice that in this case we cannot have a switch adjacent to the positive
puncture, because of transversality reasons.
Now we glue Γ2 to Γa, to get an intermediate tree Γ2a, and then we glue Γ1 to this
tree.
If we add together the gluing signs from the two gluings, calculated using similar
techniques as in Proposition 5.9, we get (−1)σ1 ,
σ1 = |µ(p1)| · (dimKer cap(Γ2) + n) + |µ(a)| · (dimKer ∂¯Γ1 + dimKer ∂¯Γ2)
+ dimKer ∂¯Γ1 · dimKer cap(Γ2) + (dimCoker ∂¯Γ2 + n) · (n+ |µ(a)|)
+ dimCoker ∂¯Γ1 · (n+ 1 + |µ(p1)|)
The remaining steps are completely similar to the case (f1).
Appendix A. Families of Fredholm operators related to trees
Here we discuss some results about families of Fredholm operators associated to
Morse flow trees.
Recall that the pair (A,wµ) of a trivialized Lagrangian boundary condition A and
a weight wµ defined on a standard domain ∆ is called admissible if the associated
∂¯-operator ∂¯A : H2,µ[A]→ H1,µ[0] is Fredholm.
Definition A.1. Let ∆ = ∆m be a standard domain and let wλ be a continuous
family of weights defined on ∆. Then a family Aλ : ∂∆ → U(n), λ ∈ [0, 1], of
boundary conditions is C2-admissible if
(1) (Aλ,wλ) is admissible for all λ ∈ [0, 1],
(2) Aλ : ∂∆→ U(n) is smooth and depends continuously on λ ∈ [0, 1], with ‖Aλ‖C2
bounded for each λ,
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(3) ∂¯Aλ|∂∆ = 0.
Here the Ck-norm of a matrix A : X → GL(n,C) is defined by
‖A‖Ck =
∑
|αj |≤k
sup
x∈X
‖DαjA(x)‖max
where the derivative is taken component-wise and ‖A‖max = max |aij|.
Lemma A.2. Let Γ be a rigid flow tree, an elementary tree or a sub flow tree. Let
wλ be the weight associated to Γ as in Section 4.1. Then there is a λ0 > 0 so that if
λ ≤ λ0, then the family of trivialized boundary conditions associated to the pre-glued
disk wλ of Γ, also this described in Section 4.1, is C
2-admissible.
Proof. This follows by the constructions in [Ekh07], for all λ so small so that θλ < δ. 
The following proposition shows that under certain circumstances, the kernels of the
operators ∂¯Aλ constitute a vector bundle, with topology induced by [0, 1]×H2,µ(∆,C
n).
Proposition A.3. Assume that we are given a weight w = wµ and a C
2-admissible
family Aλ, λ ∈ [0, 1], of boundary conditions on ∆m for λ ∈ [0, 1]. Assume that ∂¯A0 is
surjective, and let (v1, . . . , vk) be a basis for Ker ∂¯A0. Then there is a λ0 > 0 such that
for every λ ∈ [0, λ0] there is a basis (v
λ
1 , . . . , v
λ
k) for Ker ∂¯Aλ satisfying
‖vλi − vi‖2,µ ≤ C‖Aλ − A0‖C2
where C = C({Aλ}λ∈[0,1]).
Remark A.4. We have a similar statement for the cokernel elements in the case when
∂¯A0 is injective, obtained by considering the adjoint operator ∂.
First we recall the following standard result.
Lemma A.5. Let X be a manifold, and let wµ be a weight function defined on X. If
A : X → GL(n,C) and v : X → Cn then
‖Av‖1,µ ≤ 2n‖A‖C1‖v‖1,µ
where ‖ · ‖1,µ denotes the norm on H1,µ(X,C
n) associated to the weight w = wµ.
Proof. For B ∈ GL(n,C) let ‖B‖op denote the operator norm of B, viewed as a linear
operator, i.e.
‖B‖op = sup
‖z‖Cn=1
‖Bz‖Cn .
Then we have the following inequality
‖B‖max ≤ ‖B‖op ≤ n‖B‖max
and hence
〈Av,Av〉(x) ≤ ‖A(x)‖2op〈v, v〉(x) ≤ n
2‖A(x)‖2max〈v, v〉(x)
pointwise.
This implies that
‖Avw‖2L2 =
∫
X
〈Avw, Avw〉dm ≤ n2‖A‖2C0
∫
X
〈vw, vw〉dm = n2‖A‖2C0‖vw‖
2
L2,
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‖D(Avw)‖L2 = ‖D(A)vw+ AD(vw)‖L2 ≤ ‖D(A)vw‖L2 + ‖AD(vw)‖L2
≤ n‖DA‖C0‖vw‖L2 + n‖A‖C0‖D(vw)‖L2,
so
‖Av‖21,µ = ‖Avw‖
2
L2 + ‖D(Avw)‖
2
L2
≤ n2‖A‖2C0(‖vw‖
2
L2 + ‖D(vw)‖
2
L2) + n
2‖DA‖2C0‖vw‖
2
L2
+ 2n2‖DA‖C0‖A‖C0‖vw‖L2‖D(vw)‖L2
≤ 10n2‖A‖2C1‖v‖
2
1,µ.

Proof of Proposition A.3. By assumptions the operator ∂¯Aλ : H2,µ[Aλ] → H1,µ[0] is
Fredholm for all λ ∈ [0, 1]. Now, for each λ ∈ [0, 1], consider the diagram
H2,µ[A0]
∂¯A0

AλA
−1
0
// H2,µ[Aλ]
∂¯Aλ

H1,µ[0]
AλA
−1
0
// H1,µ[0],
where the multiplication by AλA
−1
0 induce isomorphisms. From this we get an operator
Aˇλ := ∂¯ + A0A
−1
λ ∂¯(AλA
−1
0 ) : H2,µ[A0]→H1,µ[0]
which is conjugate to ∂¯Aλ . Thus Aˇλ gives a family of Fredholm operators, and we have
the following estimate.
‖(Aˇλ1 − Aˇλ2)v‖1,µ = ‖A0(A
−1
λ2
∂¯(Aλ1A
−1
0 )− A
−1
λ1
∂¯(Aλ2A
−1
0 ))v‖1,µ
≤ C‖Aλ1 − Aλ2‖C2‖v‖1,µ → 0
as λ1 → λ2. Here C depends on ‖Aλ‖C2 which by assumptions is uniformly bounded
over λ.
Since the operator Aˇ0 is assumed to be surjective it follows from standard arguments
in Fredholm theory that there is a λ0 > 0 so that the operator Aˇλ also is surjective for
λ ≤ λ0, and that the kernels of these operators constitute a vector bundle over [0, λ0].
Moreover, a trivialization of this vector bundle is given by the map
(id+T (Aˇ0 − Aˇλ)) : Ker Aˇλ → Ker Aˇ0
where T is a bounded right inverse for Aˇ0. It follows that if (v1, . . . , vk) is a basis for
Ker Aˇ0 then (v˜
λ
1 , . . . , v˜
λ
k ) gives a basis for Ker Aˇλ, where
v˜iλ = (id+T (Aˇ0 − Aˇλ))
−1vi, i = 1, . . . , k.
Moreover,
‖v˜iλ − vi‖2,µ ≤
∞∑
i=1
‖(T (Aˇ0 − Aˇλ))
ivi‖2,µ = C˜ · O(‖(A0 − Aλ)‖C2)‖vi‖2,µ
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where C˜ = C˜(T ). Now if we multiply v˜iλ by AλA
−1
0 for i = 1, . . . , k, we get a basis for
Ker ∂¯Aλ for λ ≤ λ0 and
‖AλA
−1
0 v˜
i
λ − vi‖2,µ ≤ ‖(Aλ −A0)A
−1
0 v˜
i
λ‖2,µ + ‖v˜
i
λ − vi‖2,µ
≤ C1‖(A0 − Aλ)‖C2‖v˜
i
λ‖2,µ + C˜‖(A0 − Aλ)‖C2‖vi‖2,µ

We summarize the implications of Proposition A.3 by giving some results which are
used in Section 6.
Lemma A.6. Suppose that Aλ, λ ∈ [0, 1], is a C
2-admissible family of trivialized
boundary conditions on D0 so that A0 = id. Then there is a λ0 > 0 so that for all
0 ≤ λ ≤ λ0 we have that Coker ∂¯Aλ is trivial, and there are functions vi,λ ∈ H2[Aλ],
i = 1, . . . , n, satisfying
‖vi,λ − ∂xi‖2 → 0 as λ→ 0
and so that
Ker ∂¯Aλ = Span(v1,λ, . . . , vn,λ).
Proof. In the limit λ = 0 the problem is surjective with n-dimensional kernel spanned
by (∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn). Since surjectivity is an open condition and the problem is Fredholm
for all λ the result then follows from Proposition A.3. 
Corollary A.7. The canonical orientation of det ∂¯Aλ is given by the ordered tuple
(v1,λ, . . . , vn,λ).
Corollary A.8. We have an oriented vector bundle Ker ∂¯A ≃ [0, λ0] × Ker ∂¯A0 where
the trivializations are given by vi,λ 7→ ∂xi, i = 1, . . . , n. Moreover, the orientation of
each fiber is given by the canonical orientation.
We have a similar result for C2-admissible families defined on ∆i, i = 1 or i = 2.
Indeed, assume that Aλ, λ ∈ [0, 1] is a family of trivialized boundary conditions on ∆i
with A0 = id. Assume that w = wµ is a weight function so that (Aλ,w) is admissible
for all λ ∈ [0, 1], and so that the weight vectors satisfies
If i = 1 : µ0 = (−δ, . . . ,−δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, δ, . . . , δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k
)
If i = 2 : µ0 = (−δ, . . . ,−δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, δ, . . . , δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k
), µ1 = (−δ, . . . ,−δ), or
µ0 = (−δ, . . . ,−δ), µ1 = (−δ, . . . ,−δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, δ, . . . , δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k
).
Then we have the following.
Lemma A.9. There is a λ0 > 0 so that for 0 ≤ λ ≤ λ0 we have that Coker ∂¯Aλ is
trivial, and there are functions vi,λ ∈ H2,µ[Aλ], i = 1, . . . , k, satisfying
‖vi,λ − ∂xi‖2,µ → 0 as λ→ 0
and so that
Ker ∂¯Aλ = Span(v1,λ, . . . , vk,λ).
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Proof. From [EES05a] it follows that in the limit λ = 0 the problem is surjective with
k-dimensional kernel spanned by (∂x1 , . . . , ∂xk). Since surjectivity is an open condition
and the problem is Fredholm for all λ the result then follows from Proposition A.3. 
Corollary A.10. We have an oriented vector bundle Ker ∂¯A ≃ [0, λ0]×Ker ∂¯A0 where
the trivializations are given by vi,λ 7→ ∂xi, i = 1, . . . , k.
Remark A.11. All the results above also holds for the cokernel of injective problems,
by considering the adjoint operator ∂.
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